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This paper focuses on negotiation and drafting considerations for letters of
intent, stock purchase agreements, and certain ancillary documents in the context
of the acquisition of the stock of a privately-held company.
Part I of this paper discusses letters of intent. Part I focuses on the potential
advantages and disadvantages

of letters

of intent and

illustrates drafting

considerations when utilizing such a letter.
Part II of this paper provides an overview of a stock purchase agreement,
including examples that highlight the interworking of the agreement's provisions.
Parts III through IX of this paper examine selected and specific issues that
arise in drafting a stock purchase agreement.

Each Part includes examples of

language that illustrate the different goals of the purchaser and the sellers.
Part X of this paper discusses common ancillary documents and the deal
points therein of which an attorney should be mindful.
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I.

LETTERS OF INTENT
Letters of intent (sometimes called “term sheets,” “letters of interest,”

“expressions of interest” or “memoranda of understandings” – for purposes herein,
we will refer to all such expressions as “letters of intent”) are sometimes utilized by
parties after preliminary negotiations to memorialize certain key deal points.

By

definition, letters of intent are brief descriptions of the parties’ expectations and
typically contemplate the completion of more detailed definitive documentation.
Practitioners’ and clients’ views about whether letters of intent are advantageous or
not are extremely varied.
A.
When

Reasons to Consider Utilizing a Letter of Intent.
properly

considered

and

drafted,

a

letter

of

intent

can

be

advantageous for the following reasons:
1.
Momentum.

A Letter of Intent can Preserve Deal Stability and Continue Deal

A letter of intent can serve as an instrument to memorialize the

“seriousness” of the parties and create at least a “moral commitment” to continue
negotiations (and devote commensurate resources) along an agreed upon path (but
see contrary view below).
2.

A Letter of Intent Can Identify Key Deal Points or Deal Breakers.

The process of analyzing and negotiating the fundamental points of a proposed
transaction in the context of a letter of intent often identifies or provides additional
focus on threshold issues that could make or break a deal.

This process may

directly affect the potential resources that a party may elect to commit (or not).

38833575.2
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3.
Transaction.

A Letter of Intent can Provide a “Map” for a Complex Proposed

If a particular transaction is extremely complex or otherwise has a

significant number of steps or contingencies, a letter of intent can provide a
valuable description of the various steps (and related time frames) needed to
complete the final transaction.
4.

A Letter of Intent Can Provide a Vehicle for Certain Binding

Obligations between the Parties. Often the parties may wish to memorialize certain
binding obligations between themselves, such as provisions with respect to the
payment of costs, exclusive dealings or other such matters.
5.

A Letter of Intent Can Provide an Important Expression Needed

for Other Constituencies or Regulatory Approvals. A letter of intent is sometimes
useful to explain the transaction to other persons not directly involved in the
negotiations (e.g., directors or lenders). In addition, under certain circumstances,
a letter of intent can be used to submit applications to relevant regulators (e.g., for
HSR filings and reinsurance filings (for insurance companies)).
B.

Reasons to Refrain from Using Letters of Intent.
1.

A Letter of Intent May Entail Unnecessary Costs.

Letters of

intent that are intensely negotiated and detailed may require that substantial
resources be spent on advisors.

This expense may not be worth the ultimate

benefits, and negotiating definitive agreements may be a superior alternative.
2.

A Letter of Intent May Actually Slow Deal Momentum.

The

parties risk bogging down in an intense negotiation of a letter of intent. Prolonging

38833575.2
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a negotiation regarding the letter of intent (rather than the definitive agreement)
may impair momentum.
3.

A Letter of Intent Could Weaken Future Leverage. Particularly

in the case where terms are agreed that could change dramatically during diligence,
the “moral force” of a letter of intent could actually impair a party’s proposed
material change in terms.
4.

A Letter of Intent Could Inadvertently Create a Binding

Commitment or A Duty to Negotiate in Good Faith.

Depending on the language

contained in a letter of intent and the factual circumstances surrounding the parties
negotiations, the parties risk a court finding some sort of “unintended” binding
commitment was created.
5.

A Letter of Intent Could Create a Public Disclosure Obligation. If

one of the parties is a publicly traded company, the entering into a binding letter of
intent could be a “material event” required to be reported on a Form 8-K or
otherwise required to be reported by the rules of an exchange.
C.

Drafting the Letter of Intent.

Attached as Appendix A is an illustrative form of a letter of intent (the
“Illustrative LOI”).

The Illustrative LOI contains both non-binding and binding

provisions for purposes of demonstrating the points below.
1.

To Bind or Not to Bind? Often letters of intent take the form of

basic terms that are largely descriptive and are not intended to bind the parties to
anything. However, under other circumstances, the parties may intend for certain
provisions to indeed be contractual commitments between the parties (e.g.,

38833575.2
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exclusivity, provisions regarding fees and expenses, confidentiality and publicity,
operation of the business in the ordinary course – see Illustrative LOI §§ B and D).
Irrespective of the final choice, the parties should ensure that the letter of intent
properly reflects their intention. Thus, if the parties intend for certain provisions to
be binding,

they should

specifically design those provisions

to

meet the

requirements for a valid and enforceable contract. Likewise, if the intent is to be
non-binding, they should craft those provisions appropriately. There are numerous
cases discussing the binding (or non-binding) nature of

letters of intent, and

generally a court’s determination may be based upon the following factors:
(a)

the language of the letter of intent;

(b) the context of the negotiations;
(c)

the existence of any partial performance;

(d) what, if any, issues remain to be negotiated; and
(e)

whether it is customary in this context to utilize a more
formal agreement to create a binding obligation.1

Of all of the factors listed above, the precise language utilized in the letter of intent
is certainly key in the event of a judicial review.
Even if a term sheet is thought (by at least one party) to be nonbinding, the
parties may nonetheless be obligated to negotiate in good faith. A myriad of court
decisions have found that such a duty did indeed exist.

As with other binding

obligations found by courts, the ultimate results are typically determined by
examining the language in the letter of intent and where relevant or applicable, the

1

See Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America v. Tribune Co. 670 F. Supp.
491 (S.D. N.Y. 1987).
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parties’ behavior. Once again, proper drafting is the primary component to get the
result one desires. Before drafting and negotiating letters of intent, practitioners in
Georgia are encouraged to review the Georgia case, Turner Broadcasting Systems,
Inc. v. McDavid et al., 693 S.E. 2d 873 (Ga. App. 2010), in which the Georgia Court
of Appeals upheld finding of a breach of an oral contract to sell two professional
sports teams.

The facts of this case were unusual and involved the manner of

negotiations following the expiration of the letter of intent, but nonetheless it holds
important lessons with respect to continuation of negotiations following such an
event and with respect to what can be potentially mitigated with a thoughtful letter
of intent.
2.

Drafting Points.

The Illustrative LOI takes the approach of

setting forth separately designated non-binding and binding sections. Typically, the
non-binding provisions will be general descriptions of the salient points of the
prospective transaction. When drafting those provisions, in addition to setting forth
express language of the non-binding intent of the language, it is also important to
avoid utilizing “contract-like” language in order to avoid any ambiguity.

For

example, in the non-binding provisions, the Illustrative LOI refers to a “proposed
transaction.” Likewise, the Illustrative LOI, in the non-binding provisions, avoids
the use of words like “shall,” “will” or “must” and utilizes phrases such as “would,”
“eventual” and the like. See Illustrative LOI §§ 1-7.
By contrast, the binding provisions should utilize “contractual” language and
those sections should be drafted with the formality expected of a binding contract.
In addition, it is helpful to expressly indicate the binding provisions.

38833575.2
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Illustrative LOI §§§ A-H.

Likewise, words of obligation such as “shall” or “must”

should be used to indicate contractual formality (simultaneously distinguishing the
type of language employed in the non-binding provisions).
While the “form” of a letter of intent may vary greatly from deal to deal and
from practitioner to practitioner, the legal principles of what may be binding or not
are the same. Thus, the drafters should take care to understand the intentions of
the parties and to accurately reflect those intentions in appropriate documentation.
II.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT
A.

Purpose.

An acquisition agreement undertakes to document and preserve the bargain
reached by the purchaser and seller. The negotiation of an acquisition agreement
may result in the disclosure of information that requires further negotiation of the
bargain and may result in identifying new issues that were not covered when the
purchaser and seller first reached their basic bargain. In that way, the negotiation
of the acquisition agreement helps the purchaser and sellers finish defining their
bargain.
Another important purpose of the acquisition agreement is to set forth what
happens if the parties (particularly the purchaser) determine (either before or after
the closing) that the facts on which that bargain was based – largely, the target
company's condition – are in fact different:

for example, if the target has a

previously unknown major liability or if a major lawsuit has been filed based on a
pre-closing act or omission.

38833575.2
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Although this discussion is focused on a stock purchase agreement, many of
the topics discussed generally apply to asset purchase and merger agreements
(noting, however, that there are unique aspects of asset purchases and mergers
that are beyond the scope of this paper.)
B.

Basic Components.

Attached as Appendix B to this paper is a illustrative form of stock purchase
agreement (the “Illustrative SPA”).

While very short, it provides a convenient

overview of a stock purchase agreement.2
The overview that follows is not at all a detailed discussion of an acquisition
agreement (that's a two-day seminar), but rather a highlighting of its fundamental
provisions – all in contemplation of the examples that follow this overview and that
are intended to show the interworkings of the basic acquisition agreement
provisions.
1.

Section 1 – Definitions. To reduce the length of other sections

of the Stock Purchase Agreement, a section setting forth commonly used defined
terms is advantageous. Terms defined in this section are typically terms that are
utilized multiple times. Likewise, such a practice ensures that the same term has
the same meaning whenever it is utilized.

Other terms may be operationally

defined either because of infrequent use or because the contextual definition is

2

Note re ABA Stock Purchase Agreement: This paper from time to time refers to the “ABA
Model Stock Purchase Agreement”, which was first prepared in 1995 by the Business Law
Section's M&A Committee (then known as the Negotiated Acquisitions Committee) and
published by the ABA's Section of Business Law. A new version of this form was published
in 2010 - the ABA Model Stock Purchase Agreement with Commentary, Second Edition
(2010) – which differs in some respects from the original.
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superior for understanding.

Section 1 of the Illustrative SPA both sets forth

definitions and references other defined terms for care of use.
2.

Section 2 – The Basic Deal.

This section states the price and

structure – in the case of the illustrative SPA, a stock purchase rather than an asset
purchase or a merger. A stock acquisition has a very different tax effect than an
asset purchase, as do the (for tax purposes) equivalent “reverse” and “forward”
mergers.
3.

Section 3 – Closing and Closing Conditions.

Illustrative SPA

§ 3(b) sets forth the deliveries to be made at the closing and – more importantly
for purposes of this paper – § 3(a) sets forth the closing conditions. If a closing
condition for the benefit of a party is not met (such as the sellers' representations
and warranties not being true in all material respects), then the other party (in this
example, the purchaser) can terminate the deal as set forth in § 6.

Thus the

closing conditions are referred to in the M&A slang as “walk rights.”
The first closing condition (see Illustrative SPA § 3(a)(i)) is the “keystone”
closing condition: that the representations and warranties continue to be true in all
material respects and that covenants have been performed. As provided in the last
sentence of the Illustrative SPA § 3(a), a certificate is delivered by the sellers at the
closing stating that the representations and warranties are still true and correct or if
not, in what respects they are not. The purchaser may, of course, independently
verify the continuing accuracy of the representations and warranties through its
own investigation and need not rely solely on the sellers' certificate.
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The second closing condition is the “no Material Adverse Change” condition
(see § 3(a)(ii)(A)), a condition that has received much attention in the flurry of
“busted deals” in the recent financial meltdown and that is discussed in detail in
Part V of this paper. As will become apparent in that discussion, if a purchaser has
a specific concern, it needs to be specifically addressed in the closing conditions –
and thus § 2(a)(ii)(A)'s parenthetical includes the express condition that revenues
for the three months preceding the closing have not declined by more the 5% from
the corresponding three-month period in the prior year.
And while this overview of the stock purchase agreement is not intended to
be a discussion of closing conditions, it is worth noting that the seller usually wants
few conditions (it wants to increase the certainty that the deal will close) and that
the purchaser wants many conditions (it wants to increase the likelihood that it will
get the business it bargained for).
Note re: Deliveries at Closing – Obligations versus Conditions:

The

parties need to consider carefully whether a necessary component of
the transaction – such as an employment agreement – is to be (1) a
condition to the closing or (2) merely a contractual obligation of the
sellers to deliver if the other conditions are satisfied.

Usually, the

purchaser wants everything to be a contractual obligation to deliver at
the closing and the sellers want everything to be a condition. Neither
gets its way completely.

But to the extent that the sellers prevail,

they will almost always be under a good faith (if not higher) obligation
to satisfy the closing conditions – and § 5(b) of the Illustrative SPA
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expressly imposes such an obligation.

Because of this conflict,

important third party documents generally require special treatment,
such as (a) having an important employment agreement signed
simultaneously with the signing of the acquisition agreement and (b)
having specific actions and/or guidelines as to the efforts parties must
expend to obtain essential consents.
4.

Section 4 – Representations and Warranties.
a.

Overview. The representations and warranties, together

with the related qualifying disclosure schedules, are essentially the statement of the
target company's condition as to which the purchaser is willing to pay the stated
purchase price.

Thus, the representations and warranties are critical, because if

they are incorrect – whether because the representations and warranties were
incorrect when made or because developments between the signing date and the
closing date made them incorrect – then the purchaser has the right either (i) not
to close or (ii) to be indemnified by the sellers for an amount equal to the difference
in the target company's condition.

As addressed below, the drafting of the

indemnification provisions directly affects the purchaser's indemnification rights. As
is discussed in Part III, the purchaser's pre-closing knowledge of a breach of a
representation or warranty may affect the purchaser's indemnification rights.
This overview of the stock purchase agreement is not a detailed discussion of
the types or language of representations and warranties, but it is worth noting that
the sellers typically want fewer, loosely stated representations and warranties (they
want the money without the threat that they may have to return some of it as a
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result of a breach of representations and warranties), whereas the purchaser wants
many, tightly drafted representations and warranties (i.e., it wants the business in
the condition it bargained for).
b.

Confirming the Due Diligence Review.

The purchaser

must carefully review the disclosure schedules qualifying the representations and
warranties to be sure that nothing in the schedules is inconsistent with the
purchaser's due diligence review and, thus, that nothing in them suggests
inaccuracies in the projections upon which the purchase price is based.
c.

Knowledge & Materiality Qualifiers. Sellers typically want

to qualify representations and warranties by knowledge and by materiality:

“To

sellers' knowledge, Target Company is in compliance in all material respects with X,
Y and Z.” Such concepts introduce significant uncertainty into what is primarily a
risk allocation process with respect to the unknown, (i) not only as to whether a
breach has occurred (Did the sellers know?) but also (ii) as to the amount of the
risk allocation (Was the non-compliance material? The breach may have cost the
purchaser $25,000, but is that material given a $25,000,000 purchase price?).
Thus,

many

purchasers

draft

the

indemnification

provisions

of

acquisition

agreements to “scrape” (that is, disregard) all knowledge qualifiers (except perhaps
for representations as to actions threatened by third parties) and all materiality
qualifiers

and

time

period

limitations,

instead

agreeing

that

the

sellers'

indemnification obligation will be subject to a deductible (frequently called a
“basket”) that, in effect, defines materiality.
Illustrative SPA’s § 6(b)(i) proviso.
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d.

Time Made.

Representations and warranties are always

made as of the date the acquisition agreement is signed.

In addition, as the

bracketed language in § 6(b) Illustrative SPA provides, they could also be – and
from the purchaser's perspective, should be and, in fact, usually are – made again
as of the closing. The examples discussed below illustrate the importance to the
purchaser of having the representations and warranties also made as of the closing.
5.

Section 5 – Covenants.

during the “signing/closing gap.”

The covenants address obligations

Illustrative SPA § 5 includes some of the most

common covenants. It is also common to include more detailed covenants about
other aspects of the transaction – such as employee or tax matters.
a.

Continuing Operation of the Target Company's Business.

This covenant provides an affirmative obligation that the sellers will continue to
operate the business in the ordinary course from the time of the signing of the
acquisition agreement through the closing and, in addition, it provides certain
“negative covenants” – i.e., that they will cause the target company not to do
certain other things (for example, selling the company’s assets or terminating key
agreements with suppliers or customers).
b.

Good Faith Efforts of the Parties.

This covenant is a

general obligation of the parties (i) to perform their covenants and (ii) to take the
actions (or avoid taking actions) necessary to cause the representations and
warranties to be true and correct at the closing.
c.

Access. This covenant permits the purchaser to continue

to better understand the target company (and continues a generally comparable
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provision of the superseded letter of intent) (i) not only to prepare to take over its
operations as of the closing, but also (ii) to determine whether the sellers’ the
representations and warranties are true.

Note that the confidentiality agreement

survives execution of the acquisition agreement, as reflected in the parenthetical
exception to the “integration clause” of Illustrative SPA § 8(i).
d.

No

Negotiations.

Because

the

letter

of

intent

is

superseded by the acquisition agreement, acquisition agreements almost always
restate the “no shop” provision, even though the parties are now subject to a
binding contract to purchase and sell.

The use of this covenant also retards

potential mischief of other bidders (or negotiations therewith) causing friction
between signing and closing.
6.

Section 6 – Termination.

The Illustrative SPA has two typical

termination provisions: first, a right to terminate if not all of the closing conditions
are satisfied by the targeted closing dated plus the thirty-day cure period (see
§ 6(a)) – that is, the purchaser may terminate if not all of the agreed upon closing
conditions, such as obtaining the lessor's consent to the assignment of Target's
warehouse lease, are satisfied); and second, an independent right to terminate if
the closing does not occur before the “drop dead date” (see § 6(b)) – that is, the
date as of which the parties may stop trying to satisfy the closing conditions
without violating the “good faith efforts” obligations of Illustrative SPA § 8(a). The
“drop dead date” termination can be somewhat duplicative of the closing
conditions-based termination provision in the Illustrative SPA, but is very common.
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7.

Section 7 – Survival & Indemnification. This important provision

sets forth the basis on which the purchaser may recover part (or perhaps all) of the
purchase price (a) to the extent that the representations and warranties are not
true and (b) in other negotiated instances.
With respect to the latter, the sellers may have disclosed on a disclosure
schedule a tax audit, potential environmental problem or other potential liabilities,
and because that fact or circumstance is disclosed, the applicable representation
and warranty is not breached. Thus, the purchaser should add a specific indemnity
from the sellers if, for example, the tax audit will result in the payment of additional
taxes or the purchaser will be forced to clean up the environmental problem.
Section 7(b)(ii) of the Illustrative SPA provides such a specific environmental
indemnity.

Indemnification also covers the sellers' failure to comply with their

covenants and agreements, including the covenant to operate in the ordinary
course and not incur debt.
More broadly, § 7 contains the typical indemnification provisions:
• the indemnified events (see § 7(b));
• a time limit for making claims (see § 7(c)(i));
• a deductible/basket (see § 7(c)(ii));
• a cap (see § 7(c)(iii)); and
• a procedure for making indemnification claims (see § 7(d)).
And importantly for the discussion in Part III of this paper, Illustrative SPA § 7(a)'s
second sentence is a “knowledge savings clause.”
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8.

Section 8 – Miscellaneous.

These provisions typically drive

clients to distraction, but they are important in avoiding technical disputes that
could cause a party not to obtain the benefit of the bargain – stated otherwise, the
purpose of these provisions is to make sure that the rest of the agreement works.
Note that § 8(d) of the Illustrative SPA is a contract construction provision
undertaking to negate the general rule that contracts are construed against the
drafter. That provision and some other significant contract construction provisions
are discussed in Part IX.
C.

The Interworking of the “Four Horsemen.”

While all of the

foregoing provisions are important, the four most important ones from a legal
drafting perspective are (1) the representations and warranties, (2) the covenants,
(3) the conditions to closing, and (4) the indemnification provisions – they are what
James Freund in his thirty-plus year old (but still insightful) book Anatomy of a
Merger called the “Four Horsemen” of an acquisition agreement.

Several examples

applying these provisions are attached at the end of this paper. The point of the
examples is to illustrate how the basic acquisition agreement provisions work in
concert:
• Does a breach of one of the sellers' representations and warranties or
one of the sellers' covenants let the purchaser refuse to close and
terminate?
• Does a breach of one of the sellers' representations and warranties or
one of the sellers' covenants give the purchaser an indemnification
right?
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• What is the impact on the purchaser's indemnification rights of the time
at which the sellers make their representations and warranties?
Consider the following examples:
Example 1 – “Triggering Event” Pre-Signing.

This scenario is the “classic”

breach: The disclosure schedules fail to list a major lawsuit that was filed before
the signing or a major environmental spill that occurred before the signing. So the
prospective purchaser may either refuse to close or close and proceed against the
sellers – probably successfully.

The “probably” is included in the preceding

sentence because the sellers may argue that the purchaser waived its rights to
recover for a breach of a representation or warranty if it knew of the breach and
nevertheless closed.

The effect of knowledge is obviously of critical importance,

and thus it is addressed separately in Part III. That discussion will address why the
knowledge issue does not exist with the environmental spill – basically because that
indemnity is covered by the specific indemnity in Illustrative SPA § 7(b)(ii) that is
not tied to a breach of a representation or warranty. Note that if the environmental
spill was disclosed before signing (that is, it was listed in the disclosure schedules),
then the purchaser can – because it has been disclosed – obtain indemnification
only by listing the spill specifically as an indemnified matter – as is the case of
§ 7(b)(ii)'s bracketed “Option One.”
Example 2 – “Triggering Event” During Interim + Reps and Warranties as of
Signing Date. Assume that a major lawsuit arises or an environmental spill occurs
during the “gap” period between the time the acquisition agreement is signed and
the closing.
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condition of the closing that representations and warranties must be true in all
material respects both as of the signing date and as of the closing date and (2) the
representations and warranties are made only as of the signing. Thus, while such a
lawsuit or environmental spill is a proper reason for the purchaser not to close – the
closing condition that the representations and warranties be true as if made at the
closing is not satisfied – the purchaser does not have any basis for making an
indemnification claim if it does decide to close.

But if, for example, the sellers

cause the target company to pay a special dividend to themselves – in violation of
§ 5(a)(ii)(A) – then the purchaser will have an indemnification claim based on a
breach of a covenant.
Example 3 – “Triggering Event” During Interim + Reps and Warranties as of
Both Signing Date & Closing Date.

From the purchaser's perspective, Example 2

may not be satisfactory: the deal has momentum, and the purchaser may feel
compelled to close even though a significant development has arisen in the interim
as to which it has no indemnification rights against the sellers. Thus, the purchaser
almost invariably – and almost always successfully – negotiates to have the
representations and warranties actually remade as of the closing date (this is the
bracketed language in the indemnification provision in § 7(b)(i)). The alternative is
to have the representations and warranties remade at the closing through the
“bring down” certificate (see Illustrative SPA § 3(a)'s last sentence), but then the
indemnification provisions need to exclude new disclosures in determining whether
a breach has occurred.

By providing that representations and warranties are

remade as of the closing date, the purchaser may waive the closing condition, close
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and make an indemnification claim against the sellers the next day – and preserve
the benefit of its bargain. But from the sellers' point of view (particularly because
this item was not something that they knew about at the time of the signing and,
even more particularly, if the sellers think they can “fix” the problem), the sellers
may want to preserve the right to determine whether the sellers want to proceed
with the sale on that basis. The sellers may think that they can continue owning
the target company, work out the problem and then sell the target company “next
year” for the same price. Acquisition agreements take a variety of approaches to
this issue, including the following Examples 4 and 5.
Example 4 – “Triggering Event” During Interim + Reps and Warranties as of
Signing Date & Closing Date.

Example 4 provides that the representations and

warranties are actually remade as of the closing, but also provides that if the
purchaser is notified of a breach and closes, then it waives all rights to
indemnification for such disclosed matter, at least as to those material enough to
trigger the purchaser's closing condition that the sellers' representations and
warranties are true and correct in all material respects as of the closing (see
Illustrative SPA § 2(a)(i)(A)).

This result is slightly different from the approach

discussed in Example 3 above in that in this instance, the purchaser waives its
rights only as to disclosed matters that develop in the interim, not unknown
developments in the interim. The purchaser can protect itself: (a) if the breach is
immaterial, the purchaser is indemnified (not “whip-sawed”) and (b) if the breach is
material – and thus the purchaser has a “walk right” – then the purchaser can
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choose to terminate or to close and not be indemnified – and to that extent, the
parties are in the same position as Example 2.
Example 5 – “Triggering Event” During Interim + Reps and Warranties as of
Signing Date & Closing Date. Example 5 provides that the purchaser's rights are
not waived as to any interim developments, but also provides that the sellers can
refuse to close if such interim period breach could reasonably be expected to result
in a claim against them, perhaps only if the amount of such claim is in excess of a
certain dollar amount. Now the sellers can protect themselves, but the purchaser is
protected if the sellers don't exercise their walk right.

But if the sellers exercise

their walk right, must they pay a termination fee or at least cover the purchaser's
expenses?
SUMMARY: To say the least, this is a difficult issue as to which there is no “correct”
approach, and its resolution is in fact deal specific. The point of the examples is to
illustrate

the

interworkings

of

the

closing

conditions,

representations

and

warranties, termination rights and indemnification – not to take a position as to the
“best” or even the “market” approach.
III.

INDEMNIFICATION – IMPACT OF PURCHASER'S KNOWLEDGE
As pointed out above in the “interworking examples,” there is a question as

to whether a party – normally the purchaser – can enforce an indemnification
provision if that party, knowing of other party's breach of a representation and
warranty, nevertheless closes.
While technical, this topic is critical because it goes directly to the ability of a
party – usually the purchaser – to recover under the acquisition agreement's
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indemnification provisions for the other party's – usually the sellers' – breaches of
the carefully negotiated representations and warranties. This issue does not apply
either (1) to indemnification for breaches of covenants or (2) to indemnification for
matters that are covered by specific indemnity provisions – such as the
environmental indemnification separately set forth in Illustrative SPA § 7(b)(ii).
This Section III discusses (1) why the “knowledge” could be a bar to an
indemnification claim and (2) what a party (focusing here on the purchaser) can do
to protect itself when it closes in spite of a known material breach.
A.

Overview of The Issue.

Whether a purchaser's knowledge at the

time of closing of a seller's breach of a representation or warranty waives the
purchaser's right to pursue indemnification for the breach depends on a variety of
factors, including the facts (in some jurisdictions, whether the seller itself disclosed
to the purchaser facts constituting the breach) and the law governing the dispute.
The most fundamental issue is whether the court will treat the claim as a
contract claim or a tort claim. This issue can be related to a distinction between
“representations” and “warranties.”
events and current circumstances.

Traditionally, representations related to past
See Restatement of the Law (Second),

Contracts, § 159, cmt. c. Warranties, on the other hand, generally were thought of
as promises that existing or future facts are or will be true.

18 Williston on

Contracts § 52:35 (4th ed.); Uniform Commercial Code § 2-313. However, under a
typically

drafted

acquisition

agreement

–

one

that

consistently

refers

to

“representations and warranties” and provides for indemnification for “breaches of
representations and warranties” – there is no practical distinction between the two.
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See Model Stock Purchase Agreement with Commentary (2010) and also the ABA
Model Asset Purchase Agreement (2001), also published by the ABA's Section of
Business Law.; But see Kenneth A. Adams, A Manual of Style for Contract Drafting
§§ 12.285-12.310 (2nd ed.) for an argument that “representations” used by itself is
preferable to “representations and warranties” – but that argument has not gained
any perceptible traction in the M&A bar.
Nevertheless, because a “misrepresentation” constitutes a tort, the courts in
some jurisdictions analyze the purchaser's knowledge in the context of a tort rather
than in the context of a breach of a contract (the acquisition agreement in which
the representation appears).

See Hendricks v. Callahan, 972 F.2d 190 (8th Cir.

1992) (applying Minnesota law); Middleby Corp. v. Hussmann Corp., 1992 WL
220922 (N.D. Ill. 1992) (applying Delaware law).

If the analysis of the breach is

as a tort, then the purchaser must demonstrate it justifiably relied upon a particular
representation or warranty made by the seller in order to sustain its claim for
breach of that representation or warranty.
Other courts state that a purchaser claiming a breach of a contractual
representation or warranty needs only to show that there was in fact a breach,
because such claims are based on contract law. See Pegasus Mgmt Co. v. Lyssa,
Inc., 995 F. Supp. 29 (D. Mass. 1998) (applying Connecticut law); Am Family
Brands, Inc. v. Giuffrida Enterprises, Inc., 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5588 (E.D. Pa.
1998) (applying Pennsylvania law); Shambaugh v. Lindsay, 445 N.E.2d 124 (Ind.
Ct. App. 1983); S Broad. Group, LLC v. GEM Broad., Inc., 145 F. Supp. 2d 1316
(M.D. Fla. 2001) (applying Florida law).
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Unfortunately, while the original New York decision in CBS v. Ziff Davis
(discussed below) adopted the contract analysis, subsequent New York decisions
have introduced a “condition” that if the purchaser knows of a breach – at least in
the circumstance where such breach is disclosed to the purchaser by the seller itself
prior to closing – then the purchaser has waived its right to indemnification on that
known breach because the purchaser cannot later say that it believed it was
purchasing the seller's promise regarding the truth of the representations and
warranties, at least unless the purchaser can demonstrate that it has otherwise
reserved its rights prior to the closing.
An excellent summary of this “dilemma”, including the citations to the
relatively few cases, is in Debunking the Myth of the Sandbagging Purchaser:
When Sellers Ask Purchasers to Agree to Anti-Sandbagging Clauses, Who is
Sandbagging Whom, The M&A Lawyer 3, 5 (2007).
The remainder of this discussion focuses on New York law because it is the
jurisdiction with the most relevant cases and thus best illustrates the problem – and
also because New York law is frequently chosen, particularly by purchasers, as a
“neutral” law.
B.

The Seminal Case – CBS v. Ziff-Davis.

The survival of an

indemnification claim after discovery by the purchaser of a possible breach of the
sellers' representations and warranties was the subject of CBS, Inc. v. Ziff-Davis
Publishing Co., 553 N.E.2d 997 (N.Y. 1990). In that case, the seller argued that
the purchaser was not allowed to recover on its indemnification claim due to the
purchaser's lack of reliance on the relevant representations.
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asserted because the purchaser had informed the seller prior to the closing that the
purchaser believed such representations had been breached but closed anyway.
The court stated that:
“the critical question is not whether the purchaser believed in the truth of
the warranted information, but whether it believed it was purchasing the
seller's promise as to its truth.” (Emphasis added.)
The court further stated that “this view of 'reliance' – i.e., as requiring no more
than reliance on the express warranty as being a part of the bargain between the
parties – reflects the prevailing perception of an action for breach of an express
warranty as one that is no longer grounded in tort, but essentially in contract.”
[Emphasis added.]
Following

this

reasoning,

the

court

upheld

the

purchaser's

right to

indemnification on the contract law basis – not on the tort law fraud claim basis –
that the purchaser was purchasing “the express warranties as bargained for
contractual terms that were part of the purchase agreement.”

Id. at 1000.

However, even at the time decided, the facts of this case (including the seller's
threat to litigate if the purchaser refused to close), the contrary views of the lower
courts, and a vigorous dissent in the appellate court all suggested that the issue
should not be regarded as completely settled. That proved true.
C.

Subsequent New York Cases – Contract or Tort Claim.

decided by the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
subsequent to Ziff-Davis (and interpreting New York law) have muddied the
waters in New York.
1.
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In Galli v. Metz, 973 F.2d 145 (2d Cir. 1992), the purchaser and the sellers
simultaneously signed a stock purchase agreement and closed the acquisition of the
stock.

In the purchase agreement, the sellers made certain representations and

warranties as to the absence of knowledge of any facts which might adversely
affect the business or condition of the target company or its properties. Id. at 150.
Because the sellers had knowledge prior to the signing of hazardous waste
contamination at one of the target company's sites, the purchaser claimed that the
sellers had breached this representation and warranty. Id. The sellers argued that
the purchaser was precluded from recovering for a breach of the seller's
representation and warranty because the environmental contamination was
disclosed to the purchaser prior to the closing (and, therefore, prior to signing the
purchase agreement).

Id.

The purchaser relied on Ziff-Davis in arguing that its

knowledge of the breach was irrelevant. Id.
The Second Circuit distinguished Ziff-Davis by noting that in that case there
was a dispute at the time of the closing as to the accuracy of certain of the seller's
representations and warranties. The court stated that
[w]here a buyer closes on a contract in the full knowledge and
acceptance of facts disclosed by the seller which would constitute a
breach of warranty under the terms of the contract, the buyer should
be foreclosed from later asserting the breach. In that situation, unless
the buyer expressly preserves his rights under the warranties (as CBS
did in Ziff-Davis), we think the buyer has waived the breach.
Id. at 151. Apparently, the purchaser in Galli v. Metz did not expressly reserve its
rights.
2.
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Rogath v. Siebenmann, 129 F.3d 261 (2d Cir. 1997), involved the sale of a
painting, supposedly painted by a well-known artist.

In the bill of sale for the

painting (presumably delivered at closing), the seller warranted that he had no
knowledge of any challenge to the authenticity of the painting. When the purchaser
later tried to sell the painting and problems arose as to the authenticity of the
painting, the purchaser sued the seller for breach of warranty, claiming that the
seller knew of a challenge to the painting's authenticity prior to the sale.

Id. at

263. The seller argued that the purchaser should be unable to recover because the
purchaser was fully aware when he bought the painting that questions as to its
authenticity had already been raised.

Id.

The Second Circuit held that the

purchaser would be unable to recover for breach, noting that the seller itself had
informed the purchaser of doubts about the authenticity of the painting: “where
the seller discloses up front the inaccuracy of certain of his warranties, it cannot be
said that the buyer – absent the express preservation of his rights – believed he
was purchasing the seller's promise as to the truth of the warranties.” Id. at 265.
Like the purchaser in Galli v. Metz, the purchaser in Rogath also apparently did not
expressly reserve his rights.
3.

Merrill Lynch v. Allegheny (2007).

The most recent discussion of this issue is Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. v.
Allegheny Energy, Inc., 500 F.3d 171 (2d Cir. 2007). This involved Merrill Lynch's
sale to Allegheny of the assets of Merrill Lynch's energy-commodities trading
business.

In Allegheny, the seller delivered to the purchaser in September and

October 2000 certain financial data as to the target business. Id. at 175. In early
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January 2001, and just a few days prior to signing the purchase agreement, the
seller disclosed to the purchaser the fact that the financial information delivered in
September and October was inaccurate.

However, the purchaser still proceeded

with the signing and asserted that “it rejected the new financials and insisted that
the deal proceed on the basis of the September and October reports.” Id. at 176.
In an action by the seller several months after the closing to enforce certain terms
of the purchase agreement, the purchaser counter-claimed that the representations
and warranties in the purchase agreement as to the accuracy of the target's
financial information had been breached. The Second Circuit stated:
In contrast to the reliance required to make out a claim for fraud, the
general rule is that a purchaser may enforce an express warranty
even if it had reason to know that the warranted facts were untrue.
Rogath v. Siebenmann, 129 F.3d 261, 265 (2d Cir. 1997) (stating that
purchaser with knowledge [from sources other than the seller] of the
falsity of warranted facts may purchase seller's warranty as insurance
against future claim); Vigortone AG Prods., Inc. v. PM AG Prods., Inc.,
316 F.3d 641, 648 (7th Cir. 2002). This rule is subject to an important
condition. [Emphasis added.] The plaintiff must show that it believed
that it was purchasing seller's promise regarding the truth of the
warranted facts. Rogath, 129 F.3d at 265. We have held that where
the seller has disclosed at the outset facts that would constitute a
breach of warranty, that is to say, the inaccuracy of certain
warranties, and the purchaser closes with full knowledge and
acceptance of those inaccuracies, the purchaser cannot later be said
to believe it was purchasing the seller's promise respecting the truth
of the warranties. Id. Here, if the district court finds that Merrill
Lynch candidly disclosed that the September and October financials
were wrongly inflated and therefore inaccurate, Allegheny cannot
prevail on its claim that Merrill Lynch breached § 3.12(c).
Id. at 186. Stated otherwise, the court imposed a requirement beyond the mere
fact that the representation or warranty is inaccurate, something that seems to be
a “reliance” concept even if stated as a condition.
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In the above cases, the Second Circuit seems to focus on how the breach
was discovered by the purchaser (i.e., directly from the seller or from another
source) and when it was discovered (i.e., pre- or post-signing).

As to when the

breach was discovered, if the purchaser discovered the breach prior to signing but
did not require a specific indemnity, that fact seems to significantly impact the
Second Circuit court's analysis of whether the purchaser can effectively claim that it
was purchasing the seller's promise as to the truth of the representations and
warranties (a la Ziff-Davis and Allegheny). The court did not elaborate as to why
the source of the purchaser's knowledge of the breach is relevant.
D.

Recommendations.

Set forth below are three suggestions for the purchaser to protect itself
against the sellers' argument that the purchaser is not entitled to indemnification
because it knew in some way that the sellers' representations and warranties were
false.
1.

Add “Knowledge Savings” Clause. A purchaser should include a

statement that it is entitled to rely on its right to indemnification for breaches of
representations and warranties, even if the purchaser discovers the breach prior to
the closing – a so-called “knowledge savings clause.”

Illustrative SPA § 7(a)'s

second sentence is such a clause:
Each party: (1) acknowledges that the other is entitled to rely on its
representations, warranties, covenants and agreements in this Agreement
(qualified only by the disclosures in the attachments to this Agreement) in
order to preserve the benefit of the bargain otherwise represented by this
Agreement; and (2) accordingly agrees that neither (A) the survival of such
representations, warranties, covenants and agreements, nor (B) their
38833575.2
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enforceability nor (C) any remedies for breaches of them will be affected by
any knowledge of a party regardless of when or how such party acquired
such

knowledge,

specifically

including

disclosures

of

facts

and/or

circumstances after the date of this Agreement.
Telephia, Inc. v. Cuppy, 411 F. Supp. 2d 1178, 1188–89 (N.D. Cal. 2006), held that
such a provision protected a purchaser, even though California requires reliance in
a breach of representation claim. See also Pegasus Management Company, Inc. v.
Lyssa, Inc., 995 F. Supp. 29 (D. Mass. 1998) (and holding under Connecticut law
that a purchaser that expressly reserves its rights by the inclusion of a “knowledge
savings clause” does not have to prove reliance to prevail on a breach of
representation claim).
Model Stock Purchase Agreement 's § 11.1(b) also includes such a knowledge
savings clause.
2.

Add an Express Indemnification re Pre-closing “Problems.” The

purchaser should consider including in its draft express indemnification by the seller
for pre-closing breaches. This issue falls into two categories.
First, if a potential breach (for example, an environmental spill) was
disclosed before signing (that is, listed in the disclosure schedules), then the
purchaser must list the spill specifically as an indemnified matter, as is the case of
Illustrative SPA § 7(b)(ii)'s bracketed “Option One.” That is, because this exception
to the representation was disclosed before signing, use of a specific indemnification
provision is the only way that the purchaser could recover.
Second, a breach is not actually known to have occurred, but there is a
concern that a breach might exist – for example, the Phase I environmental report
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that the purchaser has obtained on the target indicated some “issues” and thus a
Phase II environmental report is being obtained (as is contemplated by the closing
condition

of

Illustrative

SPA

§ 3(a)(ii)(C)).

In

that

instance,

a

specific

indemnification provision should be added to cover any adverse facts that are
revealed by that Phase II report and are thus known to the purchaser pre-closing –
see Illustrative SPA § 7(b)(ii)'s bracketed “Option Two.”
3.

Notify the Sellers. If the knowledge arises between signing and

closing, the purchaser should notify the sellers (a) that it is closing on the basis that
its knowledge does not limit its indemnification rights and (b) that it is expressly
reserving its indemnification rights under the acquisition agreement. Documenting
that reservation in writing is, of course, strongly recommended.
IV.

INDEMNIFICATION – IMPACT OF SELLER ADDED “ANTI-SANDBAG”
PROVISIONS
While Section III above focuses on the purchaser's goal to have the

indemnification

provisions

enforceable

without

regard

to

the

purchaser's

knowledge, sellers frequently express a related concern about the purchaser's
knowledge – specifically, that the purchaser will close and then make an
indemnification claim the next day, based on facts that the purchaser knew about,
or must have known about, pre-closing.
“sandbagged.”

That is, the sellers don't want to be

While the “next-day claim” has never been encountered by the

preparers of this paper, the sellers' desire for an “anti-sandbag” provision is
regularly encountered.
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A.

Seller and Purchaser Considerations. Sellers approach this issue

by proposing a so-called “anti-sandbagging” provision – a provision that denies the
purchaser indemnification for matters known to the purchaser pre-closing.
The sellers' argument is that these issues ought to be addressed pre-closing,
because the bargaining leverage between the sellers and the purchaser is more
equal pre-closing, even if the matter at issue is not a material breach that would
permit the purchaser not to close. The sellers also regularly argue that it's just not
fair to be “sandbagged.”
The purchaser's response is (1) that the purchaser agrees with the sellers
that the purchaser is also better served to address the issues pre-closing, because
doing so generally avoids reducing its claim by the (almost always present)
“deductible” for indemnification claims (and a last minute additional specific
indemnification can be easily addressed in either an amendment or “side letter”), so
the sellers' concerns are misplaced, (2) for the financial purchaser and for the
strategic purchaser actively pursuing an acquisition program, that the next day
“surprise” would hurt their reputation in the marketplace (although this proved not
to be much of an issue during 2008), (3) that the sellers should understand that if
the purchaser knew of a breach pre-closing and did not advise the sellers, then it
has some risk that its indemnification claims will be denied, and (4) most
importantly, that it is unacceptable for the purchaser to not only have to prove that
a breach has occurred, but also prove that it did not have knowledge of the breach
– an almost impossible burden.
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The purchaser's concern is further highlighted because – with the benefit of
hindsight – the sellers can demonstrate that certain potentially minimal disclosures
had been made and thus, even if the purchaser did not realize the implications of
the disclosures, the purchaser nevertheless had “enough” knowledge of the breach
to be barred from a claim. In addition, a purchaser can very legitimately argue that
until it is actually running the target post-closing, even if the target conducts a
business that it is familiar with, the implications of disclosures are not always clear.
This argument is particularly true when the sellers deliver the disclosure schedules
and related information at the last minute or the “bring down certificate” delivered
at closing has numerous disclosures.
One compromise is to negotiate anti-sandbag language that bars the
purchaser's indemnification claims only to the extent that the sellers can prove that
the purchaser had concluded prior to closing to make a claim after the closing. This
formulation addresses the “true” sandbagging scenario. Placing the burden of proof
on the sellers clearly increases the difficulty of their making such an assertion, but
otherwise the purchaser has the virtually impossible burden of proving that it did
not have knowledge of the breach every time it makes an indemnification claim.
Another compromise is to remain silent, but given the knowledge discussion
in Section III, this is probably more advantageous to the sellers.
In the final analysis, if the purchaser suffers a loss relating to a matter
covered by a representation or warranty, shouldn't the purchaser be protected
against the loss, even if the purchaser could have asserted the claim pre-closing?
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B.

Illustrative Language.

Set forth below is an example of anti-

sandbag language – which is not included in the Illustrative SPA.

The first

paragraph is an example of an “anti-sandbag” provision that sellers propose. The
second paragraph illustrates a purchaser's response that reflects the compromise
set forth in Part A above.
Seller's Proposed “Anti-Sandbag” Language
Notwithstanding the foregoing, no indemnified party will be indemnified, or
have any other recovery, for damages arising from any inaccuracy in, or a
breach of, any representation, warranty, covenant or agreement by the
indemnifying party if the indemnified party had knowledge at or before the
Closing of the facts as a result of which such representation, warranty,
covenant or agreement was inaccurate or breached and did not disclose such
facts to the indemnifying party. For purposes of this Section, Purchaser will
be deemed to have knowledge of any such facts actually known to Purchaser
or that the Purchaser should have known after reasonable inquiry.
Purchaser's Response to Seller's Proposed Language (other than “NO”):
Notwithstanding the foregoing, no indemnified party will be indemnified, or
have any other recovery, for damages arising from any inaccuracy in, or a
triggering event of, any representation, warranty, covenant or agreement by
the indemnifying party if the indemnifying party can reasonably demonstrate
that the indemnified party had knowledge at or before the Closing of the
facts as a result of which such representation, warranty, covenant or
agreement was inaccurate or triggering event formed a conclusion that a
breach of a representation or warranty in Article 4 has occurred as of the
Closing Date that could reasonably be expected to give rise to an indemnified
Loss and did not disclose it to the indemnifying party; provided, however,
that the foregoing does not apply to matters indemnified pursuant to Section
___ [Specifically Indemnified Matters].
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Purchaser will be deemed to have knowledge of any such facts actually
known to any of Purchaser or [list applicable representatives, officers].
or that the Purchaser should have known after reasonable inquiry.
Note that the purchaser has made the following changes:
1.

Burden of proof has been placed on the sellers;

2.

Not just knowledge of facts but formation of a conclusion that a
breach or (alternatively) that would make an indemnification
claim;

3.

Preservation of specifically indemnified matters – such as
Illustrative

SPA's

§ 7(b)(ii)'s

express

indemnity

for

environmental matters; and
4.

The deemed knowledge is eliminated – the operative concept is
“formed a conclusion.”

In the experience of the preparers of this paper, such a “true” anti-sandbagging
provision is frequently acceptable to both the purchaser and the sellers. It does,
however, require an exception in the knowledge savings clause (“Except to the
extent expressly provided in subsection (__) below, …”).
Note also that the ABA Model Stock Purchase Agreement does not contain an
anti-sandbagging provision.
V.

INDEMNIFICATION – IMPACT OF SO-CALLED 10b-5
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
This discussion addresses two types of so-called “10b-5 representations and

warranties” that purchasers often propose.3

3

These two representations are both based on SEC Rule 10b-5 (17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5),
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First, the “full disclosure” representation and warranty – more specifically, a
separate and additional representation and warranty that the sellers' responses to
their other representations and warranties are not “untrue” and that they are
“complete” and “not misleading.”

An example of such a “full disclosure”

representation and warranty is in Illustrative SPA § 4(a)(xxiv).
Second (but less common than the first), a “no other adverse effect”
representation and warranty – more specifically, a further representation and
warranty that sellers do not know of any otherwise undisclosed facts and
circumstances that could be expected to have a material adverse effect on the
target – that is, that there are not any potentially “bad things” that the purchaser
should know about the target, even if not covered by a specific representation or
warranty.

An example of such “no other adverse effect” representation and

warranty is in Illustrative SPA § 4(a)(xxiii).
The background of these two related, but different, representations and
warranties and the language of them – including sellers' responses – is discussed
below.
A.

Seller and Purchaser Considerations.

As the discussion that

follows illustrates, each of these representations on its face seems reasonable. The
“full disclosure” representation and warranty seeks reassurance that the sellers'
responses are not “untrue” or “misleading” statements, and the “no other adverse
effect”

representation

and

warranty requires

disclosure

only

of

facts

and

which was intended to combat fraud in connection with the purchase or sale of a security,
and thus also both representations are generally referred to as “10b-5 representations and
warranties.”
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circumstances known to the sellers that could be adverse.

However, at least as

usually proposed by the purchaser, these two representations and warranties have
substantial potential to create problems for sellers.

Post-closing revelations will

inevitably be viewed with 20/20 hindsight, and these representations and
warranties can enable the purchaser to recover even when the loss would not
constitute a breach of a more specific, carefully negotiated representation. Thus,
sellers should make them as specific as they can, and this Part V discusses how
sellers may do so.
Moreover, despite the similarity between the language of Rule 10b-5 and the
“full disclosure” representation and warranty, the general consensus among
commentators is that sellers are exposed to a much stricter standard of liability
under a “full-disclosure” representation than under Rule 10b-5.

In particular,

commentators emphasize that in order to succeed in a claim for breach of a full
disclosure representation – unlike a claim under Rule 10b-5 – the purchaser does
not need to prove that it reasonably relied upon the sellers' representation and the
sellers cannot defend against the claim by proving that they acted without scienter
(i.e., intent to deceive, manipulate or defraud or similar reckless conduct).
Certainly from the purchaser's standpoint, in the context of a negotiated acquisition
agreement, such tighter standards seem appropriate.
B.

Illustrative

“Full

Disclosure”

Representations and Warranties.

10b-5

R&W

–

TIED

to

This discussion focuses on the “full

disclosure” 10b-5 representation and warranty. This representation “supplements,”
and thus is tied to, the sellers' other representations and warranties in the
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acquisition agreement (see § 4(a)(xxiv) of the Illustrative SPA).

The first

paragraph below is an example of such a representation and warranty that
purchasers frequently propose, and the second paragraph below illustrates a
proposed sellers' response.
Purchaser's Proposed Language (see the Illustrative SPA § 4(a)(xxiv))
(xxiv)

No Material Omission. No representation or warranty by any

Target Shareholder in this Agreement or in any agreement, document or
instrument delivered pursuant to this Agreement either (a) contains or will
contain any untrue statement of a material fact or (b) omits or will omit to
state a fact necessary to make any statement in any of them not materially
misleading. The foregoing representation and warranty is in addition to, and
does not limit in any way whatsoever, any other representation or warranty
in this Article 3.
Sellers's Response to Purchaser's Proposed Language:
(xxiii) No Material Omission. To the Target Shareholders' knowledge,
no

No representation or warranty by any Target Shareholder in this

Agreement or in any agreement, document or instrument delivered pursuant
to this Agreement, and no statement in any Schedule, contains or will
contain either (a) contains any untrue statement of a material fact, or (b)
omits or will omit a material fact, necessary to make any statement in any of
them not misleading. such representation or warranty not materially
misleading, in the case of both clauses (a) and (b) giving full effect to any
dollar, materiality, time or other limitation specified in, and only with respect
to the subject matter contained in, such representation or warranty.

The

foregoing does not impose any obligation to disclose the implications of
disclosed facts. The foregoing representation and warranty is in addition to,
and does not limit in any way whatsoever, any other representation or
warranty in this Article 3.
Note that the sellers have made the following changes:
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1.

Qualified it by the sellers' knowledge;

2.

Limited to the representations and warranties in the acquisition
agreement and thus excluding “other deliveries”;

3.

Preserved

the

limits

of

the

other

representations

and

warranties; and
4.

Disclaimed obligation to disclose “implications” of disclosed
facts

In the experience of the preparers of this paper, this latter formulation is frequently
acceptable to both the purchaser and the sellers.
C.
R&Ws.

Illustrative “No Other Adverse Effect” R&W – NOT Tied to Other
This “no other adverse effect” representation and warranty is more of a

10b-5 representation and warranty since it requires disclosure of material adverse
effects on the target and its operations without regard to any of the sellers' other
representations and warranties.
Purchaser's Proposed Language (Illustrative SPA § 4(a)(xiii))
(xxiii) No Other Adverse Effect.

Except as set forth in Exhibit B, no

fact known to any Target Shareholder that has specific application to Target
(other than general economic or industry conditions) materially adversely
affects or, as far as the Target Shareholders can reasonably foresee, could
materially affect, the assets, liabilities, business,

financial condition, or

prospects of Target.
Sellers's Response to Purchaser's Proposed Language:
(xxiii) No Other Adverse Effect.

Except as set forth in Exhibit B, no

fact known to any Target Shareholder has that has specific application to
Target (other than general economic or industry conditions) materially
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adversely affects [or, as far as Seller can reasonably foresee, could
materially affect,] the assets, liabilities, business,
[prospects]

financial condition, or

of Target, at the time of the execution and delivery of this

Agreement, formed a conclusion that, as a result of factors either not
generally known to the public or to the ______________ business/industry
(and

Purchaser

business/industry)

acknowledges
or

not

that

generally

it

has

applicable

operations
to

Target's

in
or

such
similar

businesses (such as the effect of an economic slow down on product
demand), a material adverse effect on Target will occur prior to December
31, 2008.

The foregoing specifically excludes the requirement to disclose

any effect resulting from acts or omissions of Purchaser, including those
relating to changes of Target's ownership and/or management.
Note that the sellers have made the following changes:
1.

Qualified it by the sellers' knowledge;

2.

Tied to having formed a conclusion, rather than the existence of
facts and circumstances;

3.

Excludes matters generally known in the industry;

4.

Excludes effects after a certain date; and

5.

Excludes

matters resulting

from

changes in the Target's

ownership or management.
In the experience of the preparers of this paper, such a response by the sellers' not
infrequently results in the purchaser's withdrawing this representation and warranty
as being so watered down as to be meaningless.
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VI.

INDEMNIFICATION – IMPACT OF SELLER – ADDED NON-RELIANCE
PROVISIONS
As discussed above, the tension between the purchaser wanting to ensure

that the indemnification provisions are enforceable as written and sellers wanting to
minimize the likelihood that the purchaser will have an indemnification claim
against them – that is, that the sellers will have to give back part of the purchase
price – results in negotiation not only of the scope of representations and
warranties, but also the anti-sandbag provisions and the 10b-5 representations and
warranties.
In addition to the concerns already discussed, sellers frequently worry that
unaudited internal financial reports used for operating purposes and, even more so,
projections and other forward looking materials – while prepared in good faith and
reflecting best estimates – may turn out to be incorrect because of, to pick one
(non-random) example, changes in the economy beyond the sellers' control. Also,
sellers typically include a certain amount of puffery in such materials, which is
generally expected by purchasers.

Thus, sellers will frequently propose a “non-

reliance” provision which makes explicit that the express representations and
warranties in the stock purchase agreement encompass all of the representations
and warranties made by the sellers in connection with the sale.
A.

Construction of a Non-Reliance Provision.
1.

Part One:

Generally. Non-reliance provisions typically have two parts:
Stated Reps and Warranties are the Exclusive Reps and

Warranties: A representation and warranty by the sellers which provides that the
express representations and warranties are the exclusive representations and
38833575.2
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warranties – also known as the “exclusive” representation and warranty. See, for
example, the optional language in the § 4(a)(xxv) of the Illustrative SPA:
(xxv) No Other Representation or Warranty. Except as expressly set
forth in the foregoing provisions of this Subsection (a), no Target
Shareholder has made any representation or warranty whatsoever as to
the Target Company, the Shares or any Target Shareholder.
Part Two:

Purchaser's Disclaimer of Reliance on Other Information:

An

acknowledgement by the purchaser that it has relied solely on the sellers' express
representations and warranties and that it has not relied (“non-reliance”) on any
other information provided by sellers – see the optional language in § 4(b)(vi):
(vi)

Non-Reliance.

Purchaser represents, warrants, acknowledges

and agrees that (A) the Target Shareholders' representations and
warranties in Section 4(a), as qualified by the disclosures in Exhibit D,
are the only representations and warranties that Purchaser has relied
upon, (B) neither the Target Shareholders nor any of the Target
Shareholders' Affiliates nor any officer, director, employee, agent or
other representative of any of them has made any other representation
or warranty, express or implied, (1) as to any other aspect of Target,
(2) as to the Target Shareholders or (3) as to the accuracy or
completeness of any memoranda, projections, summaries or other
information whatsoever relating to Target or the Target Shareholders
that has been made available to Purchaser or any of Purchaser's
Affiliates

or

any

officer,

director,

owner,

employee,

agent

or

representative of any of them (expressly including in this disclaimer the
confidential information memorandum and other information provided
by [investment banker]); and (C) Purchaser has made its own
investigation of Target and made its own decision to purchase Target
and otherwise execute, deliver and perform this Agreement.
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These provisions make express and expand on what is implicit in a general
“integration” clause (see the second sentence of Illustrative SPA § 8(i) – “supersede
all prior negotiations” and “constitute the entire agreement,” etc.) by (a) confirming
the

sellers'

“exclusive”

representations

and

warranties

and

(b)

further

acknowledging that the sellers have not made any representation or warranty as to
any other items “made available to purchaser,” which would include (i) responses
to the purchaser's due diligence requests (which typically go beyond the scope of
the reps and warranties), (ii) materials in any data room (physical or virtual), (iii)
statements in any management presentation, (iv) information developed during
interviews with employees (who knows what they may say!), or (v) materials in
any investment banker book.
2.

Enforceability. Questions exist as to the enforceability of these

provisions, particularly since Section 29 of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934
purports to void waivers of compliance with securities laws or regulations – such as
Rule 10b-5. Despite the seemingly clear language of Section 29, such waivers in
non-reliance provisions have been enforced in several cases (see below). In many
of these cases, non-reliance provisions serve as the sellers' evidence that the
purchaser lacked “reasonable reliance,” an essential element of a Rule 10b-5 claim.
However, such evidence is not a silver bullet for sellers; the courts will at least
consider and weigh a few other factors (and some will consider several), including
(i) the sophistication and expertise of the plaintiff in financial and securities
matters, (ii) whether the statements relied upon were contractual or extracontractual, (iii) whether the statements relied upon were forward-looking, (iv)
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whether the reps and warranties were sufficiently clear, specific and extensive, (v)
whether the non-reliance clause was sufficiently specific, (vi) whether the nonreliance clause was located in an ancillary agreement or the main agreement
containing the reps and warranties, (vii) the existence of long-standing business or
personal relationships, (viii) access to relevant information, (ix) the existence of a
fiduciary relationship, (x) concealment of the fraud, and (xi) the opportunity to
detect the fraud.
The amount of consideration and relative weight these and other factors
receive by the Circuits vary widely and are often unpredictable.

Several of the

Circuits, including the First, Third (which includes Delaware), Fourth, Sixth and
Eighth Circuits have given purchasers a glimmer of hope – these circuits will
typically consider several of the factors above because they have concluded that
non-reliance provisions do not provide absolute immunity for sellers and do not
serve to bar as a matter of law the purchaser satisfying the reasonable reliance
element of a Rule 10b-5 claim. See Rogen v. Ilikon, 361 F.2d 260 (1st Cir. 1966);
AES Corp. v. Dow Chem. Co., 325 F.3d 174 (3d Cir. 2003); ABRY Partners V, L.P. v.
F&W Acquisition, LLC, 891 A.2d 1032 (Del. Ch. 2006) (discussed in detail below);
Poth v. Russey, 281 F. Supp. 2d 814 (E.D. Va. 2003), aff'd, 2004 U.S. App. LEXIS
5861 (4th Cir. 2004); Brown v. Earthboard Sports USA, Inc., 481 F.3d 901, 921
(6th Cir. 2007); Nw Bank & Trust Co. v. First Ill. Nat'l Bank, 354 F.3d 721, 725–26
(8th Cir. 2003).

Other Circuits, including the Second (which includes New York),

Fifth, Seventh and Ninth Circuits, have reached conclusions more favorable to
sellers: they have generally held that, at least when the parties are sophisticated,
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the representations and warranties are reasonably specific, and the statements
relied-upon are extra-contractual, the purchaser's fraud claims are barred by a nonreliance provision.

See Harsco Corp. v. Segui, 91 F.3d 337, 345 (2d Cir. 1996);

Hobbs v. Alcoa Inc., 501 F.3d 395, 397 (5th Cir. 2007); Extra Equipamentos E
Exportacao Ltda. v. Case Corp., 541 F.3d 719, 725-726 (7th Cir. 2008); Swartz v.
KPMG LLP, 476 F.3d 756, 762 (9th Cir. 2007); Schlumberger Tech. Corp. v.
Swanson, 959 S.W.2d 171 (Tex. 1997).
Discussions on the specifics of several of these cases and on the implications
of the conflicting and unsettled law regarding non-reliance provisions can be found
in Annual Survey of Judicial Developments Pertaining to Mergers and Acquisitions,
Subcommittee

on

Recent

Judicial

Developments,

Negotiated

Acquisitions

Committee, ABA Section of Business Law, 59 The Business Lawyer 1521 (Aug.
2004) and Robert F. Quintance, Jr., Division of Opinion in the Colonies – 'NonReliance' Clauses, 7 The M&A Lawyer 17 (Sept. 2003).
The

experience

of

the

preparers

of

this

paper

is

that

most

sophisticated M&A lawyers ask for, and when representing the purchaser accept,
non-reliance provisions. In doing so, purchaser's lawyers must, however, be sure
that the other representations and warranties (or some other provision of the
acquisition agreement) cover his or her client's areas of concern.
B.

Delaware View – ABRY Partners. In 2006, the Delaware Chancery

Court (Chancellor Strine) upheld in the context of a motion to dismiss a nonreliance provision under Delaware law in ABRY Partners v. L.P. v. F&W Acquisition,
LLC, 891 A.2d 1032 (Del. Ch. 2006), at least among sophisticated parties (the sale
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was of a portfolio company by one private equity company to another).

In this

case, the purchaser primarily sought rescission (even though there was an
exclusive remedy provision and an indemnity cap of $20 million), claiming that
financial statements provided by the seller, which were the subject of an express
representation, were false and manipulated.

Id. at 1038.

The purchaser argued

that Delaware public policy prohibited a seller from insulating itself from intentional
misrepresentations amounting to fraud. Id. at 1035.
Strine agreed with the purchaser and held that in circumstances where
a seller “intentionally misrepresents a fact embodied in a contract – that is, when a
seller lies,” Delaware public policy will not permit a non-reliance provision to bar a
purchaser’s rescission claim.

Id. at 1036 (emphasis added).

Strine noted the

Delaware courts' deference to parties' freedom of contract – again, at least as
among sophisticated parties – and thus stated that a specific non-reliance clause
(as opposed to a standard “integration” clause) in which the buyer contractually
promises that it has not relied upon any statements outside of the representations
and warranties in the contract (such statements being sometimes referred to as
“extra-contractual statements”) will permit a seller to avoid liability as to such
extra-contractual statements, even if they are fraudulent. Id. at 1059. Because of
this, Strine stressed that all matters that are important to the purchaser should be
covered by the specific reps and warranties in the contract. Id. at 1057.
The authors of “Some Reps Never Die: Delaware Ruling Sets Bright
Line Rules for Allocating Risk in Private Company M&A” state that – at least among
sophisticated parties: “Many buyers assume that even if they disclaim reliance on
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matters not covered in the contractual reps and warranties, they will always be
protected against outright fraud. After ABRY, this is no longer true, if it ever was.”
Theodore N. Mirvis & Mark Gordon, Vol. 10 No. 3, The M&A Lawyer 1, 4 (Mar.
2006).
While the preparers of this paper do not think that sellers should assume that
courts will always shield them from claims arising from their own fraud, ABRY is
nevertheless another decision that limits the purchaser's rights beyond what many
clients, and probably many lawyers, would think.
VII.

MATERIAL ADVERSE CHANGE
“Material adverse change” and “material adverse effect” language has been

common in acquisition agreements for many years and is used for different
purposes:
•

as a direct closing condition (“no material adverse effect on the target has
occurred”); and

•

as a threshold for disclosures in a representation or warranty (“except as
would not reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on the
target”).

Most discussion of this language by commentators and courts is in the context of a
closing condition, but its use in representations and warranties requires careful
drafting, and while beyond the scope of this paper, see the commentary at pages
31-34 of the ABA Model Stock Purchase Agreement.
This paper uses the terms “material adverse effect” (MAE) and “material
adverse change” (MAC) interchangeably. While the terms have somewhat different
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meanings and/or uses in acquisition agreements (MAEs being used as qualifiers in
representations and warranties and the MAC typically being the closing condition),
the issues discussed here are applicable to both.
A.

The MAC Closing Condition – Interpretation by the Courts.

Although any material damage or destruction to, or material adverse change with
respect to, the target company may cause the representations and warranties not
to be “true and correct in all material respects” and thus trigger a walk right under
the “keystone” closing condition that representations and warranties be true and
correct at closing, usually this is stated as a separate “no material adverse change”
condition. While this condition is often added without much thought about what it
covers, all M&A lawyers would do well to consider the meaning of a “material
adverse change,” as the recent flurry of failed deals has reminded us.
1.

The IBP v. Tyson Foods Case.

The courts have imposed a

higher standard for triggering material adverse change conditions than many M&A
lawyers and their clients probably assume. See In re IBP S'holders Litig. v. Tyson
Foods, 789 A.2d 14 (Del. Ch. 2001) (applying New York law):
“... even where a [MAC] condition is as broadly written as the one in
the Merger Agreement, that provision is best read as a backstop
protecting the acquiror from the occurrence of unknown events that
substantially threaten the overall earnings potential of the target in
a durationally-significant manner. A short-term hiccup in earnings
should not suffice; rather the [MAE] should be material when
reviewed

from

the

longer-term

perspective

acquiror.” 789 A.2d at 68 [Emphasis added.]
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See also Frontier Oil Corp. v. Holly Corp., 2005 Del. Ch. LEXIS 57 (adopting the IBP
decision under Delaware law).
One commentator has noted that the focus of the existing cases on the longterm view makes more sense for strategic purchasers rather than financial
purchasers, but adds that “testing the boundaries of the case law is not highly an
attractive idea for most purchasers.”

Material Adverse Clauses:

Practice in an

Uncertain World, Vol. 10 No. 4 The M&A Lawyer 11, 13 (Apr. 2006).
2.

Delaware Courts' Continued Reluctance to Find MAE – Hexion.

In September 2008, the Delaware Chancery Court in Hexion Specialty Chemicals v
Huntsman Corp., again held that a “material adverse effect” requires a significant,
long-term impact and denied a purchaser's attempt to terminate an acquisition
agreement on the basis that a material adverse change had occurred. 2008 LEXIS
134 (Del Ch. Sept. 29, 2008).
In Hexion, the seller reported several disappointing quarterly earnings results
after the acquisition agreement was signed and the seller's projected results were
not achieved. Based on this, and a valuation firm's opinion it procured to the effect
that the transaction would render the combined entity insolvent, the purchaser
argued that the seller had suffered a material adverse effect. In deciding that an
MAE had not occurred, the court repeated the above-quoted language from the IBP
v. Tyson Foods case. The court further stated that “poor earnings results must be
expected to persist significantly into the future” for a material adverse effect to be
deemed to have occurred in the context of a decline in earnings. The court noted
that many commentators had observed that Delaware courts have never found a
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material adverse effect to have occurred, and Vice Chancellor Lamb kept the string
intact.
The Hexion court also considered whether EBITDA or earnings per share is
the appropriate benchmark in determining whether a material adverse change has
occurred in a target's business operations after the acquisition agreement has been
signed The court noted that earnings per share is largely a function of the capital
structure of a company and thus reflects the effects of leverage.

Because the

acquirer in a cash acquisition is replacing the capital structure of the target
company with its own structure (i.e., the acquirer is acquiring all of the equity of
the target and it usually must pay off all of the target's debt due to change of
control provisions in the target's credit agreements), the court found that the preclosing capital structure of the target is of little relevance. On the contrary, EBITDA
is independent of capital structure making EBITDA a better measure of a target's
business operations; it was the primary benchmark used by the Hexion parties in
negotiating and modeling the acquisition.

The court then held that the 11%

negative change in EBITDA from historical levels was not significant enough to be
deemed a material adverse effect.
The litigation between Hexion and Huntsman later settled, with the result
being substantial breakup fees and other amounts to be paid to Huntsman.
3.

Contrasting View – Genesco. While few courts have addressed

the meaning of material adverse effect, the only decision that the preparers of this
paper are aware of in which a court found that an MAE had occurred is Genesco,
Inc. v. Finish Line, Inc., Civ. No. 07-2137-II (III) (Tenn. Chancery Ct. Dec. 27,
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2007). There, although that court determined that a material adverse change had
occurred because of a quarterly decline in the target's earnings that was well short
of projections, the court held that the decline was due to general economic
conditions and, therefore, fell within a carve-out from the material adverse change
clause.
4.

Recommendation – Use Specific Conditions.

If a purchaser is

concerned that certain changes make its acquisition model no longer viable, then
the purchaser is well advised to make that particular change the subject of a
specific condition, rather than relying on the “material adverse change” condition.
Chancellor Strine pointed out in the IBP/Tyson Foods decision that Tyson entered
into the agreement “without demanding any representation that IBP meet its
projections for future earnings, or any escrow tied to those projections.”

Tyson

Foods 789 A.2d at 22. Consistent with this, the court in Annecca, Inc. v. Lexent,
Inc., 307 F. Supp.2d 999 (N.D.Ill. 2004; motion to reconsider denied) upheld a
closing condition that the target have a minimum $9.0 million net worth.

The

Hexion court specifically noted that the acquisition agreement had no financing or
solvency condition to closing for the benefit of the purchaser, and instead contained
an express disclaimer of reliance on financial projections.
B.

Drafting the “Material Adverse Change” Condition. In addition to

understanding the courts' interpretation of MAE/MAC clauses, drafters of acquisition
agreements need to be precise about how these clauses are written.

As

demonstrated by the court decisions discussed above, the words used in different
formulations of these clauses are very important to the outcome.
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1.

Illustrative Language. The first paragraph below is an example

of such a material adverse change condition that purchasers frequently propose,
the second paragraph below illustrates (through the typical automatic blacklining
that lawyers regularly use) the sellers' response, and then the third paragraph
below illustrates a potential purchaser’s response or compromise position.
Purchaser's First Draft of MAC Language
(___) No Material Adverse Change.

No damage to Target's assets,

whether or not covered by insurance, or change in or development with
respect to Target having occurred since the date of this Agreement (including
a

change or

development determined from

information obtained

by

Purchaser in its due diligence or otherwise) that has, or could be reasonably
expected to have, a material adverse effect on Target's operations, business
(including financial condition) or prospects.
Seller's Response to Purchaser's Proposed Language:
(___) No Material Adverse Change.

No damage to Target's assets ,

whether or not covered by insurance, or change in or development with
respect to Target having occurred since the date of this Agreement (including
a

change or

development determined from information obtained by

Purchaser in its due diligence or otherwise) that (net of reasonably expected
insurance recoveries or payments) has, or could would be reasonably
expected to have, a material adverse effect on Target's operations or
business (including financial condition) or prospects (a “Material Adverse
Change”); provided, however, that a Material Adverse Change will in no
circumstances be deemed to have arisen or exist for purposes of the
foregoing by reason of any of the following: (i) any act or omission
contemplated by this Agreement, (ii) the execution or announcement of this
Agreement; (iii) any change in the business conditions in the business or
industry in which Target operates; (iv) changes in general economic or
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political conditions or the financing or capital markets or changes in currency
exchange rates, laws or accounting requirements; (v) any natural disaster or
any acts of terrorism, sabotage, military action or war (whether or not
declared) or any escalation or worsening thereof; (vi) any action required to
be taken under any law or governmental order or any existing contract by
which Target (or any of its properties) is bound; or (vii) any failure by Target
to meet any internal projections or forecasts.
Note that the sellers have made the following changes:
1.

The determination will be net of insurance recoveries

2.

The forward-looking aspect is only implicated if something “would”
reasonably be expected to result in a MAC – no “could” or “prospects”

3.

Several items are specifically included as exclusions from the MAC
definition

Buyer's Re-draft:
(___) No Material Adverse Change. No damage to Target's assets or
change in or development with respect to Target having occurred since the
date of this Agreement that has, or would be reasonably expected to have, a
material adverse effect on Target's operations or business (including financial
condition) (a “Material Adverse Change”); provided, however, that a Material
Adverse Change will in no circumstances be deemed to have arisen or exist
for purposes of the foregoing by reason of any of the following: (i) any act or
omission contemplated required by this Agreement; (ii) the execution or
announcement of this Agreementthe identity of the Buyer; (iii) any change in
the business conditions in the business or industry in which Target operates
except to the extent such change has a materially disproportionate effect on
Target or its business; (iv) changes in general economic or political
conditions or the financing or capital markets or changes in currency
exchange rates, laws or accounting requirements except to the extent such
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change has a materially disproportionate effect on Target or its business; or
(v) any natural disaster or any acts of terrorism, sabotage, military action or
war (whether or not declared) or any escalation or worsening thereof, (vii)
any action required to be taken under any law or governmental order or any
existing contract by which Target (or any of its properties) is bound or (viii)
any failure by Target to meet any internal projections or forecasts.
Note that the purchaser has made the following changes:
(a) The action must be required by the acquisition agreement
(b)

Effects that have a disproportionate effect on the target are not an

exclusion
2.

Forward-Looking Aspects.

While sellers may try to limit the

MAC provision to a simple determination of whether a MAC “has occurred,”
purchasers will usually insist on forward-looking language being added to the
provision; apparently, purchasers are usually successful in this argument.

This

forward-looking standard often comes in the form of language that no event has
occurred that “could” or “would” “reasonably be expected” to cause a MAC.

The

view of the preparers of this paper is that “would reasonably be expected to” is an
acceptable middle ground for purchasers and sellers in most cases.
A purchaser's first draft of a MAC provision may also provide that it includes
a “material adverse change in the target's prospects,” to which the sellers' lawyer
will usually vigorously object, on the basis that the use of the word “prospects” is
too speculative and opens the door for arguments about any change.

While

purchasers may have a decent argument for the inclusion of “prospects” – most
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acquisitions are valued, after all, based on assumptions about the future
performance of the business – typically the sellers win this argument and any
reference to “prospects” is removed. Part of the reason for “prospects” appearing
in fewer acquisition agreements may be that purchaser's lawyers have concluded
that the use of “could/would reasonably be expected to” language already
adequately covers the forward-looking aspects of a MAC provision. One also might
also reasonably conclude, on the basis of the courts’ (especially in Hexion) focus on
long-term performance in evaluating whether an MAE has occurred, that arguments
about “prospects” aren’t very meaningful because the prospects of the target are
going to enter the analysis in any case.
3.

Common Carve-outs. The following are commonly requested by

sellers as exceptions from the material adverse change definition or condition:
a.

Execution or Announcement of the Agreement.

Sellers

frequently argue that a MAC should not be caused by the execution of the
acquisition agreement or announcement of the deal, since that is an action outside
the usual course of business and essentially caused by the purchaser – and sellers
often win this argument. Note, however, that the purchaser has a good argument
that this exception, if it is included at all, should be limited to “the announcement of
the identity of the buyer.”

The point the purchaser can make is that the sellers

know their business and should be able to determine whether a transaction in the
abstract would cause a MAC; only if it is the identity of the purchaser that causes a
MAC (for example, if customers do not want to do business with the purchaser)
should such an effect be excluded.
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b.

Changes in Industry in which Target Operates, Political

and Economic Conditions, Terrorism, Etc.

It is increasingly common for MAC

clauses to exclude general changes in the economy or the industry where the target
operates and events like war or terrorism.

While purchasers may accept these

carve-outs on the basis that they are becoming “market” terms, they should be
aware of the risk-shifting accompanying such carve-outs.
c.

Changes in Law or Accounting Rules.

Sellers also may

argue that a change in law or accounting rules that causes a material adverse effect
should not trigger a purchaser's walk right, because such a change is outside of the
seller's control. Purchasers should consider this request carefully, as it represents a
shift of a risk that may be better understood by the sellers than the purchaser.
This exception, while growing in popularity, has not become very common in
acquisition agreements.
d.

“Disproportionate Impact” Limitations.

In order to limit

the risk being shifted to purchasers as part of the carve-outs described in (b) and
(c) above, purchasers may want to add language that such changes to the
economy, et cetera. do not have a “disproportionate impact” on the target.
For further discussion of MAC clauses, see “Material Adverse Clauses:
Practice in an Uncertain World,” Vol. 10 No. 3 The M&A Lawyer 11 (Apr. 2006), “A
Legal-Usage Analysis of ‘Material Adverse Change’ Provisions” by Kenneth A.
Adams, X Fordham Journal of Corporate and Financial Law 9 (2004), and
“Understanding 'Material Adverse Change' Provisions,”
Lawyer 3 (June 2006).
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VIII. SURVIVAL & INDEMNIFICATION – ENFORCEABILITY OF
CERTAIN TIME LIMITATIONS
As noted in the overview of the Illustrative SPA, sellers frequently negotiate
provisions that state that representations and warranties survive for only a
particular period of time and expire at the end of that period, with the intention that
the purchaser cannot make indemnification claims after such expiration date or
dates.

This approach is in contrast to acquisition agreements that do not limit

survivability

of

representations

and

warranties,

but

clearly

provide

that

indemnification claims must be made within specified periods and that claims after
such periods are ineffective.
Some recent case law has raised questions about the enforceability of
provisions providing that representations and warranties survive for only a specified
period or periods, at least if they are shorter than the otherwise applicable statutes
of limitations.
A.

Overview.

Acquisition agreements for private companies frequently

state that representations and warranties survive the closing – see Illustrative SPA
§ 7(a)'s first sentence.

But as a corollary, such acquisition agreements (almost)

invariably provide that indemnification claims must be made within a specified
period – § 7(c) generally imposes a 36-month claim period. This formulation is also
the approach of ABA Model Stock Purchase Agreement's §§ 10.1 and 10.5.
Although the Illustrative SPA does not, many acquisition agreements provide for
different claims period for different types of claims (such as a longer period for
environmental claims).
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This issue is a private company transaction concern, because one of the
biggest distinctions between buying publicly-held versus privately-held companies
is that representations and warranties in acquisition agreements for publicly-held
companies rarely if ever survive, but rather serve as conditions to closing as
opposed to tools for post-closing indemnification.
B.

Recent Decisions Raising Questions. Some courts enforce survival

periods that are shorter than the applicable statute of limitations.

However, the

court in Herring v. Teradyne, 2007 U.S. App. LEXIS 17175 (9th Cir. 2007) required
“clear and unequivocal language that permits the conclusion that the parties
unambiguously expressed a desire to reduce the statute of limitation.” The Ninth
Circuit again took this approach in Western Filter Corp. v. Argan Inc., 540 F.3d 947
(9th Cir. 2008), holding that a stock purchase agreement survival clause that
purported to limit the survivability of representation and warranty claims was not
effective because the language of the survival clause was ambiguous.

The court

made a rather strange argument that the one-year period in the survival clause was
the period when the breach had to occur and not when the action had to be filed.
C.
issues.

State Statutory Limitations.

Some state statutes present further

For example, Florida Statutes Annotated § 95.03 voids a provision that

purports to shorten the applicable statute of limitations:

“Any provision in a

contract fixing the period of time within which an action arising out of the contract
may be begun at a time less than that provided by the applicable statute of
limitations is void.” Florida practitioners tell the preparers of this paper that they
try to avoid this prohibition by including a requirement that notice be given within a
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particular time rather than just time-barring a claim like a statute of limitations
would do.
D.

Recommendation – Limit When Indemnification Claims Can Be

Made. In light of the above cases and statutes, the preparers of this paper believe
that the best approach – at least for sellers, because they presumably negotiated
the shorter periods (and even though sellers' lawyers might instinctively take the
opposite approach) – is for the stock purchase agreement not to limit survival of
representations, but rather (a) to expressly and very clearly limit the time in which
indemnification claims can be made and (b) to make sure that indemnification is
the exclusive post-closing remedy. Finally (and probably most importantly), sellers
can add a qualifying phrase such as “whether or not a longer period may be
permitted by applicable law.”
E.

Unexpected Impact of “Standard” Language.

In Innophos vs.

Rohdia (NY Ct of Appeals, 852 N.Y.S.2d 820 (2008)), the appeals court affirmed
the trial court's decision that a very typical, and broad, definition of “Taxes”
included the Mexican government's water usage agency's bill for $130 million for
water extraction fees -- with the result that this $130 million claim was a “Tax” not
subject to otherwise applicable cap and basket indemnification limitations. The
dissent characterized the bill as “nothing more than a water bill” and not a “Tax”
but it obviously failed to get a majority to agree. While not noted in the decision,
the list of items in “Taxes” included severance taxes, and not a large leap to “water
extraction fees.” On the other hand, severance taxes are not a charge for the use
of the extracted materials but are more in the nature of what one generally
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considers to be taxes. In any event, an illustration of how typical language can
have (from at least one side's point of view) broader application than what that side
intended.
IX.

CERTAIN RULES OF CONSTRUCTION
As noted in the overview in Part II, the purpose of an acquisition agreement's

“miscellaneous” section (see § 8 of the Illustrative SPA) is to ensure that the rest of
the acquisition agreement “works” by addressing technical issues that could affect
the interpretations or implementations of the rest of the agreement.
A.

Contract Interpretation Generally.

The following is a very brief

and very general overview of how courts interpret contracts, and is intended only
as a very short introduction sufficient to provide a basis for the discussion of the
cases that follow.
Most courts interpret clear and unambiguous contract terms according to
their plain meaning unless there is evidence that the parties intended a different
meaning. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 202(3)(a); O.C.G.A. § 13-32(2); LaSalle Bank Nat'l Ass'n v. Nomura Asset Capital Corp., 424 F.3d 195, 206
(2d Cir. 2005) (interpreting a contract under New York law); Seaford Golf &
Country Club v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., 925 A.2d 1255, 1260-61 (Del.
2007).
By contrast, if a contract term is ambiguous, courts will use extrinsic
evidence to determine the meaning of the contract term.

See Restatement

(Second) of Contracts § 212, cmt. b.; O.C.G.A. § 13-3-2(1); In re Consolidated
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Mut. Ins. Co., 566 N.E.2d 633, 635 (NY 1990);

Eagle Indus. Inc. v. DeVilbiss

Healthcare, Inc., 702 A.2d 1228, 1232 (Del. 1997).
In addition, if a contract's terms are ambiguous, courts frequently construe
the ambiguous terms against the drafter. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts §
206; O.C.G.A. § 13-3-2(5); Uribe v. Merchants Bank, 693 N.E.2d 740, 743 (NY
1998); Twin City Fire Ins. Co. v. Delaware Racing Ass'n, 840 A.2d 624, 630 (Del.
2003). To address the situation where a contract term may be ambiguous, stock
purchase agreements often contain a provision denying any presumption of
contract construction against the drafter of the agreement.

See § 8(d) of the

Illustrative SPA.
With that extremely brief introduction, this paper addresses several recent
cases.
B.

United Rentals and the “Forthright Negotiator” Principle.

The

much publicized case involving the proposed acquisition by RAM Holdings (a
Cerberus Partners portfolio company) of United Rentals, United Rentals, Inc. v. RAM
Holdings Inc., 937 A.2d 810 (Del. Ch. 2007), is not a “material adverse change”
case, and RAM Holdings did not argue such a change had occurred.

The court

characterized RAM Holdings as having “buyer's remorse.”
Rather, the decision is a contract interpretation case, addressing what the
court termed “glaringly conflicting” provisions in order to determine whether the
purchaser could, without cause, terminate the acquisition agreement and pay the
specified $100 million “reverse termination fee” or if the seller could pursue specific
performance.
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The most basic facts are that United Rentals sued to specifically enforce the
acquisition agreement, and RAM Holdings countered that it could walk from the deal
by paying $100 million.
After finding that both parties offered reasonable interpretations of the
acquisition agreement's “glaringly conflicting” language and further finding that
extrinsic evidence did not resolve the question, the court turned to a principle of
contract law that it referred to as the “forthright negotiator” principle. The court
stated that:
“[By] July 22, 2007 [the date the acquisition agreement was signed],
URI [United Rentals] knew or should have known what Cerberus's
[RAM Holdings'] understanding of the Merger Agreement was [that it
had a $100 million walk away right] and if URI disagreed with that
understanding, it had an affirmative duty to clarify its position in the
face of an ambiguous contract with glaringly conflicting provisions.”
In support of this “forthright negotiator” position, the court cited, among other
things, Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 201(2), which states:
“Where the parties have attached different meanings to a promise or
agreement or a term thereof, it is interpreted in accordance with the
meaning attached by one of them if at the time the agreement was
made (a) that party did not know of any different meaning attached by
the other, and the other knew the meaning attached by the first party;
or (b) that party had no reason to know of any different meaning
attached by the other, and the other had reason to know the meaning
attached by the first party.”
The court denied the sellers' right to specific performance, thereby granting RAM
Holdings a $100 million walk right.
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As the United Rentals decision notes (it includes a chillingly familiar
description of the give and take of late night negotiating sessions), precision is not
always possible, but one should be very careful in agreeing to (or reluctantly
conceding to) ambiguous provisions.

That is, more than one experienced M&A

lawyer has noted that the real point of United Rentals is that in spite of the late
night pressures, one needs to get the language correct – further noting that these
conflicting provisions were among the most important in the acquisition agreement.
Thus, the main point is not to be a forthright negotiator but to be a precise drafter.
C.

Courts Are Not the Final Proofreaders.
1.

LaPointe.

In contrast, LaPointe v. Amerisource Bergin Corp.,

No. 327-CC (Del. Ch. Sept 4, 2007) involved unambiguous language, and the
Delaware Chancery Court read the language literally even though it was “clearly” a
“scrivener's error”:

The agreement stated a time period for giving notice of

objections to an earn-out calculation expired “no less than” 20 business days after
a specified date to mean exactly that – rather than the seemingly intended “not
later than” 20 business days after that specified date.

Thus, with the court

commenting that “it now appears that the merger agreement was unhappily
drafted” upheld a notice of objection given 26 days after the specified date.
2.

Brim Holdings. Finally, Brim Holding Co. v. Province Healthcare

Co., 2008 Tenn. App. LEXIS 325 (Tenn. Ct. App. May 28, 2008), is another example
of a court reading language literally even when such an interpretation probably was
not what was intended.

The appellate court upheld the trial court's ruling that a

litigation reserve in a balance sheet used in a post-closing working capital true-up
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did NOT offset an indemnification claim with respect to that litigation.

A pretty

harsh result, but the trial court said if the intent had been to offset, the “the parties
could have said so.”

Thus, while resulting in the purchaser's having a double

recovery, this result and this contract interpretation approach is consistent with
many other decisions that the preparers of this paper have seen: the courts will
read language strictly, particularly when the parties could have easily “fixed” the
issue.
X.

NOTES ON ANCILLARY DOCUMENTS
There are a number of possible ancillary agreements that may be utilized in

connection with a stock acquisition.
A.

Confidentiality Agreements.

Typically, most transactions begin

with a negotiated confidentiality agreement.

Obviously, the confidentiality

agreement is designed to protect the confidentiality of information exchanged in
connection with the negotiation of a potential purchase and sale transaction.
“Familiarity often breeds contempt” in the case of many confidentiality agreements
– what seems to be mere “boilerplate” can sometimes come crashing down if taken
for granted. Consider the following practice points:
1.

Form of Agreement.

Make sure that the confidentiality

agreement you are provided or are providing is, in fact, designed for M&A situations
as opposed to those used to provide information to vendors or contractors.
2.

The Definition of “Confidential Information.”

From the seller’s

standpoint, it should cover the information to be provided (as well as the
information that may have been previously provided), and it may distinguish
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certain subsets of information that deserve more stringent treatment (e.g., trade
secrets, source code). From the prospective purchaser’s standpoint, “Confidential
Information” should not be overly inclusive and should typically exempt that
information discovered independently of the seller or information that is public.
3.

Use and Disclosure of “Confidential Information.”

The seller

should attempt to expressly limit the proposed purchasers use of the information
(i.e., only in connection with the proposed transaction) and should consider
guidelines and/or protocols for the proposed purchaser’s sharing of the information
with its advisors and other representatives.

On the other hand, the proposed

purchaser should ensure that any restrictions on its use of the information would
not severely hamper its diligence evaluation or otherwise place undue procedural
burdens upon it. The purchaser should ensure that the definition of its advisors and
representatives with whom it can share information is broad enough - for example,
will the purchaser need to share information with lenders or other sources of
financing?
4.

Cooperation in the Event of a Legally Compelled Disclosure. A

proposed purchaser should ensure that the confidentiality agreement provides an
exception to its obligation of confidentiality in the event of a legally compelled
disclosure. The seller, likewise, should require the purchaser to cooperate with it in
obtaining appropriate protective order relief in such an event.
5.

Term of the obligations.

A seller should consider provisions

contemplating that the obligations of non-disclosure do not expire (certainly should
be true for trade secrets). The purchaser should seek a reasonable limitation.
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6.

Remedies.

Sellers should insist on equitable (i.e., injunctions)

as well as monetary relief. Purchasers may consider expense reimbursement in the
event that they ultimately prevail.
7.

Confidentiality of Discussions.

Unless the discussions among

the proposed seller and purchaser are already public, the confidentiality agreement
should include a provision restricting the parties from revealing that they are in
discussions, unless such a disclosure is required by law (e.g., if one of the parties
makes public SEC filings).
8.
solicitation

Other items to consider.

provisions?

Securities

laws

No shops?
restrictions

Standstills?

(e.g.,

insider

Nontrading

prohibition)?
B.

Employment Agreements.

Often purchasers will need or seek the

services of key personnel of the target, as such individuals may have special
knowledge of the target or skills that could be vital to the purchaser’s post-closing
success.

The tenor of the employment agreement (i.e., whether it is pro-

purchaser/future employer or whether it is pro-employee) is a decision that must
typically be made on a deal-by-deal basis.

Nevertheless, it is in both parties’

interests to get the terms of any such agreement finalized concurrent with signing
the definitive agreement and not as a condition of closing. The latter alternative
risks the forfeiting of too much leverage and bargaining power to the prospective
employee.
C.

Noncompetition Agreements.

Noncompetition agreements can be

valuable to the purchaser to protect its franchise following the closing. While such
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agreements are not generally favored by the courts in the employment context,
they are enforceable in the context of a sale of a business, assuming that they are
reasonable in scope and duration.

Nevertheless, careful consultation of local law

and responsive drafting are crucial to preserve the protections desired by the
purchaser.
D.

Transition Services Agreements.

Often where the particular

transaction involves the purchase of an operating unit/subsidiary of a larger
enterprise, the purchaser may need the seller to provide certain services (e.g., IT,
telephone, payroll services) to the target for a limited period following closing.
From both a seller’s and a purchaser’s standpoint, preparing for the contents of a
transition services agreements should begin with each party’s diligence efforts.
Once simple documents, the complexity of modern businesses mandate that
transition services agreements no longer be an afterthought, and often the deal
lawyer will require outsourcing or IT experts to assist in developing the right
agreement. Issues for consideration include:
1.

The scope of the services to be provided.

2.

The standard of services to be provided.

3.

The charges, if any, for the services to be provided and how the

charges are calculated.
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Disaster recovery protocols and business continuity planning.

5.

Audit rights.

6.

Remedies.
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7.
procured.

The term of the services and whether an extension can be

(Negotiating for additional time or the ability to extend can be very

helpful to the purchasers – while a 3-month transition may seem like plenty of time
when the parties are full of optimism on the eve of closing, in practice, transitions –
especially with modern information technology – often take much longer than
anticipated.)
8.

Indemnification and limitation of liability (and whether the TSA

“stands alone” or utilizes any dispute methodology in the stock purchase
agreement).
E.

Other Deal-Specific Ancillary Agreements.

In transactions in which the seller or its affiliates are retaining assets or
businesses related to the business being acquired (such as in the sale of a division),
the acquisition may include leases with respect to facilities, supply agreements for
the supply of products, licenses with respect to real property, or other contracts
between the parties and their affiliates. While it is tempting to put off the details of
these business arrangements until later in the deal process, it is usually in
everyone’s interest to get the subject matter experts involved early and to hammer
out all of the specific terms of such ancillary agreements prior to signing the
acquisition agreement.

Such contracts are often at least as important to the

success of the acquisition as the acquisition agreement itself.
*
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EXAMPLES

OF

INTERWORKING AMONG R&Ws,

CONDITIONS & INDEMNIFICATION
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EXAMPLE 1 – “TRIGGERING EVENT” PRE-SIGNING:
AGREEMENT PROVISIONS:

1.

R&Ws are made as of signing date. “ONE POINT IN TIME”

Purchaser's closing conditions include that the R&Ws are true and
correct in all material respects (a) when made and (b) as of the closing
date.
“TWO POINTS IN TIME”
FACTS:

2.

1.

Major uninsured lawsuit occurs before signing, but not disclosed until
after signing.

2.

Major environmental spill occurs before signing, but not disclosed until
after signing.

AGREEMENT OPERATION:

1.

Purchaser's Obligation to Close: NO, because R&Ws not true when
made or as “deemed” remade as of the closing date.

2.

Purchaser's Indemnification Rights:
R&Ws made as of the signing date.

YES, because a breach of the

Thus, purchaser can close without waiving indemnification rights as to losses
relating either (1) to this lawsuit (maybe) OR (2) as to the environmental
spill.
* * * * *
Result #1 – Lawsuit: This is the “classic” breach: The disclosure schedules fail
to list (1) a major lawsuit and (2) a major environmental spill. So the prospective
purchaser may either refuse to close or close and (maybe) proceed against the
sellers.
CAVEAT re the Purchaser's Knowledge: The “maybe” is included in the above
because the sellers may argue that the purchaser waived its rights when it –
knowing of the breach – nevertheless closed. See Part II of the Paper.
Result #2 – Environmental Spill:
The same as with the lawsuit – the
prospective purchaser may either refuse to close or close and proceed against the
sellers. BUT because SPA § 7(b)(ii) has a specific indemnification obligation as to
environmental matters, the purchaser's knowledge is not a bar to its recovering –
no “probably” is included here.
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CAVEAT RE PRE-SIGNING DISCLOSURES:
If the environmental spill was
disclosed before signing (that is, listed in the disclosure schedules), then the
purchaser can obtain indemnification ONLY by listing the spill specifically as an
indemnified matter – (as SPA § 7(b)(ii)'s bracketed Option One provides).
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EXAMPLE 2 –

“TRIGGERING EVENT” DURING INTERIM (“THE GAP”) +
R&Ws AS OF SIGNING DATE:

AGREEMENT PROVISIONS:

1.

R&Ws are made as of signing date. “ONE POINT IN TIME”

2.

Purchaser's closing conditions include that R&Ws are (a) true and
correct in all material respects when made and (b) as of closing date.
“TWO POINTS IN TIME”
Note: Same as in Example 1.

FACTS:
1.

Major uninsured lawsuit occurs in interim between signing date and
closing date – during the signing/closing “gap.”

2.

Major environmental spill occurs in interim between signing date and
closing date.

AGREEMENT OPERATION:

1.

Purchaser's Obligation to Close: NO, because R&Ws as “deemed”
remade as of the closing date are not true.

2.

Purchaser's Indemnification Rights:
A. NO as to lawsuit, because no breach of the R&Ws, which were
made only as of the signing date.
B. YES as to environmental spill BUT ONLY because of the specific
indemnity of ISPA § 7(b)(ii).
*

*

*

*

*

Result: Thus, if the purchaser closes, it has no indemnification rights as to
losses relating to this “interim” lawsuit.
But if Triggering Event is Breach of Covenant: If the claim arises because of,
for example, the sellers' causing the target company to pay a special
dividend to themselves – in violation of ISPA § 5(a)(ii)(A) – then the
purchaser will have an indemnification claim based on a breach of a
covenant.
*
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EXAMPLE 3 –

“TRIGGERING EVENT” DURING INTERIM + R&Ws AS OF
SIGNING DATE & CLOSING DATE

AGREEMENT PROVISIONS:

1.

R&Ws are made (a) as of signing date and (b) again as of the closing
date.
CHANGE: “TWO POINTS IN TIME”
Note: Clause (b) is the bracketed language in ISPA § 7(b)(i).

2.

Purchaser's closing conditions include that R&Ws are true and correct
in all material respects (a) when made and (b) as of closing date.

FACTS:
Major uninsured lawsuit occurs in interim between signing date
and closing date and the sellers' closing (“bring down”) certificate discloses
it.
Note: This and the rest of the examples do not include
the environmental spill because covered by Examples 1
and 2.
AGREEMENT OPERATION:

3.

Purchaser's Obligation to Close: NO, because R&Ws not true as of the
closing date.

4.

Purchaser's Indemnification Rights:
as of the closing date.

YES, because R&Ws made again

Thus, the purchaser can close (probably) without waiving indemnification
rights as to losses relating to this lawsuit.
*

*

*

*

*

Result: The example reflects the purchaser's perspective that Example 2 may not
be satisfactory: the deal has momentum and the purchaser may feel compelled to
close even though a significant development has arisen in the interim as to which it
has no indemnification rights against the sellers under the terms of the agreement
in Example 2.
Thus, the purchaser will frequently negotiate to have the
representations and warranties actually remade as of the closing date. By doing so,
the purchaser may waive the closing condition, close and make an indemnification
claim against the sellers the next day – and preserve the benefit of its bargain.
Sellers' Objection: But from the sellers' point of view (particularly because this
was not something that they knew about at the time of the signing), they will want
to preserve the right to determine whether they want to proceed with the sale on
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that basis. If the problem is, for example, overstated revenues, the sellers may
nevertheless think that they can retain ownership of the target company, work out
the problem, and then sell the target company “next year” for the same price. So –
look at Examples 4 & 5.
*
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EXAMPLE 4 – “TRIGGERING EVENT” DURING INTERIM + R&Ws AS OF
SIGNING DATE & CLOSING DATE:
AGREEMENT PROVISIONS:

1.

R&Ws made (a) as of signing date and (b) again as of the closing date.

2.

Purchaser's closing conditions include that R&Ws are true and correct
in all material respects (a) when made and (b) as of closing date.
Note: Thus far, the same as Ex. 3

3.

NEW: Purchaser waives rights as to disclosed matters – at least those
material enough to trigger the purchaser's closing condition that the
sellers' representations and warranties are true and correct in all
material respects (ISPA § 3(a)(i)(A)) – that permit purchaser to “walk”
from the deal.
Note: The illustrative SPA does not contain such a waiver.

FACTS: Major uninsured lawsuit occurs in interim between signing date and
closing date and the sellers' closing (“bring down”) certificate discloses it.
AGREEMENT OPERATION:

1.

Purchaser's Obligation to Close: NO, because R&Ws not true as of the
closing date.

2.

Purchaser's Indemnification Rights: NO, because although a breach of
the R&Ws as of the closing date, the agreement provides (per #3
above) that the purchaser waives rights as to disclosed matters.
*

*

*

*

*

Result: The purchaser can protect itself:
•

if the breach is immaterial, the purchaser is indemnified (not
“whip-sawed”)

•

if the breach is material – and thus the purchaser has a “walk
right” – then the purchaser can choose to walk or to close and
not be indemnified – and to that extent, the purchaser is back to
Example 2

But the sellers are also back to the same position as in Example 2.
*
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EXAMPLE 5 –

“TRIGGERING EVENT” DURING INTERIM + R&Ws AS OF
SIGNING DATE & CLOSING DATE:

AGREEMENT PROVISIONS:

1.

R&Ws made (a) as of signing date and (b) again as of the closing date.

2.

Purchaser's closing conditions include that R&Ws are true and correct
in all material respects (a) when made and (b) as of closing date.

3.

NEW: Sellers' obligation to close conditioned upon their own R&Ws
being true and correct in all material respects as of the closing date.
Note: The ISPA does not contain such a condition.

FACTS: Major uninsured lawsuit occurs in interim between signing date and
closing date and the sellers' closing (“bring down”) certificate discloses it.
AGREEMENT OPERATION:
1.

Purchaser's Obligation to Close: NO, because R&Ws not true as of the
closing.

2.

Purchaser's Indemnification Right – two possible results:
YES, because a breach of the R&Ws, which were made again as of
the closing date.
NO, if sellers elect not to close based on the closing condition that
their own representations and warranties are true and correct as of
the closing date. But note that this permits the sellers to protect
themselves only as to known matters.
*

*

*

*

*

Result: Now the sellers can protect themselves, but the purchaser is
protected if the sellers don't exercise their walk right.
But do the sellers pay a termination fee if they exercise their walk rights? At
least as to purchaser's expenses?
*
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(2/21/19)
APPENDIX A - ILLUSTRATIVE LETTER OF INTENT – PROPOSED STOCK
PURCHASE
[PURCHASER LETTERHEAD]
[DATE]
PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL –
SUBJECT TO CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
Mr. John Q. Doe
Mr. Jack R. Roe
1234 Target Boulevard
Atlanta, GA 30321
Re:

Proposed Acquisition of All of the Stock of Target Industries, Inc.

Ladies and Gentlemen:
The purpose of this letter is to set forth certain non-binding understandings and
certain binding agreements between Purchaser Industries, Inc., a Georgia corporation
(the “Purchaser”) and John Q. Doe (“Doe”) and Jack R. Roe (“Roe”), the shareholders of
Target Industries, Inc., a Georgia corporation (“the “Target”) (Doe and Roe, collectively,
the “Target Shareholders”) with respect to the possible purchase of all of the Target’s
capital stock (The “Target Shares”).
The following numbered paragraphs reflect the parties’ understanding of the
matters described in them, but do not constitute a complete statement of, or a legally
binding or enforceable agreement or commitment on the part of, the parties with
respect to the matters described therein (or impose on any of the parties an enforceable
duty or obligation to negotiate toward any such agreement or commitment).
1.
Proposed Transaction. The Target Shareholders would sell and
the Purchaser would purchase the Target Shares at the Purchase Price (defined
below) at the closing of this transaction (the “Closing”) (the “Proposed
Transaction).
2.
Purchase Price. The Purchase Price for the Target Shares would
be [$____________] (the “Purchase Price”) and would be paid in cash at the
Closing.
3.
Acquisition Documentation. The Purchaser would prepare,
subject to review and approval by the Target Shareholders, a stock purchase
agreement and the other ancillary agreements listed below (collectively, the
“Acquisition Agreements”) each with usual and customary agreements,
conditions, representations and warranties and indemnities and subject to
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Purchaser’s satisfaction as to the condition of the Target through its own
investigation and the approval of the Purchaser’s Board of Directors.
4.
Ancillary Agreements. In addition to the stock purchase
agreement, the parties would execute the following agreements on or before the
Closing:
(a) Non-Competition Agreements. Each of the Target
Shareholders would enter into an agreement not to compete with the Target in
an area within a 100-mile radius of the front door of 1234 Target Boulevard,
Atlanta, Georgia for a period of sixty (60) months from the date of the Closing.
The Target Shareholders would acknowledge that the Purchase Price is full
and sufficient consideration for such agreement.
(b) Employment Agreements. Roe would enter into a twoyear employment agreement with the Target on terms that would be mutually
agreed.
(c)
Transition Services Agreement. The Target
Shareholders would cause an affiliate of Target, ServeCo, Inc., a Georgia
corporation, to provide certain to be agreed upon transition services to the
Target for a 12-month period following the Closing.
5.
Source of Funding. The Proposed Transaction would be a cash
transaction and would not be subject to third party financing.
6.
Additional Due Diligence Items. In addition to the due
diligence materials provided thus far, the Purchaser and its advisors require the
following: [LIST AS APPROPRIATE]
In addition, we require continued access to the Target’s offices and records of
such data and explanations as are necessary in our opinion to enable us to
adequately assess the value of the Target, including continued access to the
[Chairman & CEO, President and Chief Operating Officer, Executive
Vice President, Chief Information Officer, Chief Financial Officer,
Chief Marketing Officer, Chief Compliance Officer, auditors and legal
counsel.]
Upon execution of counterparts of this letter by the parties, the following lettered
paragraphs will constitute legally binding and enforceable agreements of the
parties as an inducement to the Purchaser to enter into negotiations and to keep
the proposed terms available for consideration by the Purchaser, and in
consideration of the time, effort and expense the Purchaser has devoted and is
willing to devote conducting additional due diligence and possibly negotiating
the Acquisition Agreements.
A.
Material Conditions. Any actual transaction reflecting
the Proposed Transaction shall be contingent on the following: (i) the negotiation
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and execution of the Acquisition Agreements, in each case, containing
representations, warranties, covenants, conditions, indemnities, agreements and
other terms acceptable to the parties; (ii) the obtaining of all necessary and
appropriate approvals or consents of governmental or regulatory bodies or other
third parties, including, but not limited to, [LIST ANTICIPATED
REGULATORY APPROVALS AND NOTICES]; (iii) the absence of pending
or threatened litigation of a material nature regarding the Target; (iv) the
aforementioned approval of the Purchaser’s Board of Directors; (v) the
satisfactory completion of Purchaser’s due diligence investigation and acquisition
audit; and (vi) [ADD OTHERS AS NEEDED].
B.
Certain Actions by Target. After the execution of this
letter of intent and until the stock purchase agreement referred to in numbered
paragraph 2 above is entered into (which would contain provisions to the same
effect as this paragraph) or, if earlier, the date on which Purchaser and Target
Shareholders mutually agree in writing to terminate their negotiations
concerning the acquisition of Target, the Target Shareholders:
(1)
Access: shall cause Target to permit Purchaser access
to the premises, the books and records (excluding pricing and costing
information until the acquisition agreement is entered into), and the senior
management of Target and to make copies of materials relating to Target;
provided, however, that Purchaser shall not contact any of Target’s employees,
customers or suppliers without Target’s prior written consent; and
(2) Operations: shall cause Target to be operated in the
normal course and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing and unless
the prior consent of Purchaser is obtained, shall cause Target (i) not to sell,
transfer, or otherwise dispose of, or enter into an agreement to sell, transfer or
otherwise dispose of, any of its assets other than in the ordinary course of
business, (ii) not to incur, create or become obligated with respect to any
liabilities or obligations to purchase or supply goods or services other than in the
ordinary course of business, (iii) not to pay any dividends or make any other
distributions to Target Shareholders, or (iv) not to take any other action not in
the ordinary course of business.
C.
Exclusive Dealing. After the execution of this letter of
intent and prior to [DATE] or, if earlier, the date on which Purchaser and the
Target Shareholders mutually agree in writing to terminate their negotiations
concerning the acquisition of Target, the Target Shareholders shall not, and shall
cause Target and each of its officers, employees or agents not to, negotiate in any
capacity with any other person or entity for the purchase or sale of Target or a
substantial portion of its assets, however structured or to be effected.
D.
Confidentiality. Purchaser and the Target Shareholders
shall keep confidential the proposed purchase price set forth in numbered
paragraph 1 unless otherwise agreed to in writing or required by applicable law
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or stock exchange rules. Purchaser acknowledges that it has executed and
delivered a confidentiality agreement with respect to information concerning
Target dated [DATE], that such confidential agreement is not modified in any
respect by the execution and delivery of this letter of intent with full force and
effect, and without limiting the foregoing or any provision of such confidentiality
agreement, information and materials obtained pursuant to numbered
paragraph 4 above is subject to such confidentiality agreement. The parties shall
make no public announcement relating to the Proposed Transaction unless
agreed to in writing by Purchaser and the Target Shareholders or required by law
or applicable stock exchange rules.
E.
Expenses. Each party shall pay all of its respective
expenses incident to the items contemplated by this letter of intent.
F.
Termination; Survival. The binding provisions of this
letter of intent will automatically terminate on [DATE]; provided however, that
the termination of the binding provisions will not affect the liability of a party for
a breach of any of the binding provisions prior to the termination. Upon
termination of the binding provisions, the parties will have no further obligations
hereunder, except as stated in lettered paragraphs C, D, E, F, G, H, I and J, which
will survive any such termination.
G.

Communications, Notices.

(a)
Unless advised otherwise, please direct any and all
inquiries concerning Purchaser and the Proposed Transaction only to
[LIST PERSONNEL AND CONTACT INFORMATION].
(b)
Each notice, communication and delivery under this
letter of intent (i) will be made in writing signed by the party making the
same, (ii) will specify the section of this letter pursuant to which it is given,
(iii) will be given either in person or by a nationally recognized next
business day delivery service (for next business day delivery) and (iv) if not
given in person, will be given to a party at the address set forth below the
party's signature (or at such other address as a party may furnish to the
other parties pursuant to this subsection). If notice is given pursuant to
this subsection of a permitted successor or assign of a party, then notice
must also thereafter be given as set forth above to such successor or assign
of such party.
H.
Severability. If any binding provision of this letter of
intent is determined to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the remaining
provisions of this letter remain in full force, if the essential terms and conditions
of this letter for each party remain valid, binding, and enforceable.
I.
Governing Law. The laws of the State of Georgia (without
giving effect to its laws that would make this choice of governing law ineffective)
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govern all matters arising out of or relating to this letter of intent and the
transactions it contemplates, including, without limitation, its interpretation,
construction, performance, and enforcement.
J.
Entire Agreement. Paragraphs A through J supersede all
prior agreements, whether written or oral, between the parties with respect to
their subject matter and constitute a complete and exclusive statement of the
terms of the agreement between the parties with respect to their subject matter.
Except for the provisions of lettered paragraphs A through J above (which are intended
to be legally binding), this letter of intent is not intended to constitute a contract or an
offer to enter into a contract or to be binding upon Purchaser or Target’s Shareholders,
nor to create any legal obligations or rights in any person or entity which respect to any
of the matters set forth in it, and no person or entity would be liable to any other for any
breach of the terms of this letter of intent not included in lettered paragraphs A through
J, including, without limitation, the failure to execute and deliver a stock purchase
agreement.
If the above accurately sets forth your understandings with respect to the
Proposed Transaction, please sign the enclosed copy of this letter of intent in the space
provided below [as an indication of your intention to pursue in good faith the proposed
acquisition of Target1], and then return that copy to me.
Very truly yours,
Purchaser Industries, Inc.
By: _________________________
Maximum Leader, President
ACCEPTED as to numbered paragraphs
1 through 6 AND AGREED to as to
lettered paragraphs A through J by the
shareholders of Target Industries, Inc. as of
[DATE]:
_______________________
John Q. Doe (75% shareholder)
_______________________
Jack R. Roe (25% shareholder)
*

1

The bracketed language is an agreement.
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APPENDIX B - ILLUSTRATIVE STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT

STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

PURCHASER INDUSTRIES, INC.

AND

JOHN Q. DOE and JACK R. ROE
(Shareholders of Target Industries, Inc.)
[DATE]
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STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT
THIS STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT dated the _____ day of ______________,
2016 by and between Purchaser Industries, Inc., a Georgia corporation (“Purchaser“) John Q.
Doe (“Doe“), and Jack R. Roe (“Roe“) (Doe and Roe being collectively, the “Target
Shareholders“) with respect to the purchase and sale of shares of Target Industries, Inc., a
Georgia corporation (“Target“), and related matters and by which Purchaser, Doe and Roe, in
consideration of the agreements set forth below (the mutuality, adequacy and sufficiency of
which are hereby acknowledged), hereby agree as follows:
1.

Definitions. The following terms have the following meanings:

“Action” means any civil, criminal or administrative claim, action, suit,
proceeding, arbitration or investigation by or before any Governmental Authority or any Person
acting on behalf of a Governmental Authority.
“Affiliate” means, with respect to any Person, any other Person that, directly or
indirectly, controls, is controlled by or is under common control with such Person as of the date
on which, or at any time during the period for which, the determination of affiliation is being
made. For purposes of this definition, the term “control” (including the correlative meanings of
the terms “controlled by” and “under common control with”), as used with respect to any
Person, means the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to (a) vote fifty percent (50%)
or more of the securities having ordinary voting power for the election of directors or Persons
with similar powers and duties, or (b) direct or cause the direction of the management and
policies of such Person, whether by Contract or otherwise.
“Business Day” means a day ending at 11:59 p.m. (Eastern Time), other than a
Saturday, a Sunday or other day on which commercial banks in The City of New York are
authorized or required by Law to close.
“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
“Confidentiality Agreement” means that certain Confidentiality and
Nondisclosure Agreement, dated [DATE], between the Target Shareholders and the Purchaser.
“Contract” means any contract, agreement, license, note, mortgage, indenture,
commitment, understanding or other binding agreement, whether written or oral.
“Environmental Law” means any federal, state, local or foreign Law, regulation,
code, license, permit, order, decree or injunction, common law, legal doctrine, judgment,
injunction, requirement or agreement with any Governmental Authority relating to (a) the
protection, preservation or restoration of the environment (including air, water, soil, vapor,
surface water, groundwater, drinking water supply, surface land, subsurface land, plant and
animal life or any other natural resources), or (b) exposure to, or the use, storage, recycling,
treatment, generation, transportation, processing, handling, labeling, production, release or
disposal of Hazardous Substances, in each case as amended from time to time.
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“ERISA” means the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as
amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
“ERISA Affiliate” means each trade or business (whether or not incorporated)
which together with the Target is treated as a single employer pursuant to Code §§ 414(b), (c),
(m) or (o).
“GAAP” means the United States generally accepted accounting principles.
“Governmental Authority” means any federal, state, local or foreign
governmental or regulatory authority, agency or commission, court or other legislative,
executive or judicial governmental entity or any quasi-governmental authority or self-regulatory
organization entitled to exercise any administrative, executive, judicial, police, regulatory or
taxing authority or power of any nature.
“Governmental Authorizations” means any license, permit, certificate,
approval, consent, registration, variance, exemption or other authorization issued by or obtained
from a Governmental Authority.
“Governmental Order” means any order, writ, judgment, injunction, subpoena,
indictment, decree, stipulation, determination or award entered by or with any Governmental
Authority.
“Indebtedness” means (a) liabilities for borrowed money, whether secured or
unsecured, and obligations evidenced by bonds, debentures, notes or similar debt instruments,
(b) liabilities for the deferred purchase price of any property, (c) liabilities in respect of any lease
of (or other arrangements conveying the right to use) real or personal property, or a combination
thereof, which liabilities are required to be classified and accounted for under GAAP as capital
leases, (d) obligations under Derivative Contracts (valued at the termination value thereof) and
any interest rate agreements and currency agreements, and (e) liabilities for the reimbursement
of any obligor on any letter of credit, banker’s acceptance or similar credit transaction securing
obligations of a type described in the foregoing clause (a), (b), (c) or (d) to the extent of the
obligation secured.
“IRS” means the United States Internal Revenue Service.
“Knowledge” means that, with respect to an individual, such individual will be
deemed to have “Knowledge” of a particular fact or other matter if: (a) such individual is
actually aware of such fact or other matter; or (b) a prudent individual could be expected to
discover or otherwise become aware of such fact or other matter in the course of conducting a
reasonably comprehensive investigation concerning the existence of such fact or other matter. A
Person (other than an individual) will be deemed to have “Knowledge” of a particular fact or
other matter if any individual who is serving, or who has at any time served, as a director,
officer, partner, executor, trustee or employee of such Person (or in any similar capacity) has, or
at any time had, Knowledge of such fact or other matter.
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“Law” means any federal, state, local or foreign (a) statute, code, ordinance,
executive order, rule or regulation of any Governmental Authority, and (b) common law or rule
of law.
“Liability” means any and all debts, liabilities and obligations, whether fixed,
contingent or absolute, matured or unmatured, accrued or not accrued, determined or
determinable, secured or unsecured, disputed or undisputed.
“Lien” means any lien, pledge, charge, encumbrance, security interest, mortgage,
easement or other restriction on transfers of any asset or property.
“Material Adverse Effect” with respect to the Target or Purchaser, as the case
may be, means any change, event, development, condition, occurrence or effect that is or is
reasonably likely to be material and adverse to the financial condition, business, results,
operations, or prospects of the Target or Purchaser, provided, however, that none of the
following, in and of itself or themselves, shall constitute or be taken into account in determining
whether there has been or is a Material Adverse Effect with respect to the Target: (a) any effects
or conditions previously caused by or resulting from the public announcement of the transactions
contemplated hereby; (b) any events, conditions or trends in economic, business or financial
conditions generally affecting the investment advisory, investment management or investment
company sector specifically; (c) any changes or developments in any political conditions in the
geographic regions in which the Target operates, including acts of war (whether or not declared),
armed hostilities and terrorism; (d) any changes that result from natural disasters or “acts of
God”; or (e) any changes in (i) any Law (including any interpretation or enforcement thereof by
any Governmental Authority) or (ii) GAAP or regulatory accounting requirements applicable to
U.S. banking, brokerage or financial services organizations generally; provided, however, that
such matters in the case of clauses (b), (c), (d) and (e) shall be taken into account in determining
whether there has been or will be a “Material Adverse Effect” to the extent of any
disproportionate impact on the Target or Purchaser, as the case may be, relative to other
participants operating in the same industries and geographic markets as the Target and its
Subsidiaries, or Purchaser and its Subsidiaries, as the case may be.
“Organizational Documents” means a Person’s charter, articles of organization,
certificate of incorporation, certificate of formation, limited liability company agreement,
partnership agreement, by-laws or other similar organizational documents, as applicable.
“OSHA” means the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, as amended.
“Permitted Liens” means (a) mechanics’, materialmen’s, warehousemen’s,
carriers’, workers’ or repairmen’s Liens or other similar common law or statutory Liens arising
out of or incurred in the Target Ordinary Course of Business; (b) Liens for Taxes, assessments
and other governmental charges that are not yet due and payable or due but not delinquent or
being contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings and for which there are adequate
reserves are reflected, in accordance with GAAP, on the financial statements of the Target; (c)
Liens that, individually or in the aggregate, do not and would not materially detract from the
value, marketability and usefulness of or interfere with any current use of, properties or assets,
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or materially impair the operations of the Target in the ordinary course consistent with past
practice; and (d) with respect to Target’s real property, (i) easements, quasi-easements, survey
exceptions, leases, subleases, licenses, covenants, rights-of-way, rights of re-entry or other
similar restrictions, including any other agreements, conditions or restrictions that would be
shown by a current title report or other similar report or listing, (ii) zoning, building, entitlement,
subdivision or other similar requirements or restrictions imposed by any Governmental
Authority or property owners association having jurisdiction thereon or otherwise are typical for
the applicable property type and locality, (iii) rights, easements or franchises for electricity,
water, sanitary sewer, steam, surface water drainage, gas, telephone or other service or the right
to use and maintain poles, lines, wires, cables, pipes, boxes and other fixtures and facilities in,
over, under and upon any of the Target Real Property imposed by any Governmental Authority
or utility company having jurisdiction thereon or otherwise are typical for the applicable
property type and locality, in the case of each of clauses (i)-(iii) as do not and would not,
individually or in the aggregate, materially impair the operation of the operations of the Target
in the ordinary course consistent with past practice or materially detract from the value,
marketability and usefulness of the relevant property.
“Person” means an individual, bank, savings association, credit union,
corporation (including not-for-profit), general or limited partnership, limited liability company,
joint venture, estate, association, trust, unincorporated organization, Governmental Authority,
Self-Regulatory Organization or other entity of any kind or nature.
“Sarbanes Oxley Act” means the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002, as amended, and
the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
“Securities Act” means the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and the rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder.
“Securities Laws” means, collectively, the Securities Act, the Exchange Act, the
Investment Advisers Act, the Investment Company Act, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and any state
securities and “blue sky” laws.
“Target’s Books and Records” means all books, records, ledgers, reports, plans
and files related to the conduct of the business of the Target in paper, electronic or other forms
that are maintained by the Target.
“Target Employee” means an individual who is, immediately before the Closing,
actively employed (whether full-time or part-time) by the Target, including any employee on
short-term disability leave or other authorized leaves of absence.
“Target’s Ordinary Course of Business” means actions and omissions that are
(a) taken in the ordinary course of the normal, day-to-day operations of the Target and (b)
consistent with the past practice of the Target.
“Tax” means all federal, state, local and foreign income, profits, franchise, gross
receipts, environmental, customs duty, capital stock, severances, stamp, payroll, sales,
employment, unemployment, disability, use, property, withholding, excise, production, value
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added, conveyance, transfer, occupancy and other taxes, duties or assessments of any nature
whatsoever, together with all interest, penalties and additions imposed with respect to such
amounts and any interest in respect of such penalties and additions.
Other Defined Terms. The following terms have the meanings ascribed to them
in the corresponding Sections set forth below:
“Closing Date” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(b).
“Employee Plans” has the meaning set forth in Section 4(a)(xxi).
“Employment Agreement” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(b)(iv).
“Financial Statements” has the meaning set forth in Section 4(a)(vii).
“Loss” has the meaning set forth in Section 7(b).
“Noncompetition Agreement” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(b)(iii).
“Pension/Profit-Sharing Plan” has the meaning set forth in Section
4(a)(xxi)(A)(1).
“Purchase Price” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.
“Purchaser” has the meaning set forth in the Introduction.
“Serveco” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(b)(v).
“Target” has the meaning set forth in the Introduction.
“Target Shareholders” has the meaning set forth in the Introduction.
“Target Shares” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.
“Third Party Claim” has the meaning set forth in Section 7(d).
“Transition Services Agreement” has the meaning set forth in Section 3(b)(v).
“Welfare Plan” has the meaning set forth in Section 4(a)(xxi)(A)(2).
2.
Purchase and Sale of the Target Shares. At the Closing (see Section 3(b)
below), Doe and Roe shall sell to Purchaser their shares of Target’s $1.00 par value common
stock (the “Target Shares“), and Purchaser shall purchase the Target Shares from the Target
Shareholders, for an aggregate price of $1,000,000 less the pay-off amounts as of the Closing
Date of Target’s indebtedness for money borrowed and capital leases (the “Purchase Price“), to
be paid as set forth in this Agreement.
3.
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(a)

Closing Conditions.

(i)
General. The obligations of each party to take its actions at the
Closing are conditioned upon:
(A)the correctness, when made and again as of the Closing Date,
in all material respects of the other party’s representations and warranties made in Section 4
below, and
(B)the performance by the other party of all of its covenants and
agreements in this Agreement.
(ii) Other. Purchaser’s obligations to take its actions at the Closing are
further conditioned upon:
(A)the absence of any Material Adverse Change in the business or
assets or liabilities of Target;
(B)the obtaining of the consent of the lessor of Target’s facility at
1234 Target Boulevard to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement and an estoppel
certificate as to the status of the lease; and
(C)Purchaser’s receipt of a so-called “Phase II” environmental
report that shows no material adverse effect on Target’s property.
Immediately prior to the Closing, each party (treating the Target Shareholders as one party) shall
deliver to the other party a certificate (1) as to the matters covered in Sections 2(a)(i) and (2) in
the case of the Target Shareholder’s certificate, as to the matters that are the subject of Section
2(b)(ii)(A).
(b)
Closing Deliveries. At the Closing (which will consist of the deliveries
set forth below, none of which will be deemed to have been delivered unless and until all of
them have been delivered, and which will commence at 10:00 a.m. on [DATE], at 1000
Peachtree Street, NE, Atlanta, Georgia, or as the parties otherwise agree (the “Closing Date“)),
the following will occur:
(i)
Share Certificates: Doe and Roe shall each deliver to Purchaser its
share certificate representing his Target Shares either duly endorsed in favor of Purchaser or
with a separate stock transfer power duly completed and endorsed in favor of Purchaser.
(ii) Checks for Purchase Price: Purchaser shall deliver (A) to Doe its
check in the amount of 75% of the Purchase Price made payable to Doe and (B) to Roe its check
in the amount of 25% of the Purchase Price made payable to Roe.
(iii) Noncompetition Agreement: Doe and Roe shall each deliver a
noncompetition and nondisclosure agreement in [substantially] the form of Exhibit A (the
“Noncompetition Agreement”).
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(iv) Employment Agreement: Roe shall deliver an employment
agreement in [substantially] the form of Exhibit B (the “Employment Agreement”).
(v)
Transition Services Agreement: The Target Shareholders shall
cause ServeCo Inc. (“Serveco”) to deliver a transition services agreement [substantially] in the
form of Exhibit C (the “Transition Services Agreement”).
4.

Representations and Warranties.

(a)
By the Target Shareholders. The Target Shareholders hereby jointly and
severally (except for the representations and warranties in Section 3.1(a)(iii) through (v) below,
as to which each Target Shareholder makes individually as to himself and his acts and
omissions) represents and warrants to Purchaser that except as set forth in Exhibit D:
(i)
Target’s Existence: Target is a duly incorporated and organized
Georgia corporation validly existing and in good standing under Georgia law.
(ii) Capitalization: Target’s authorized capital stock consists solely of
10,000 shares of $1.00 par value common stock, only 1,000 of such shares (or securities or
rights convertible into such shares) are issued and outstanding, the Target Shares are validly
issued, fully paid and non-assessable shares of capital stock of Target, and the Target Shares
represent one-hundred percent (100%) of Target’s issued and outstanding shares of capital stock
and are owned as follows:
Doe

=

750 Target Shares

Roe

=

250 Target Shares

(iii) Ownership of Shares: Each Target Shareholder owns all right, title
and interest in and to his Target Shares free and clear of any liens, encumbrances, adverse rights
and claims of any kind whatsoever.
(iv) Power and Authority to Sell: Each Target Shareholder has the
power and authority to sell his Target Shares to Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement free and
clear as provided in clause (iii) above and to execute, deliver and otherwise perform this
Agreement and the agreements, instruments and documents to be executed (or cause to be
executed) and delivered (or cause to be delivered) by them pursuant to this Agreement.
(v)
Due Authorization and Execution: This Agreement has been, and
each other agreement, instrument and document to be executed (or cause to be executed) and
delivered (or cause to be delivered) by each Target Shareholder pursuant to this Agreement will
be, duly executed (or cause to be executed) and delivered (or cause to be delivered) by each
Target Shareholder (and in the case of the Transition Services Agreement, by Serveco) and each
constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of each Target Shareholder, enforceable in
accordance with its terms, except as enforceability may be limited by applicable bankruptcy,
insolvency and other Laws and equitable principles affecting creditors’ rights generally and the
discretion of the courts in granting equitable remedies.
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(vi) Execution, Delivery and Performance Permitted Without
Violation: The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement (including the sale of the
Target Shares pursuant to this Agreement) is, and of the agreements, instruments and documents
to be executed (or cause to be executed) and delivered (or cause to be delivered) by the Target
Shareholders pursuant to this Agreement will be, in compliance with, and is not (and will not
be), assuming the giving of notice or the passage of time or both, in violation of (A) the
Organization Documents of Target and Serveco, (B) any applicable Law to which Target,
Serveco or either of the Target Shareholders or any asset of any of them is subject or bound, or
(C) any agreement, commitment, order, ruling or proceeding to which Target, Serveco or either
of the Target Shareholders or any asset of any of them is a party, subject or bound.
(vii) Financial Status: Target’s [un]audited balance sheets as of
December 31, 2007, December 31, 2008 and December 31, 2009, the related [un]audited
statements of income, retained earnings and changes in financial position for the periods then
ended, and the notes to [un]audited financial statements [reviewed] [audited by ___________
respectively and] attached to Exhibit D (all of which are collectively referred to as the
“Financial Statements“), are, except for acts, omissions, facts or circumstances that do not
constitute a breach of, or are not required to be disclosed pursuant to, another representation or
warranty in this Agreement, in accordance with Target’s Books and Records, have been prepared
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP“) applied on a consistent
basis throughout the periods covered by such statements, and fairly present in all material
respects Target’s financial condition as of the respective dates and Target’s results of operations
for the periods then ended.
(viii) Undisclosed Liabilities: Except (A) as and to the extent
specifically reflected in the Financial Statements, (B) for trade payables and similar liabilities
arising in Target’s Ordinary Course of Business since [DATE], and (C) for liabilities not
required to be disclosed pursuant to the other representations and warranties in this Agreement,
Target has no other liability of any nature (whether accrued, absolute, contingent, known or
unknown, determinable or not or otherwise).
(ix) Absence of Certain Changes: Since [DATE], Target has not
issued any securities, paid any dividends or made other distributions, incurred any debt or
granted any security interest in any of its property, entered into any material contract, permitted
any material right to lapse, made any material change in compensation, or taken any action not
in the ordinary course of its business.
(x)
Taxes: Target has filed (on a timely basis) all Tax returns that are
or were required to be filed by it. Target has made payments of Taxes sufficient to avoid
penalties for late payments or underpayment of Taxes, all Taxes and other amounts that Target is
or was required by applicable Law to withhold or collect have been duly withheld and collected
and have been paid over to the proper Government Authorities in accordance with applicable
Law, there are no liens for Taxes on any of Target’s assets other than Permitted Liens with
respect to state and local Taxes on property, no audit of the returns of Target’s Taxes is currently
being conducted, Target has not received from any Governmental Authority with jurisdiction or
other authority as to Taxes either a notice that it intends to conduct any other audit of returns of
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Taxes or any request for information with respect to Taxes, there are no outstanding agreements
or waivers extending the statutory period of limitation applicable to any return of Taxes for any
period; and there are no outstanding requests by Target for rulings from any Governmental
Authority.
(xi) Ownership of Assets. Target owns all right, title and interest in
and to each of its assets free and clear of all Liens (other than Permitted Liens), encumbrances or
other adverse interests. Target’s assets constitute all of the properties that Target uses or needs
in connection with its operation.
(xii) Condition of Assets. With respect to the real property, plant and
equipment owned, leased or used by Target: (A) such properties are fully adequate and
satisfactory for the operations for which they are being used by Target; (B) each of such
properties are structurally and/or mechanically (as applicable) sound and in good repair and
operating condition, normal wear and tear excepted; (C) all such properties that are real property
include the right of ingress and egress (legal and practical) over public rights-of-way or valid
and existing private easements of perpetual duration which have priority over all existing
mortgages or security instruments; (D) all utility services are available (and all connections for
such services are paid for) to all real properties included in such properties, have been
completed, installed and paid for, and either enter such property through adjoining public streets,
or if they pass through adjoining private lands, they do so in accordance with valid public or
private easements; (E) Target is and has at all times been in compliance with all applicable Law
relating to zoning and land use in respect of any of such properties (and Target’s current use of
such properties does not constitute a nonconforming use), and Target has not received since
[DATE] any notice alleging such a violation; (F) none of such properties are subject to any
unpaid assessment (whether or not due); (G) there is no pending or, to Target’s Knowledge,
contemplated: (1) condemnation or eminent domain proceeding affecting any of such properties,
(2) proposal or other consideration for increasing the assessed value of such property for state,
county, local or other ad valorem or similar Taxes, or (3) proceedings or public improvements
which could or might result in the levy of any special Tax or assessment against any of such
properties; and (H) there are no outstanding requirements or recommendations by fire
underwriters or rating boards, insurance companies or holders of mortgages or other security
interests requiring or recommending any repairs or work to be done with reference to any of
such properties.
(xiii) Contracts and Leases. Exhibit D lists all unaccepted bids, all
uncompleted contracts and all leases of Target. Target is in compliance in all material respects
with each of the Contracts, bids and leases to which it is a party or subject.
(xiv) Compliance with Applicable Laws and Governmental Orders;
Governmental Authorization.
(A)Target is in compliance in all material respects with all
applicable Law and Governmental Orders, including those involving antitrust, unfair
competition, trade regulation, antipollution, environmental, employment, plant downsizing,
relocation, closing or safety.
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(B)Exhibit D contains a complete and accurate list of each
Governmental Authorization held by the Target. Each such Governmental Authorization is in
full force and effect and the Target, since [DATE] has been in full compliance with the terms
and conditions of each Governmental Authorization.
(xv) Permits. Without limiting the foregoing: (A) Target has all
permits required (and Exhibit D lists all such permits, a copy of each of which have been
provided to Purchaser); and (B) Target is (and has been) in compliance in all material respects
with each permit and predecessor permits; provided, however, that the foregoing will not require
disclosure of state and local business or similar licenses required of businesses generally.
(xvi) Environmental Matters. Without limiting the foregoing: (A)
Target is not subject to any material fine, penalty, judgment (including those for exemplary or
punitive damages), settlement payment, or other liability or obligation whatsoever (including
those with respect to personal injury, clean-up, removal or remediation, whether under CERCLA
or otherwise and including the cost of defending against any allegation of any of the foregoing)
which relates to, is based upon or arises from or in connection with any Environmental Law,
whether made or asserted by a governmental authority or by a private person, with respect to any
acts or omissions occurring, or facts or circumstances existing, on or before the Closing Date
and whether or not any such act, omission, condition or circumstance was lawful when it
occurred or initially or subsequently existed; (B) Target has obtained, maintained and complied
with all permits required by Environmental Law (which are listed in Exhibit D) and has
maintained all records and has made all filings required by applicable Environmental Law with
respect to treatment, storage, presence, contamination, generation, transport, emission, discharge
or release into the environment of any substance (including solids, liquids and gases) and with
respect to the proper disposal of such materials (including solid waste materials and petroleum or
any fractions or by-products of them) required for Target’s operations; and (C) Exhibit D lists:
(1) all asbestos (as insulation or otherwise) and PCBs on property owned, used, leased,
purchased or sold by Target and (2) all “underground storage tanks” (as such term is defined in
42 U.S.C. § 6991) on any property now or formerly owned used or leased by Target, and the
substances stored in them and all registrations and filings required by applicable law in respect
of them (and a copy of each has been delivered by Target to Purchaser).
(xvii) OSHA. Without limiting the foregoing, there is no (and since
[DATE] has not been any) “recognized hazard” (as such term is used under OSHA) with respect
to any of Target’s operations or property. Exhibit D lists all reports and filings made or filed by
Target pursuant to OSHA and similar applicable Laws since [DATE].
(xviii) Litigation. Except for products liability and personal injury
litigation which is fully covered by insurance (except for deductibles) and as to which the insurer
is providing defense without reservation of rights and except for actions by Target in the
Target’s Ordinary Course of Business to enforce liens or collect amounts of less than $10,000,
Target: (i) is not (or since [DATE] has not been) engaged in, a party to, subject to or, to Target’s
Knowledge, threatened with any claim, controversy, legal or equitable Action or other
proceeding (whether as plaintiff, defendant or otherwise and in no such matter has Target’s
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insurer asserted a reservation of rights); and (ii) is not (or since [DATE] has not been) a party to
or subject to any judgment, order, decree or restriction against it.
(xix) Investigations by Government Authorities. The Target has not
received, at any time since [DATE] any notice or other communication (whether oral or written)
for any Governmental Authority, or any other Person regarding (A) any actual, alleged, possible
or potential violations of, or failure to comply with any Law, or (B) any actual, possible or
potential obligation to undertake, or bear any portion of the cost of, any recommendation.
(xx) Certain Employment Related Matters. Exhibit D lists all of
Target’s employees, their current rate of compensation, all accrued vacation, sick leave or other
paid time off (without regard to qualifying service or other criteria), each employment
agreement, and any bonus, incentive compensation or other employee plans in which any
employee participated (except those listed pursuant to Subsection (xxi) following). Without
limiting the foregoing: (i) there are no charges, investigations, administrative proceedings or
formal complaints of discrimination pending or, to the best of Target’s Knowledge, threatened
before any governmental authority against Target; (ii) there have been no audits by
Governmental Authorities of Target’s equal employment opportunity practices since [DATE];
(iii) there is no (and since [DATE] has not been any) labor strike, organizing effort, organized
slow down, organized stoppage or other organized labor difficulty pending, involving or
threatened against or affecting Target; (iv) no representation question exists (or has existed since
[DATE]) respecting Target’s employees; (v) no grievance or arbitration proceeding arising out
of or under collective bargaining agreements to which Target is a party is pending, and no claim
therefore exists (or has existed since [DATE]); and (vi) there is no (and since [DATE] has not
been any) collective bargaining contract which is binding on Target.
(xxi) Employee Plans.
(A)List. Exhibit D lists each of the following that Target or any
ERISA Affiliate either maintains, is required to contribute to or otherwise participates in (or
since [DATE] has maintained, contributed to or otherwise participated in) or as to which Target
or any ERISA Affiliate has any unsatisfied liability or obligation, whether accrued, contingent or
otherwise:
(1) any employee pension benefit plan (“Pension/Profit-Sharing
Plan“) (as such term is defined in section 3(2) of ERISA), including any pension, profitsharing, retirement, thrift, or stock purchase plan;
(2) any employee welfare benefit plan (“Welfare Plan“) (as such
term is defined in ERISA § 3(3)); or
(3) any other compensation, stock option, restricted stock, fringe
benefit or retirement plan of any kind whatsoever, whether formal or informal, not
included in the foregoing and providing for benefits for, or the welfare of, any or all of
the current or former employees, directors, independent contractors or agents of Target
or any ERISA Affiliate or their beneficiaries or dependents, including any group health,
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life insurance, retiree medical, bonus, incentive or severance plan and whether or not
disclosed pursuant to Subsection (xx) preceding;
(all of the foregoing in items (1), (2) and (3) being referred to as “Employee Plans“ but such
term does not include worker compensation plans). Neither Target nor any ERISA Affiliate has
ever maintained, contributed to or otherwise participated in, or had any liability or obligation
with respect to, any “multiemployer plan” (as defined in ERISA) or any “multiple employer
welfare arrangement” (as defined in ERISA).
(B)Qualification. Except as set forth in Exhibit D, each
Pension/Profit-Sharing Plan: (1) has received a favorable determination letter from the IRS to
the effect that it is qualified under Code §§ 401(a) and 501, both as to the original plan and each
restatement or material amendment; (2) has never been subject to any assertion by any
governmental authority that it is not so qualified; (3) has been operated so that it has always been
so qualified; and (4) no circumstance has occurred or exists that might cause such plan to cease
to be so qualified.
(C)Accruals; Funding.1 Exhibit D discloses any funding liability
under each Employee Plan, whether insured or otherwise, specifically setting forth any liabilities
under any retiree medical or life Contract or plan and specifically designating any insured plan
which provides for retroactive premium or other adjustments. The levels of insurance reserves
and accrued liabilities with regard to each such Employee Plan are reasonable and are sufficient
to provide for all incurred but unreported claims and any retroactive premium adjustments.
(D) Post-Retirement Plans. No Employee Plan provides death or
medical benefits with respect to current or former employees after retirement or other
termination of service, other than coverage mandated by applicable Law.
(E)Claims for Benefits. Other than claims for benefits arising in
the ordinary course of the administration and operation of the Employee Plans, no claims,
investigations, arbitrations, lawsuits or other controversies are pending or threatened against any
Employee Plan or against Target, any ERISA Affiliate, any trust or arrangement created under
or as part of any Employee Plan, any trustee, fiduciary, custodian, administrator or other person
holding or controlling assets of any Employee Plan, and no basis for any such claim or claims
exists.
(F)Other. Target and all ERISA Affiliates have fully complied
with all of their obligations under each of the Employee Plans and with all provisions of the
Code, ERISA and any and all other applicable Law applicable to the Employee Plans. No
written notice has been received by Target since [DATE] of any claim of any violation of such
Laws, and no such claims are pending or, to the Target Shareholder’s knowledge, threatened.

1
Assumes (1) no “true” defined benefit pension plan and (2) no other plan subject to funding requirements of
ERISA Title IV.
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(xxii) Warranties. Target makes no warranty, guaranty or claim as to
products sold or services provided by Target, has maintained accurate sales records, order
backlog and other information with respect to all services and products. Each of Target’s
services and products comply with applicable Law. Exhibit D lists all product liability claims
made since [DATE].
(xxiii) Certain Customers & Supplies. Since [DATE], no material
adverse change has occurred in the business relationship with any of Target’s ten largest
customers and suppliers during the 12-month period ended on [DATE]. To Target’s
Knowledge, no such customer or supplier is expected, after the date of this Agreement, to cease
purchasing or supplying goods or services or, substantially to reduce its purchases from, or sales
to, Target; and without limiting the foregoing, no such customer or supplier has given Target
notice that it is subject to any bankruptcy, insolvency or similar proceeding and, to Target’s
Knowledge, no such proceeding by any other party is pending or threatened nor has any act or
omission occurred that makes such proceeding likely.
(xxiv) No Other Adverse Effect. Except as set forth in Exhibit D, no fact
known to any Target Shareholder that has specific application to Target (other than general
economic or industry conditions) materially adversely affects or, as far as the Target
Shareholders can reasonably foresee, could materially affect, the assets, liabilities, business,
financial condition, or prospects of Target.
(xxv) No Material Omission. No representation or warranty by any
Target Shareholder in this Agreement or in any agreement, document or instrument delivered
pursuant to this Agreement either (a) contains or will contain any untrue statement of a material
fact or (b) omits or will omit to state a fact necessary to make any statement or fact in any of
them not materially misleading. The foregoing representation and warranty is in addition to, and
does not limit in any way whatsoever, any other representation or warranty in this Article 4.
Optional Exclusive Reps & Warranties – Seller Oriented:
(xxvi) No Other Representation or Warranty. Except as expressly set
forth in the foregoing provisions of this Subsection (a), no Target Shareholder has made any
representation or warranty whatsoever as to the Target, the Shares or any Target Shareholder.
End of Option
(b)
By Purchaser. Purchaser hereby represents and warrants to each of the
Target Shareholders:
(i)
Purchaser’s Existence: Purchaser is a duly incorporated and
organized Georgia corporation validly existing and in good standing under Georgia Law.
(ii) Power and Authority to Purchase: Purchaser has the corporate
power and authority to purchase the Target Shares from the Target Shareholders pursuant to this
Agreement and to execute, deliver and otherwise perform this Agreement and the agreements,
instruments and documents to be executed and delivered by it pursuant to this Agreement, and
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without limiting the foregoing, the Board of Directors of Purchaser has authorized and approved
the execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement.
(iii) Due Authorization and Execution: This Agreement has been, and
each other agreement, instrument and document to be executed and delivered by Purchaser
pursuant to this Agreement will be, duly executed and delivered by Purchaser, and each
constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of Purchaser, enforceable in accordance with
its terms, except as enforceability may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency and other
laws and equitable principles affecting creditors’ rights generally and the discretion of the courts
in granting equitable remedies.
(iv) Execution, Delivery and Performance Without Violation: The
execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement (including the purchase of the Target
Shares pursuant to this Agreement) is and of the agreements, instruments and documents to be
executed and delivered by Purchaser pursuant to this Agreement will be in compliance with, and
is not (and will not be), assuming the giving of notice or the passage of time or both, in violation
of (A) Purchaser’s Organizational Documents, (B) any applicable Law to which Purchaser or its
assets is subject or bound, or (C) any agreement, commitment, order, ruling or proceeding to
which Purchaser or its assets is a party, subject or bound.
(v)
Investment Representation: Purchaser is acquiring the Target
Shares for its own account, to hold for investment, and with no present intention of dividing its
participation with others or reselling or otherwise participating, directly or indirectly, in a
distribution of the Target Shares and Purchaser will not make any sale, transfer, or other
disposition of the Target Shares in violation of any state securities laws or in violation of the
Securities Act. Purchaser agrees that there will be placed on the certificate for the Target
Shares, or any substitutions for it, a legend stating in substance:
THESE SECURITIES HAVE BEEN ISSUED OR SOLD IN RELIANCE ON
PARAGRAPH (13) OF CODE SECTION 10-5-9 OF THE “GEORGIA SECURITIES
ACT OF 1973” AND MAY NOT BE SOLD OR TRANSFERRED EXCEPT IN A
TRANSACTION WHICH IS EXEMPT UNDER SUCH ACT OR PURSUANT TO AN
EFFECTIVE REGISTRATION UNDER SUCH ACT. THE TARGET SHARES
EVIDENCED BY THIS CERTIFICATE HAVE BEEN ACQUIRED FOR
INVESTMENT AND HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES
ACT OF 1933 AS AMENDED (THE “1933 ACT”) IN RELIANCE ON ONE OR
MORE EXEMPTIONS THEREUNDER AND MAY NOT BE SOLD OR
TRANSFERRED EXCEPT IN TRANSACTIONS EXEMPT FROM REGISTRATION
UNDER THE 1933 ACT OR PURSUANT TO AN EFFECTIVE REGISTRATION
STATEMENT THEREUNDER.
Optional “Non Reliance” Provision – Seller Oriented:
(vi) Non-Reliance. In entering into this Agreement, the Purchaser has
relied solely upon its own investigation and analysis and the Target Shareholders’
representations and warranties expressly set forth in Section 4(a) above and on the Target
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Shareholders’ covenants and agreements in this Agreement, and without limiting the foregoing,
the Purchaser has not relied on any representation or warranty (except for the Target
Shareholders’ representations and warranties expressly made in Section 4(a) above) or on any
statement, document, projection or other information whatsoever relating to the Target or its
shareholders that was made or provided or otherwise obtained [(whether through a data room,
a management presentation, employee interviews or otherwise)] by the Target or the Target
Shareholders or any of their respective officers, managers, members, employees, Affiliates,
[investment banker], agents, consultants or representative or otherwise to Purchaser or any of
Purchaser’s Affiliates or any officer, director, owner, employee, agent or representative of any
of them.
End of Option
5.

Covenants & Agreements.

(a)
Continuing Operation of the Business. Until the Closing and unless
Purchaser gives its prior written consent, the Target Shareholders (i) shall cause Target continue
to operate its business in the ordinary course and (ii) without limiting the foregoing, shall cause
Target not to (A) pay any dividend or other distribution with respect to capital stock, (B) dispose
of any assets other than inventory sold in the ordinary course of business, (C) incur any
indebtedness, or (D) enter into any contract except in the ordinary course of business.
(b)
Performance of Obligations; Maintenance of Representations &
Warranties. The parties shall in good faith undertake (i) to perform their covenants and
agreements, and satisfy all conditions, in this Agreement, (ii) to cause their representations and
warranties to remain true and correct, and (iii) to cause the transactions contemplated in this
Agreement to be carried out promptly in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
(c)
Access. The Target Shareholders shall cause Purchaser to have reasonable
access (coordinated with [Target’s “gatekeeper”]) to Target’s books, records, officers,
employees and premises in connection with its review of Target’s business. Information
obtained in connection with such access will be subject to the confidentiality agreement between
Purchaser and Target dated [DATE].
(d)
No Negotiations. Until the Closing or the date the parties terminate this
Agreement, the Target Shareholders shall not, and shall cause Target not to, solicit or enter into
any discussions or negotiations with, or furnish or cause to be furnished any information
concerning Target to, any person or entity (other than Purchaser) in connection with any
acquisition of either Target Shares or Target, whether by merger, purchase of the capital stock,
sale of all or substantially all of its assets or other takeover or business combination involving
Target.
(e)
Confidentiality of the Purchase Price.The parties shall keep the Purchase
Price confidential and may disclose the Purchase Price only with the prior written consent of the
other (which will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed) and except to the extent applicable
Law or enforcement of its terms requires public disclosure (and then the party compelled to
disclose shall give prior written notice of such disclosure to the other party so that it may seek a
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protective order or other protective arrangement permitted by applicable Law or other similar or
appropriate relief).
(f)
Expenses. Each party shall pay its own expenses and costs incurred in
connection with the negotiation and consummation of this Agreement and the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement (including those of its brokers, finders and investment bankers,
if any). Without limiting the foregoing, each of the Target Shareholders acknowledges and
agrees that none of his fees and expenses, even if they relate to corporate action, are the expenses
of Target but, rather, are his expenses.
6.

Termination. This Agreement may be terminated either:

(a)
Failure of Closing Conditions: by Purchaser or the Target Shareholders if
its closing conditions are not satisfied on [DATE], but only if such failure (if curable)
has not been cured within thirty (30) days after notice thereof is given to the breaching
party; or
(b)
Final Termination Date: unless a legal proceeding to enforce this
Agreement is then existing, by Purchaser or the Target Shareholders if the Closing has
not occurred by [DATE].
Upon the termination of this Agreement, neither Purchaser nor either of the Target Shareholders
will have any further obligation to the other, except (A) no termination of this Agreement under
any provision of this Section will prejudice any claim either may have under this Agreement that
arises prior to the effective date of such termination and (B) termination of this Agreement will
not terminate or otherwise affect the rights and obligations set forth in Sections 5(e)
[Confidentiality] and 5(f) [Expenses] (which will survive termination as independent
obligations).
7.

Indemnification.

(a)
Survival. Each representation, warranty, covenant and agreement in this
Agreement survives the Closing. Each party: (i) acknowledges that the other is entitled to rely
on its representations, warranties, covenants and agreements in this Agreement (qualified only
by the disclosures in the attachments to this Agreement) in order to preserve the benefit of the
bargain otherwise represented by this Agreement; and (ii) accordingly agrees that neither (A) the
survival of such representations, warranties, covenants and agreements, nor (B) their
enforceability nor (C) any remedies for breaches of them will be affected by any knowledge of a
party regardless of when or how such party acquired such knowledge, specifically including
disclosures of facts and/or circumstances after the date of this Agreement.
(b)

Indemnification. If the Closing occurs, then:

(i)
Generally – Breaches. Each party (and in the case of the Target
Shareholders’ indemnification of Purchaser, jointly and severally, except for the
representations and warranties in Section 4(a)(iii) through (v) above, as to which either
Target Shareholder makes individually as to himself and his acts and omissions) shall
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indemnify, defend and hold the other (and in the case of the Target Shareholders, also the
Target) harmless for any Loss (as defined below) incurred or suffered by the other party
as a result of or in connection with or involving a breach of a representation, warranty,
covenant or agreement set forth in this Agreement either as made as of the date of this
Agreement [and as hereby expressly remade as of the Closing Date for purposes of
this Section 7]; provided, however, that for purposes of this Subsection such
determination will disregard materiality and knowledge qualifiers in such
representations, warranties, covenants and agreements [and as remade as of the Closing
Date, changes in the ordinary course of business since the date of this Agreement]).
(ii) Additional – By Target as to Environmental Matters. The Target
Shareholders, jointly and severally, shall indemnify, defend and hold Purchaser and the
Target harmless for any Loss (as defined below) incurred or suffered by Purchaser as a
result of or in connection with or involving environmental laws with respect to acts or
omissions on or before the Closing Date [Option One: specifically including any Loss
resulting from the spillage of 10,000 gallons of diesel fuel at Target’s refueling
station on or about October 1, 2008] [Option Two: and any Loss related to a
matter disclosed in any] “so-called” Phase II report referred to in Section 2(a)(ii)(C).
“Loss” means any liability, loss, cost, damage or expense, including reasonable attorneys’ fees
and any taxes of the recipient on indemnification payments made to it, but net of (A) Tax
benefits, (B) other recoveries and benefits, including insurance recoveries, and (C) the expenses
of obtaining such recoveries and benefits from others.
(c)

Certain Limitations. Notwithstanding the foregoing:

(i)
Time: No party will be required to indemnify another party
pursuant to the foregoing unless the party claiming the right to be indemnified gives notice to the
other party of facts which it in good faith thinks constitute a reasonable basis for indemnification
pursuant to this Section 6 on a date no later than thirty-six (36) months after the Closing Date;
provided, however, that the foregoing limitation does not apply to breaches of the
representations and warranties in Section 4(a)(i) through (vi)(A) or Section 4(b)(i) through
(iv)(A).
(ii) Deductible: No party (treating the Target Shareholders as a single
party for purposes of this provision) will be required to indemnify another party unless and only
to the extent that the aggregate amount of the agreed to or adjudicated indemnification claims
against such party exceeds $_________; provided, however, that the foregoing does not apply to
the representations and warranties in Section 4(a)(i) through (vi) and (x) and 4(b) or to the
matters subject to Section 7(b)(ii).
(iii) Cap: No party (treating the Target Shareholders as a single party
for purposes of this provision) will be obligated to make indemnification payments pursuant to
this Agreement which in the aggregate exceed ____% of the Purchase Price; provided, however,
that in the case of the representations and warranties in Section 4(a)(i) through (vi), the
limitation will be one hundred percent (100%) of the Purchase Price.
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(d)
Right to Contest. In addition to the deadline set forth in Subsection (b)
above, notice of facts constituting a basis for indemnification, the party seeking indemnification
(the “indemnified party“) shall notify the other party (the “indemnifying party“) of any claim of
the facts constituting a basis for indemnification with reasonable promptness. If such claim is
based upon a claim by a Person not a party to this Agreement (“Third Party Claim“), then the
indemnifying party will have, at its election and with counsel chosen and paid by it, the right to
compromise or defend any such matter. Such notice and opportunity will be conditions
precedent to any liability of the indemnifying party under this Section 7. Neither party may
settle a Third Party Claim or any related action (even if the indemnifying party sought has
elected not to defend such action) without the consent of the other party, which consent will not
be unreasonably withheld. The party not defending (whether by election or otherwise) a Third
Party Claim will have the right at its own expense, to attend, but not otherwise participate in
such proceedings involving Third Party Claims.
(e)
Exclusive Remedies. If the Closing occurs, then the remedies provided in
this Section 7 constitute the sole and exclusive remedies for recoveries against another party to
this Agreement with respect to the representations, warranties, covenants and agreements set
forth in this Agreement. The foregoing will not limit either (i) the right of any party to this
Agreement to enforce the performance of this Agreement, (ii) the right of any party to pursue
any remedy as to any agreement executed and delivered pursuant to this Agreement, or
(iii) claims based on fraud or any act or omission intended to mislead the other party.
8.

Miscellaneous.

(a)
Good Faith Efforts; Further Assurances; Cooperation. The parties shall in
good faith undertake to perform their obligations in this Agreement, to satisfy all conditions and
to cause the transactions contemplated in this Agreement to be carried out promptly in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement. Upon the execution of this Agreement and
thereafter, each party shall do such things as may be reasonably requested by the other party in
order more effectively to consummate or document the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement. The parties shall cooperate with each other and their respective counsel,
accountants or designees in connection with any steps required to be taken as part of their
respective rights and obligations under this Agreement.
(b)
Notices. Each notice, communication and delivery under this Agreement
(i) will be made in writing signed by the party making the same, (ii) will specify the section of
this Agreement pursuant to which it is given, (iii) will be given either in person or by a
nationally recognized next business day delivery service (for next Business Day delivery) and
(iv) if not given in person, will be given to a party at the address set forth below the party’s
signature (or at such other address as a party may furnish to the other parties pursuant to this
subsection). If notice is given pursuant to this subsection of a permitted successor or assign of a
party, then notice will also thereafter be given as set forth above to such successor or assign of
such party.
(c)
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(i)
No Assignments: No party may assign any of its rights under this
Agreement, except with the prior written consent of the other party. That party shall not
unreasonably withhold its consent. All assignments of rights are prohibited under this
subsection, whether they are voluntary or involuntary, by merger, consolidation, dissolution,
operation of law or any other manner. For purposes of this Section,
(A)a “change of control” is deemed an assignment of rights; and
(B)“merger” refers to any merger in which a party participates,
regardless of whether it is the surviving or disappearing corporation.
(ii)

No Delegations: No party may delegate any performance under

this Agreement.
(iii) Ramifications of Purported Assignment or Delegation: Any
purported assignment of rights or delegation of performance in violation of this Section is void.
(iv) No Third Party Beneficiary. This Agreement and all of its
provisions are for the sole and exclusive benefit of the parties and their successors and permitted
assigns and delegatees.
(d)
Rules of Construction. For purposes of this Agreement: (i) “including“
and any other words or phrases of inclusion will not be construed as terms of limitation, so that
references to “included” matters will be regarded as non-exclusive, non-characterizing
illustrations; (ii) “Section,” “Subsection,” or “Exhibit“ refers to such item of or to this
Agreement; (iii) titles and captions of or in this Agreement are inserted only as a matter of
convenience and in no way define, limit, extend or describe the scope of this Agreement or the
intent of any of its provisions; (iv) whenever the context requires, the singular includes the plural
and the plural includes the singular, and the gender of any pronoun includes the other genders;
(v) each exhibit and schedule referred to in this Agreement and each attachment to any of them
or this Agreement is hereby incorporated by reference into this Agreement and is made a part of
this Agreement as if set out in full in the first place that reference is made to it; and (vi)
acknowledging that parties have participated jointly in the negotiation and drafting of this
Agreement, if an ambiguity or question or intent or interpretation arises as to any aspect of this
Agreement, then it will be construed as if drafted jointly by the parties and no presumption or
burden of proof will arise favoring or disfavoring any party by virtue of the authorship of any
provision of this Agreement.
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(e)
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be
invalid, illegal or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Agreement remain in full
force, if the essential terms and conditions of this Agreement for each party remain valid,
binding, and enforceable.
(f)
Governing Law. The laws of the State of Georgia (without giving effect
to its Laws that would make this choice of governing law in effective) govern all matters arising
out of or relating to this Agreement and the transactions it contemplates, including, without
limitation, its interpretation, construction, performance, and enforcement.
(g)

Forum Selection.

(i)
Designation of Forum. Any party bringing an Action against any
other party arising out of or relating to this Agreement may bring the Action in the
United States District Court for the [insert District location] District of Georgia or in
any court of the State of Georgia sitting in [insert city name].
(ii)
Waiver of Right to Contest Jurisdiction. Each party waives, to the
fullest extent permitted by Law,
(A)
any objection that it may now or later have to the laying of
venue of any Action arising out of or relating to this Agreement brought in any
court of the State of Georgia sitting in Atlanta, or the United States District Court
for the [insert District location] District of Georgia; and
(B)
any claim that any Action brought in any court specified in
subsection (b)(i) has been brought in an inconvenient forum.
(iii) Submission to Jurisdiction. Each party to this Agreement submits
to the nonexclusive jurisdiction of the United States District Court for the [insert
District location] District of Georgia and its appellate courts.
(h)
Waiver of Jury Trial. Each party knowingly, voluntarily, and
intentionally waives its right to a trial by jury to the extent permitted by law in any action or
other legal proceeding arising out of or relating to this Agreement and the transactions it
contemplates. This waiver applies to any action or other legal proceeding, whether sounding in
contract, tort or otherwise. Each party acknowledges that it has received the advice of
competent counsel.
(i)
Merger. This Agreement constitutes the final agreement between the
parties. It is the complete and exclusive expression of the parties’ agreement on the matters
contained in this Agreement. All prior and contemporaneous negotiations and agreements
between the parties on the matters contained in this Agreement are expressly merged into and
superseded by this Agreement. The provisions of this Agreement may not be explained,
supplemented or qualified through evidence of trade usage or a prior course of dealings. In
entering into this Agreement, neither party has relied upon any statement, representations,
warranty or agreement of the other party except for those expressly contained in this Agreement.
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There are no conditions precedent to the effectiveness of this Agreement, other than those
expressly stated in this Agreement.
(j)
Waiver; Remedies Cumulative. The failure of any party at any time or
times to require performance of any provision of this Agreement will in no manner affect the
right to enforce the same; and no waiver by any party of any provision (or of a breach of any
provision) of this Agreement, whether by conduct or otherwise, in any one of more instances
will be deemed or construed either as a further or continuing waiver of any such provision or
breach or as a waiver of any other provision (or of a breach of any other provision) of this
Agreement. Except as provided in Section 7(e), the remedies of a party provided in this
Agreement are cumulative and will not exclude any other remedies to which any party may be
lawfully entitled under this Agreement or applicable Law, and the exercise of a remedy will not
be deemed an election excluding any other remedy (any such claim by the other party being
hereby waived).
(k)
Counterparts. The parties may execute this Agreement in any number of
counterparts, each of which constitutes an original, and all of which, collectively, constitute only
one agreement.

[signatures on next page]
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DULY EXECUTED and delivered by Purchaser and each of the Target Shareholders as of
[DATE].
Purchaser:

Purchaser Industries, Inc.

By: _________________________________
Maximum Leader, President

Address: 123 Peachtree Street, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
Doe:
____________________________________
John Q. Doe

Address: ____________________________
____________________________
Atlanta, Georgia 30327
Roe:
____________________________________
Jack R. Roe

Address: ____________________________
____________________________
Atlanta, Georgia 30327
*
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Intent and Stock Purchase Agreements
February 21, 2019
B. Scott Burton, Partner
Michael Gurion, Partner
Negotiated Corporate Acquisitions
State Bar of Georgia Center
Atlanta, Georgia

© 2017 Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP
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THE ACQUISITION PROCESS
Many, if not most transactions, follow a similar process and protocol. Typically, the
largest variable from deal to deal will be time. How long a transaction takes will
depend on a number of factors including (i) whether or not the process is
conducted by auction, (ii) the relative leverage, resources and sophistication of the
parties, (iii) the inherent complexity of the target and deal structure itself (e.g., is it
the sale of a stand-alone entity or is the deal some sort of carve-out?), and (iv) the
financial, regulatory or other contingencies that affect closing. Typically, deals
follow this path:

1.

Confidentiality Agreement

2.

Initial Due Diligence (usually focused on financial model)

3.

Letter of Intent

4.

Confirmatory Due Diligence (detailed review, including legal)

5.

Acquisition Agreement

6.

Pre-closing Tasks (e.g., regulatory approvals, financing, other
conditions)

7.

Closing
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CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT
─ Usually the first document in the process (typically
initiated by the seller)
─ Despite the “generic” attributes of most confidentiality
agreements, it should NOT be taken for granted – aside
from potential traps for the unwary, it important to set
the tone of negotiations and to preserve target’s value

Eversheds Sutherland

CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT (cont.)
─ Practice Points:
 Use the proper type of confidentiality agreement (i.e., one suitable for the sale of a
business—these will typically be unilateral and pro-seller (but sometimes it may
need to be mutual—for example, where the buyer is utilizing its own stock as
consideration).
 Be deliberate in defining the “Transaction”– this definition can be critical in
determining the scope of the recipient’s permitted use of the evaluation material
(and can effectively be a standstill).
 Take care with the definition of “Confidential Information” – consider any specific
protection for “trade secrets,” do not disclose privileged information under the
confidentiality agreement. Consider the transaction itself and status of negotiations.
 Be reminded of typical exceptions to definition (e.g., public information,
independent development).
 Address proper use/disclosure of “Confidential Information”—see definition of
“Transaction” above, also be deliberate with who among recipient’s representatives
or other third parties can be allowed access to the evaluation materials.
 Address legally compelled disclosure (e.g., subpoenas by government agencies or
other third parties).
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CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT (cont.)
─ Practice Points (cont.):
 Address desired remedies (e.g., injunction, scope of damages, etc.)
 Address term of obligations (evergreen or lesser period?).
 Consider other desired terms (No shops? Standstills (“don’t ask,
don’t waive)? Non-solicitation of employees? Insider Trading? AntiClubbing? Lock-ups?).
 Anti-reliance provisions (i.e., no representation/warranty with
respect to evaluation material).
 No waiver of privilege (belt and suspenders—but may not work?).
 Return or destruction of evaluation materials (recipient retained
copy?). Follow up!
 Data site provision (typical that confidentiality agreement supersedes
boilerplate language routinely required in accessing electronic data
room).
 Keep track of counterparties and their representatives and advisors.
 Governing law and forum for disputes.
Eversheds Sutherland

A NOTE ABOUT SELLER AND BUYER DILIGENCE
Sellers: Prepare, Prepare, Prepare
─

Know your Data Room BEFORE you open it to prospective purchasers!

─

What you don’t know or don’t provide may HURT you!

─

Take particular care with systems or other databases that contain attorney-client
privileged information.

Purchasers: Organize, Organize, Organize
─

Take particular care with systems or other databases that contain attorney-client
privileged information.

─

Utilize the right resources (quantity, expertise).

─

Manage the knowledge acquired.
 Impact upon price
 Impact upon structure/agreement provisions
 Post-closing implications

─

Think about integration/transition NOW.
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LETTER OF INTENT
Advantages:
─ Provides deal momentum
─ Isolate key deal points
─ Provides a transaction map (especially if deal is complex)
─ Vehicle for binding obligations
─ Could be valuable for regulators/other constituencies

Disadvantages:
─ Expense
─ Slow deal momentum
─ Risk of losing future leverage
─ Public disclosure obligation
─ Inadvertently creating a binding agreement

Eversheds Sutherland

LETTER OF INTENT (cont.)
Binding Provisions:
─

No obligation to close absent signed acquisition agreement

─

Access to target materials, facilities, personnel

─

Operation in the ordinary course of business

─

Exclusivity (often the most important provision for buyer)

─

Confidentiality

─

Expenses

─

Termination and Survival

─

Severability

─

Governing Law/Forum

Non-Binding Provisions:
Consider whether to negotiate detailed terms in LOI (scope of reps and warranties,
indemnification limits, etc.)
o Buyer would usually prefer to avoid (not enough information)
o Seller may push for details (best negotiating power before LOI is signed)
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LETTER OF INTENT (cont.)
Use “binding” words only if you mean them.
─

“shall”

─

“must”

─

“covenant”

─

“agree”

If not, use words that clearly indicate no binding intent.
─

“shall”

─

“may”

─

“would”

─

“possible”

─

“proposed”

Use other exculpatory provisions to clarify intent of provisions.
Address duty of good faith issues.
Be mindful of contemporaneous behavior/actions that could be inconsistent
with tenor of letter.

Eversheds Sutherland

THE STOCK PURCHASE AGREEMENT
The Four Primary Components:

1. Definitions, representations and warranties
2. Covenants
3. Closing conditions
4. Indemnification

Eversheds Sutherland
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DEFINITIONS
─ Defined terms are convenient and simplify drafting
─ Well-defined terms used correctly reduce ambiguity
─ Reference all operationally-defined terms as well
─ A few noteworthy terms:
 Representations and warranties
 “Knowledge” (actual vs. constructive or imposed duty)
 “Liability” (impact of GAAP)
 “Permitted Liens” (how broad?)
 “Ordinary Course of Business” (“consistent with past practice” – objective
vs. subjective)

Eversheds Sutherland

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
─

Statements of Fact and Assurances made by the Parties that:



Disclose material information about the parties and the target
Allocate risk between the parties




Impact the obligation to close or the right to terminate
Serve as a foundation for certain indemnification claims

─ “Statements of fact upon which the purchase price is based”
─

The scope of Representations and Warranties can be typically limited in
the following ways:


Materiality



Knowledge



Time period

─ Purchaser generally wants very broad representations and warranties.
─ Seller wants more narrow and limited representations and warranties.
─ The Role of Schedules
Eversheds Sutherland
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REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
─

Common Representations and Warranties of the Seller include:















Due organization of Target
Seller has legal authority
Capitalization/subsidiaries
Financial statements
Undisclosed liabilities
Assets (real and personal property) and sufficiency thereof
Material contracts
Compliance with law
Litigation matters
Intellectual property/information technology/cyber protections
Environmental
Tax
Employees & benefits
Broker fees

─ Your due diligence findings often will motivate other, very specific
representations.

Eversheds Sutherland

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Common Purchaser Representations


Legal Authority



Enforceability



Broker Fees



Purchase for Investment (i.e., no intent to resell)



Non-reliance/Independent Assessment



Sufficient Funds to Complete the Transaction/Financial Wherewithal



No Governmental/Other Third Party Consents, Legal Proceedings

If purchaser is anticipating using its own stock as acquisition currency,
the representations (and covenants) will be more robust.
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PRE-CLOSING COVENANTS
Apply during the time between signing and closing. Common covenants of
Seller/Target include:
─
─

Target to operate in ordinary course of business
Target will not:
 enter into long term or other material contracts
 incur indebtedness
 issue shares
 make certain capital expenditures
 settle litigation
 dismiss employees

Other covenants include those addressing mutual cooperation in efforts to close,
access to Target, non-solicitation of other offers. Consider anti-trust issues with
respect to these covenants.
In acquisitions where regulatory or other third-party approvals will be needed
for closing, consider the efforts the buyer must contribute in order to get the
deal done.
Eversheds Sutherland

PROTECTING SELLER’S ASS(ETS): RETAINING
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE
─

Delaware position is that Buyer controls attorney-client privilege of Target
over Seller’s pre-closing communications

─

Great Hill Equity Partners IV, LP v. SIG Growth Equity Fund I, LLLP, (C.A.
NO. 7906 (Del. Ch. Nov. 15, 2013))
 Buyer acquired Target by merger in which Target survived
 Over a year later, Buyer sues Sellers for fraudulent inducement and notifies that it
found communications regarding the merger between the Seller and its counsel that
remained on the Target’s systems
 Sellers attempted to prevent Buyer’s use of such communications by asserting their
privilege over the materials
 Court sided with the Buyer and concluded that the privilege was the Target’s not the
Sellers’ BUT that parties could otherwise negotiate contractual provisions for
allocation or control of the privilege

─

Contrast with view of the NY Ct. of Appeals in Tekni-Plex, Inc. v. Meyner &
Landis (674 N.E.2d 633 (N.Y. 1996)). See Also Ambac Assurance Corp. v.
Countrywide Home Loans Inc. (27 N.Y. 3d 616 (N.Y. June 9, 2016).
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PROTECTING SELLER’S ASS(ETS): RETAINING
ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE (cont.)
─ In Delaware, privilege goes to the Buyer – check applicable law
─ Regardless, consider drafting specific provisions as to who will
own/control the attorney-client privilege (particularly with respect
to communications related to the transaction) following the
closing:
 Examine the definition and covenants respecting “books and records”
 Consider specific reservation/assignment of privilege and privileged materials
and covenants to (1) send privileged items discovered after closing to Seller,
(2) not waive or disclose such items and (3) waive any potential conflict with
Seller’s counsel with respect to future representation involving the target by
reason of the prior representation.
 Consider implications if the Target is part of a holding company with
centralized legal function
 Avoiding inadvertent waiver – a seller diligence issue – what’s on your server?
 Finally, a potential ethical issue for in-house counsel at Target
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CLOSING CONDITIONS
─ In the event of a time gap between signing and closing,
there are often numerous conditions. Common closing
conditions include:
 Obtaining necessary governmental approvals
 No injunctions
 “Bring down” of representations and warranties
 Performance of covenants
 No material adverse change

─ Other transaction specific conditions could include:
 Shareholder approvals
 Third party approvals under contracts
 Opinions – rarely utilized any more
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CLOSING CONDITIONS – MATERIAL ADVERSE
EFFECT/MATERIAL ADVERSE CHANGE
─ Very common in acquisition agreements – both as a closing
condition and (sometimes) a limitation of representations and
warranties.
─ Case law suggests that it is difficult to show an MAE/MAC has
occurred – among other things, must be durationallysignificant.
─ If purchaser has a specific concern, should add a specific
closing condition – do not rely on general MAE language
─ MAE Definition/Condition can be the subject of significant
negotiation.
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TERMINATION
If there is a period of time between signing and closing,
the agreement should contemplate termination provisions.
Common provisions which allow a party to terminate
include:
 other party fails to fulfill its closing
 conditions
 other party is in material breach
 fiduciary obligation
 mutual agreement
 drop dead date

Eversheds Sutherland
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INDEMNIFICATION
Provides a remedy for losses incurred under the purchase agreement:
─

Breach or inaccuracy of a representation or warranty - if “The Facts” prove to be
wrong

─

Failure to perform a covenant

─

Excluded Assets and Liabilities (in asset purchase structure)

─

Specific allocated liabilities - problems identified in due diligence or otherwise known
(often underutilized)

Limitations
─

Time Limits/Survival – How long after closing can claims be made?
 Often 1-2 years, with some exceptions (see below)
 Shortening statutes of limitations

─

Deductibles/Thresholds – Seller’s protection for “immaterial” claims
 Often 0.5%-1.0% of Purchase Price

─

Caps – What is Seller’s maximum exposure
 Usually no higher than Purchase price; can be much lower

─

Exceptions to Limitations – “Fundamental” matters like ownership of what is being
sold, plus other special areas like tax, employee benefits and environmental

Eversheds Sutherland

INDEMNIFICATION (cont.)
What is covered? - Definition of “Loss” and Limits
 Limitations on Consequential and Similar Damages (beware as a
purchaser)
 Net of insurance recoveries and tax benefits

─ Control of Defense and Exceptions
 Does indemnifying party (usually Seller) have to agree to
responsibility for loss before it can control defense?
 Claims involving customers or other important relationships of
the business

─ Exclusive Remedy for Post-Closing Claims
 Makes sure the negotiated limitations and procedures apply
 Consider exceptions for fraud and other “intentional” breaches

Eversheds Sutherland
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INDEMNIFICATION—USE OF REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTY INSURANCE
─

Specialty coverage to insure against financial losses resulting from
unknown inaccuracies in representations and warranties relating to the
target company or Seller shareholders

─

More and more sophisticated brokers and carriers in this market have led
to double-digit growth in each of the last 3 years (by policies and by
coverage)

─

Users include private equity as well as strategic Buyers and Sellers

─

Insure either Buyer or Seller (but almost always Buyer)

─

Drastically reduces Seller liability and amount of escrowed proceeds

─

Effectively extends the survival period up to 6 years

─

Provides full coverage, up to policy limit, for all representations; eliminates
different liability caps based on subject matter

─

Coverage includes defense costs, but insurer has no duty to defend

─

Claims made policies – loss must be reported during policy term

Eversheds Sutherland

INDEMNIFICATION—USE OF REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTY INSURANCE (cont.)
─

Cost of Coverage:
 Premiums typically 3.5%-4.5% of the policy size (one-time payment)
 Smaller deals may not be ideal for insurance because of minimum premium amount

─

Deductible/Retention:
 Typically 1% to 4% of transaction value; may drop during term
 Often shared by Buyer and Seller (carriers want to see Seller have some “skin in the
game”)

─

Exclusions:
 Broad exclusion for any matters known by the insured at inception
 Other areas may be excluded, such as environmental, products liability, pension
underfunding, and certain tax matters, depending on specific risks of target
 NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR DUE DILIGENCE

─

Process to get coverage in place (2-3 weeks)

─

Claims history is limited, but growing

Eversheds Sutherland
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“BOILERPLATE”
Although “standard,” these provisions can have a
significant impact on the purchase agreement.
Common provisions include:
 Merger (i.e., “Entire Agreement”)
 Assignment
 Third Party Beneficiaries
 Exclusive Dealing
 Severability
 Choice of law/venue

Eversheds Sutherland

Questions?
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Special Issues When Acquiring Assets And Divisions:
Identification And Analysis Of Assets Acquired And
Liabilities Assumed; Financial Statement Issues;
Intellectual Property Issues; Shared Assets And Corporate
Services; Transition Services Agreements; Employee
Issues; Customer And Vendor Issues; Shareholder Approval
Presented By:
Gregory K. Cinnamon
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
Atlanta, GA
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I.

Acquisition Structuring and Tax Economics
A.

General
1.
One of the most fundamental questions to be addressed when structuring a
taxable acquisition is whether the purchaser will acquire the assets of the target
business or the equity of the target.
2.

In an asset acquisition:
a)
Target recognizes gain or loss based on the difference between the
purchase price for the assets and its tax basis. The character of the gain or
loss is determined based on the nature of the assets sold.
b)
Common assets giving rise to ordinary income include inventory
and depreciated equipment and other fixed assets.
c)
After closing, the sales proceeds are generally distributed to the
owners of the target, which depending on the structure may or may not be
a taxable transaction.
d)

3.

The buyer acquires the assets with a tax basis equal to FMV.

In a stock acquisition:
a)
The target’s owners recognize gain or loss based on the difference
between the amount realized (or deemed realized) and their tax basis.
b)
Subject to important exceptions for noncorporate targets, the
character of the owners’ gain or loss is determined with reference to the
sellers’ equity investment, meaning that gain is typically capital.
c)
Absent a special rule or election permitting the buyer to be treated
as purchasing assets for tax purposes or otherwise to receive the benefit of
a basis step-up, the depreciable basis of the target’s assets is not increased.

B.

Pre-TCJA Considerations
1.
Before TJCA, a basis step-up in the target’s assets (other than land or
other nondepreciating assets) permitted a buyer to generate larger depreciation or
amortization deductions over time based on that increased basis.
a)
Tangible personal property was generally depreciated quickly over
several years, with potential bonus depreciation for new assets.
b)
Intangibles (such as goodwill) were depreciated ratably over 15
years. Section 197(a).
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c)
Buildings were depreciated ratably over 27.5 or 39 years. Section
168(c).
2.
Because the basis step-up would be recovered against taxable income over
time, it was generally not “worth it” to trigger gain with respect to the target’s
assets solely to obtain more depreciation in the future, unless the gain could be
shielded from tax (e.g., if target had NOL carryforwards). Thus, C corporations
are generally acquired via stock sales.
3.
In S corporations, the difference between asset and stock sales is generally
the character of gain rather than the amount, so asset sales are frequently favored
C.

Considerations under TCJA
1.
Under TCJA, taxpayers can write off (i.e., immediately deduct) 100% of
the cost of tangible personal property (but not real property) and computer
software acquired before 2023. Section 168(k)(2)(A).
a)
Percentage decreases by 20% for each year after 2022. Section
168(k)(6)(A).
b)
Unlike prior law rules on bonus depreciation, the provision applies
to both new and used property purchased from an unrelated seller. Section
168(k)(2)(A)(ii).
2.
The recovery periods for intangible assets and real property are generally
unchanged.
3.
For targets that own lots of valuable personal property, such as
manufacturing companies, expensing increases the net present value of a basis
step-up, because the tax benefit is available for the year of the closing, rather than
being spread across several years.
4.
In most cases, the quicker recovery of a basis step-up is not sufficient to
outweigh the tax costs of an asset sale from a C corporation, even for asset-heavy
businesses with lots of property that qualifies for expensing.
5.
On the other hand, in S corporation acquisitions, where a basis step-up can
usually be obtained without changing the amount of gain realized, it will often be
more valuable for the buyer to do so where the target has significant property that
can be expensed.
a)
Consider whether an S corporation acquisition will be structured
for asset sale treatment at the LOI stage, and whether the buyer will gross
up the seller for the incremental tax costs of this structuring.
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II.

Interest Limitations and Acquisition Financing
A.

Background
1.
Financing for acquisitions is naturally a key business point. Many buyers,
particularly financial buyers, rely heavily on debt capital to finance acquisitions of
companies. While debt can have attractive economic characteristics, it has
historically also carried important tax benefits.
2.
Specifically, interest deductions are generally deductible against taxable
income. While the corresponding interest income is theoretically taxable, many
holders (pension funds, many foreign investors) are exempt from tax on interest.
3.
Thus, high levels of leverage could, prior to TCJA, greatly increase the tax
efficiency of an investment by “stripping away” taxable income and potentially
even creating NOL carryforwards to be used later.

B.

New Interest Limitation under TCJA
1.
Corporations are now subject to an overall limitation on deductibility of
business interest expense. The deduction cannot exceed the sum of:
a)

Business interest income, plus

b)

30% of adjusted taxable income. Section 163(j)(1).

c)
Adjusted taxable income means taxable income, excluding
business interest income and deductions, NOLs and, prior to 2022,
depreciation, amortization and depletion. Section 163(j)(8).
2.
For a C corporation, all interest income and expense is business interest.
Prop. Reg. § 1.163(j)-4(b)(1) (2018).
3.
Existing debt is not grandfathered, and unlike prior limitations on interest
deductions that only applied to related-party debt, the 30% limit also applies to
third-party leverage.
4.
Any amount of interest that is disallowed under the provision may be
carried forward indefinitely and treated as interest in subsequent taxable years.
Section 163(j)(2).
5.
In the case of partnerships and S corporations, the limitation is determined
at the entity level. Section 163(j)(4).
6.
An exception applies for any electing taxpayer engaged in a “real property
trade or business.”
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a)
The election applies to “any real property development,
redevelopment, construction, reconstruction, acquisition, conversion,
rental, operation, management, leasing, or brokerage trade or business.”
Section 163(j)(7)(A)(ii)
b)
Proposed Regulations also include a safe harbor for equity REITs.
Prop. Reg. § 1.163(j)-9(g) (2018).
c)
The election to be excluded under the real estate exception, once
made, is irrevocable and has a minor impact on depreciation.
7.

Certain small businesses are exempt from the provision.
a)
To qualify for this exemption, a taxpayer’s annual average gross
receipts for the prior three years must be no more than $25,000,000.
Sections 163(j)(3), 448(c).

8.
Prior to 2022, the interest limitation is 30% of taxable income without
interest, taxes, depreciation or amortization—essentially tax EBITDA.
a)
It is important to understand that ATI is a tax calculation, not a
GAAP calculation. Accordingly, the amount of a company’s EBITDA, as
reported for financial accounting purposes, may differ substantially from
its ATI.
9.
Beginning in 2022, ATI will include depreciation and amortization (tax
EBIT), making it more likely that the 30% limitation will bite. Section
163(j)(8)(A)(v).
10. After the EBIT flip, for a taxpayer who has excess interest deductions,
each dollar of depreciation will displace 30 cents of interest deductions. This
potential interaction should be captured in underwriting and tax modelling for the
value of a basis step-up.
C.

TJCA Impacts
1.
Section 163(j) has an obvious negative impact on highly leveraged
acquisition structures, which may no longer be able to fully shield taxable income
with interest deductions.
2.
Blocker corporations that are highly levered with related-party debt are
also less tax-efficient.
3.
Taxpayers that expected to be affected by the section 163(j) limitation
may wish to consider alternative financing structures that are not subject to the
limitation:
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a)
Financing leases that are respected as leases for tax purposes can
convert potentially limited interest payments to freely deductible rent
payments.
b)
Particularly for passthrough businesses, preferred equity financing
may be more attractive than conventional debt.
4.
A paradoxical consequence of section 163(j) is that troubled companies
may lose the tax benefits of interest payments.
III.

Acquisitions of Valuable Tax Attributes
A.

Background
1.
When the stock of a corporation is acquired, the target generally retains its
tax history. While this is often a drawback due to the risk of unknown tax
liabilities, it can also create significant benefits where the target has valuable
historical tax attributes.
2.
The classic example of a valuable tax attribute is an NOL carryforward,
which can be used to shelter post-closing earnings from tax.
3.
TCJA has the potential to significantly expand the universe of
corporations that have valuable tax attributes, both by creating important new
categories of attributes and also by changing the way NOLs can be used.
a)
Post-2017 NOLs can only offset 80% of taxable income (down
from 100%), but they carry forward indefinitely (compared to a 20-year
life under prior law). Section 172(a)(2), (b)(1)(A).
b)
Interest that is not deductible under section 163(j) carries forward
indefinitely until there is sufficient ATI to deduct it.
c)
Changes to AMT credits may make them especially valuable over
the next few years.

B.

AMT Credits
1.
Prior to TCJA, corporations were required to pay alternative minimum tax
(“AMT”) in certain cases where they had tax preference items. The amount of
AMT paid carried forward as a “minimum tax credit” (“MTC”) that could be used
when the corporation’s regular tax liability would otherwise exceed its AMT
liability.
2.
TCJA fully repealed the AMT for corporations and allowed MTCs from
prior years to be monetized quickly.
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3.
MTCs can now be used to offset all regular tax liabilities starting in 2018.
Section 53(b).
4.
In addition, any MTCs that are not used against regular tax liabilities will
become refundable from 2018 through 2022. Section 53(e).
5.
As a result of these new rules, corporations that paid significant AMT
prior to 2018 can expect to derive significant economic benefits from those credits
as they are used to eliminate taxes otherwise payable or to create cash refunds.
6.
Although TCJA can be expected to expand the universe of companies that
have valuable attributes, other aspects of the legislation may reduce the cash value
of these attributes.
7.
Most notably, the reduction in the corporate tax rate from a maximum of
35% to 21% mathematically reduces the value of NOLs, excess interest
carryforwards, and other items that reduce taxable income.
8.
The same analysis does not apply to credits, which are a dollar-for-dollar
reduction in tax liability, regardless of the rate.
C.

Transactional Arrangements for Acquisition of Tax Attributes
1.
A seller can be compensated for the tax attributes of target in several
ways:
a)
A lump sum payment at closing equal to the expected present
value of future tax benefits from the attributes. This approach has obvious
attractions for the seller, but is usually not attractive for buyers, who will
usually insist on reps and warranties regarding the validity and amount of
the attributes they are paying for.
b)
A stream of post-closing payments made as attributes are used,
equal to the benefit derived by the seller. This approach is generally fair,
but it can be complicated and creates an involved post-closing relationship
between the parties that may not be desired.
c)
The value of tax attributes is implicitly reflected in the purchase
price. This approach is simple, but sellers may worry that they aren’t
being fairly compensated.

D.

Section 382
1.
A final complication is section 382 of the Code, which imposes a global
limitation on a corporation’s use of its tax attributes after a change in ownership
(very generally, a change in ownership of 50% over a three-year period).
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2.
Section 382 is a highly technical provision, but broadly speaking, it is
intended to curb “trafficking” in corporations with little economic value to obtain
excessive tax benefits. To implement this policy, section 382 generally provides
that, after an ownership change, the amount of NOLs or similar attributes that a
corporation can use is, subject to certain adjustments, limited to the product of:
a)

The long-term tax-exempt AFR (currently 2.51%), multiplied by

b)
The value of the corporation’s equity at the time of the ownership
change. Section 382(b)(1).
3.
Thus, if a corporation has a value of $1 billion on the date of a sale,
section 382 would generally cap the use of pre-closing NOLs at $25.1 million per
year, for a cash tax benefit of $5.3 million. Preclosing credits also count against
the $5.3 million cap. Section 383.
E.

TCJA Impacts
1.
Limitations on the deductibility of NOLs and interest increase the
likelihood that these tax attributes will be value items in future transactions, even
for profitable corporations.
2.
The major reduction in the corporate tax rate somewhat reduces the value
of tax attributes.
3.
These factors make it more likely that section 382 limitations will
complicate the valuation and use of pre-closing tax attributes.

IV.

International Tax Complications
A.

Key Changes
1.
TCJA included a comprehensive rework of the international tax system,
the details of which are far beyond the present scope. However, a high-level
summary helps illustrate the key planning questions.
2.
The most striking change is that dividends received by corporations from
10%-owned foreign corporations are generally no longer subject to tax. Section
245A. Under prior law, these repatriation distributions were generally taxed at
35%.
3.
TJCA also added a tax on a taxpayer’s “global intangible low-taxed
income” (“GILTI”). Although the name suggests a narrow scope, this tax actually
applies to almost any type of income earned by foreign subsidiaries in excess of a
specified rate of return on tangible assets. The tax is effectively imposed at a
10.5% rate. Section 951A.
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4.
On the other hand, the tax bill added a new deduction for “foreign-derived
intangible income” (“FDII”) earned by U.S. corporations, which reduces the
effective rate of tax on such income to 13.125% through 2026. Section 250.
5.
For non-U.S. multinationals that own U.S. companies, the base-erosion
anti-abuse tax (“BEAT”) may also apply. The BEAT is a 5% minimum tax (10%
for 2019 and subsequent years) that is applied after excluding certain deductible
payments made by U.S. corporations to related foreign parties, including all 25%
shareholders. Section 59A(b), (c). The BEAT only applies if the payor
corporation, together with other corporations in an 80% ownership group, has at
least $500 million in gross receipts from U.S. operations. Section 59A(e)(1).
B.

Important Planning Considerations
1.
Repatriation of foreign earnings is longer subject to additional U.S. tax,
potentially increasing the attractiveness of foreign operations.
2.
The new GILTI tax and FDII benefit complicate the determination of
whether foreign operations should be conducted through a foreign corporate
subsidiary or through a noncorporate foreign branch.
3.
For foreign-parented multinationals, the BEAT is a significant new
challenge that may require changes to common tax planning techniques.
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Acquisitions Law
Presented by Eric S. Klinger-Wilensky
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Agenda
 Developments in Corwin jurisprudence.
 Existence of a controlling stockholder and controlling stockholder transactions.
 Section 203 and implications for negotiating support agreements.
 Disclosure duties in a private company sale.
 Drag-Alongs.
 Fraud.
 Experts v. Arbitrators.
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Corwin Jurisprudence
 Corwin v. KKR Financial Holdings LLC, 125 A.3d 304 (Del. 2015).
 In the absence of a controlling stockholder, a fully informed, uncoerced vote of a
majority of disinterested stockholders invokes business judgment rule review in cases
in which the Revlon standard otherwise would apply.

3

Corwin Jurisprudence
 Court of Chancery repeatedly has cited Corwin in dismissing Revlon claims at the pleadings stage:
 In re Infoblox, Inc., 2017 WL 5046359 (Del. Ch. Nov. 2, 2017).
 In re Cyan, Inc. S’holders Litig., 2017 WL 1956955 (Del. Ch. May 11, 2017).
 In re Paramount Gold & Silver Corp. S’holders Litig., 2017 WL 1372659 (Del. Ch. Apr. 13, 2017).
 In re Merge Healthcare Inc. S’holders Litig., 2017 WL 395981 (Del. Ch. Jan. 30, 2017).
 In re Solera Holdings, Inc. S’holder Litig., 2017 WL 57839 (Del. Ch. Jan 5, 2017).
 Chester County Ret. Sys. v. Collins, 2016 WL 7117924 (Del. Ch. Dec. 6, 2016), aff’d, 2017 WL 2605026 (Del.
2017).
 In re OM Group, Inc. S’holders Litig., 2016 WL 5929951 (Del. Ch. Oct. 12, 2016).
 Huff Energy Fund, L.P. v. Gershen, 2016 WL 5462958 (Del. Ch. Sept. 29, 2016).
 Larkin v. Shah, 2016 WL 4485447 (Del. Ch. Aug. 25, 2016).
 City of Miami Gen. Empl. & Sanitation Empl. Ret. Trust v. Comstock, 2016 WL 4464156 (Del. Ch. Aug. 24,
2016).
 In re Volcano Corp. S’holder Litig., 143 A.3d 727 (Del. Ch. 2016).
 In re Zale Corp. S’holders Litig., 2015 WL 6551418 (Del. Ch. Oct. 29, 2015), aff’d, 137 A.3d 151 (Del. 2016).
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Corwin: Initial Expanding Breadth
 Breadth of Corwin initially expanded since first decided.
 Vast majority of cases suggest Corwin applies to ratify transactions subject to entire fairness
review in the absence of a controlling stockholder on both sides.
 In re Rouse Props., Inc., 2018 WL 1226015 (Del. Ch. Mar. 9, 2018).
 van der Fluit v. Yates, 2017 WL 5953514 (Del. Ch. Nov. 30, 2017).
 In re Columbia Pipeline Grp., Inc., 2017 WL 89838 (Del. Ch. Mar. 7, 2017).
 In re Merge Healthcare Inc. S’holders Litig., 2017 WL 395981 (Del. Ch. Jan. 30, 2017).
 Chester Cnty. Ret. Sys. v. Collins, 2016 WL 7117924 (Del. Ch. Dec. 6, 2016).
 Larkin v. Shah, 2016 WL 4485447 (Del. Ch. Aug. 25, 2016).

 Corwin applies to transactions effected under Section 251(h).
 van der Fluit v. Yates, 2017 WL 5953514 (Del. Ch. Nov. 30, 2017).
 In re Infoblox, Inc., 2017 WL 5046359 (Del. Ch. Nov. 2, 2017).
 In re Volcano Corp. S’holder Litig., 2016 WL 3626521 (Del. Ch. June 30, 2016).

 Corwin applies in private company context.
 Huff Energy Fund, L.P. v. Gershen, 2016 WL 5462958 (Del. Ch. Sept. 29, 2016).

5

Corwin Inapplicable in Several
Recent Cases
 More recent cases denying motions to dismiss based on Corwin because of:
 Inadequate disclosures;
 Morrison
 Tangoe
 Xura
 Comverge
 van der Fluit

 Coercion in the vote; and
 Saba
 Liberty Broadband

 Potential existence of a controller.
 Tesla

6
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Corwin – Disclosure Issues
 How can plaintiffs raise disclosure claims post-close?
 Discovery obtained in an appraisal proceeding. In re Trados Inc. S’holder Litig., 73
A.3d 17 (Del. Ch. 2013).
 Discovery obtained in other jurisdictions.
 A books and records demand under Section 220.

7

Corwin – Disclosure Issues
 Use of Section 220 to demonstrate vote not fully informed:
 Lavin v. West Corporation, 2017 WL 6728702 (Del. Ch. Dec. 29, 2017).
 Plaintiff argued evidence from 220 trial supports an inference that Board pursued a sale of the
full company rather than a sale of business segments in order to provide large stockholders
liquidity and trigger payments for directors.
 Defendant argued vote of stockholders invoked Corwin, thus eliminating basis to bring 220
demand.
 Court notes plaintiff has burden to plead some disclosure deficiency and states:
 It “would be naïve to believe, in most instances, that the stockholder plaintiff will not face
significant challenges to meet her pleading burden in anticipation of a Corwin defense if
all she has in hand to prepare her complaint are the public filings of the company whose
board of directors she proposes to sue. . . . . it is precisely the reason this court should
encourage stockholders, if feasible, to demand books and records before filing their
complaints when they have a credible basis to suspect wrongdoing in connection with a
stockholder-approved transaction and good reason to predict that a Corwin defense is
forthcoming.”

8
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Corwin – Disclosure Issues
 Will we see more 220 demands in the wake of Lavin?
 Timing note: Can only bring suit if no reply within 5 business days of demand.
 Lose standing to bring 220 complaint if not brought before cash-out merger closes.
Weingarten v. Monster Worldwide, Inc., 2017 WL 752179 (Del. Ch. Feb. 27, 2017).

9

Corwin – Disclosure Issues
 Cases where Supreme Court overturns Court of Chancery dismissal:
 Appel v. Berkman, 180 A.3d 1055 (Del. 2018).
 Supreme Court held that failure to disclose chair’s view that timing of sale was improper was misleading.

 Morrison v. Berry, 191 A.3d 268 (Del. 2018).
 Supreme Court found that information regarding founder/large stockholder’s interest in doing a deal with
ultimate bidder not adequately disclosed.
 Compares emails obtained in 220 litigation to disclosures.
 The materiality standard:
 Information that is material “is any information that an investor would consider important. Such
information could make a stockholder less likely to tender. But it also may be material if it is the
sort of information that would make a stockholder more likely to tender, or just information that a
reasonable stockholder would generally want to know in making the decision, regardless of whether
it actually sways a stockholder one way or the other, as a single piece of information rarely drives a
stockholder’s vote.”
 “[S]tockholders cannot possibly protect themselves when left to vote on an existential question in the
life of a corporation based on materially incomplete or misleading information. Careful application
of Corwin is important due to its potentially case-dispositive impact.”

10
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Corwin – Disclosure Issues
 Cases where Court of Chancery declines to dismiss:
 In re Comverge, Inc. S’holders Litig., C.A. No. 7368-VCMR (Del. Ch. Oct. 31, 2016)
(order).
 Declining to grant summary judgment based on Corwin because of factual questions
regarding whether disclosures were materially misleading.

 van der Fluit v. Yates, 2017 WL 5953514 (Del. Ch. Nov. 30, 2017).
 Declining to dismiss claims based on Corwin doctrine because of failure to disclose identity
of individuals who led sales outreach and possible involvement of two persons who received
post-transaction employment and conversion of unvested options of target into options of
acquiror.

 In re Tangoe, Inc. S’holders Litig., 2018 WL 6074435 (Del. Ch. Nov. 20, 2018).
 Court of Chancery declines motion to dismiss based on Corwin, citing (i) failure to provide
audited financials and (ii) failure to explain facts of restatement.
11

Corwin – Disclosure Issues
 Cases where Court of Chancery declines to dismiss (continued):
 In re Xura Inc. S’holder Litig., 2018 WL 6498677 (Del. Ch. Dec. 10, 2018).
 Court of Chancery declines motion to dismiss based on Corwin, citing seven alleged material omissions:
1.

CEO and buyer regularly communicated regarding the Transaction in private without the knowledge
or approval of the Board or banker;

2.

CEO and representative of buyer negotiated price terms directly without Board approval, and CEO
advised Buyer what offer the Board would accept;

3.

Buyer made clear its intention to work with management after consummation of the Transaction in all
of its offer letters to the Company;

4.

The Strategic Committee did not do the work attributed to it in the Proxy;

5.

A co-bidder initially expressed interest in offering a superior bid but somehow learned that Buyer was
target’s counterparty and then moved its financial support to the buy-side of the Transaction;

6.

Buyer offered large stockholder a “side deal” by inviting it to co-invest its equity on the buy-side; and

7.

CEO received word from director during negotiations with Buyer that his position at Company was in
jeopardy if the Company was not sold.

12
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Corwin – Coercion
 Situational Coercion:
 In re Saba Software, Inc., 2017 WL 1201108 (Del. Ch. Mar. 31, 2017).
 Court denied Corwin motion to dismiss, finding that complaint adequately alleged wrongful
coercion where stockholders would hold delisted stock if deal voted down and board did not
disclose circumstances surrounding delisting.

 In re Tangoe, Inc. S’holders Litig., 2018 WL 6074435 (Del. Ch. Nov. 20, 2018).
 Similar facts as Saba in that Company stock had been delisted, with deregistration threatened.
 Court determines Corwin inapplicable on disclosure grounds, but notes that if it had to
address coercion, “Saba likely foretells where that analysis would lead me.”

 Structural Coercion:
 Sciabacucchi v. Liberty Broadband Corp., 2017 WL 2352152 (Del. Ch. May 31, 2017).
 Court denied Corwin motion to dismiss, finding that complaint adequately alleged wrongful
coercion where stockholders were presented with vote on a transaction that was coupled with
a vote on an issuance of stock to alleged controller and proxy arrangement with that
controller.
13

Corwin – Controlling Stockholder
 Corwin inapplicable at pleadings stage if “reasonably conceivable” a
controlling stockholder exists:
 In re Tesla Motors, Inc. S’holders Litig., 2018 WL 1560293 (Del. Ch. Mar. 28, 2018).
 Combination of well pled facts relating to Elon Musk’s influence, and Tesla’s and Musk’s
own acknowledgment of Musk’s “outside influence,” satisfies plaintiff’s burden to plead that
Musk’s status as a Tesla controlling stockholder was reasonably conceivable and that Corwin
inapplicable).

 But see In re Rouse Props., Inc., 2018 WL 1226015 (Del. Ch. Mar. 9, 2018).
 Complaint did not come close to pleading that target’s 33.5% stockholder exercised the
“managerial clout and retributive power to infer actual control” over special committee that
negotiated merger with such stockholder and Corwin therefore applicable.

14
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Corwin – Jurisprudence
 Even if Corwin is inapplicable, a plaintiff still must plead a nonexculpated
breach.
 Is there a 102(b)(7) provision?
 Are there allegations against a person in his or her officer capacity?
 Are there otherwise allegations of a breach of the duty of loyalty or failure to act in
good faith?

15

Controlling Stockholders
 The existence of a controlling stockholder has several implications for purposes
of Delaware law, including:
 The controlling stockholder owes fiduciary duties.
 Need dual protections of committee and disintersted stockholder vote to avoid entire
fairness review in a controlling stockholder transaction.
 Corwin does not apply.

 HOWEVER, does not eliminate the demand excusal analysis in a derivative claim.

 Recent cases have addressed the existence of a less-than-majority controlling
stockholder and have provided refinements to the MFW standard.
16
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Controlling Stockholders
 Basho Techs. Holdco B, LLC v. Georgetown Basho Investors, LLC, 2018 WL
3326693 (Del. Ch. July 6, 2018).
 Court finds that a less-than-majority stockholder is a controlling stockholder for
purposes of a decision to approve a new round of financing, in part because the
stockholder used its contractual rights to cut off access to other sources of financing.
 “Lest sensitive readers fear that this decision signals heightened risk for venture capital firms
who exercise their consent rights over equity financings, I reiterate that a finding of control
requires a fact-specific analysis of multiple factors. If Georgetown only had exercised its
consent right, that fact alone would not have supported a finding of control. The plaintiffs
proved that Georgetown and Davenport did far more.”

17

Controlling Stockholders
 In re Tesla Motors, Inc. S’holder Litig., 2018 WL 1560293 (Del. Ch. Mar. 28, 2018).
 Court found sufficient facts pled that Elon Musk acted as a controlling stockholder with respect to the
acquisition of SolarCity Corporation by Tesla, and therefore denied a motion to dismiss under Corwin.
 Musk owned only 22.1% of Tesla’s stock. Nonetheless, the Court found it reasonably conceivable Musk
actually dominated and controlled Tesla and Tesla’s Board with respect to the specific transaction.


The Court determined it did not need to opine whether Musk was a controller generally.

 Key factors in Court’s opinion:
 Musk previously forced out the founder and then-CEO.
 Tesla had some high votes in its bylaws that could have provided Musk holdup value.
 Musk brought the transaction to the board three times, led the discussion of the acquisition, and engaged the
advisors for the acquisition.
 Musk had strong connections with the members of the Tesla Board and a majority of Tesla’s Board was
“interested” in the Acquisition.
 Tesla acknowledged Musk’s significant influence at Tesla in Tesla’s public filings.

18
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Controlling Stockholders
 Refinements of MFW.
 MFW: In either a public company or private company controlling stockholder
squeeze out, business judgment rule applies if the controlling stockholder conditions
the deal “from the get-go” on both a fully functioning independent committee and the
affirmative, fully informed vote of a majority of the outstanding shares held by
independent stockholders.
 What does it mean to have the dual protections in place “from the get-go”?
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Controlling Stockholders
 Flood v. Synutra Int’l, Inc., 195 A.3d 754 (Del. 2018): Supreme Court held MFW applied where
the board considered a “preliminary non-binding proposal” that did not condition a potential
transaction on the dual procedural protections because a follow-up letter, sent before the board had
substantively evaluated the proposal, reaffirmed its initial offer and expressly conditioned the
transaction on the approval of the special committee and a majority of the minority stockholders.
 In dissent, Justice Valihura argued that the dual protections should be included in the controller’s initial formal
written proposal in order for MFW to apply.

 Olenik v. Lodzinski, 2018 WL 3493092 (Del. Ch. July 20, 2018): Court of Chancery held that the
MFW protections need not be in place before exploratory discussions between the parties, so long
as they are in place at the outset of negotiations (which typically begin when a proposal is made by
one party that, if accepted, would constitute a binding agreement).
 Olenik is still in the appeals process.
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DGCL Section 203
 Section 203 is Delaware’s anti-takeover statute.
 If a person acquires beneficial ownership of 15% or more of the target
company’s stock without board approval, generally restricted from engaging in
business combinations with target company for three years.
 Person A may be attributed beneficial ownership of stock owned by Person B if
Person A and Person B have an “agreement, arrangement or understanding” for
the purpose of acquiring, holding or voting” Person B’s stock.
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Section 203
 In a recent bench ruling, the Court of Chancery held that, although Berkshire Hathaway
had conferred with Knauf over several months to discuss possible terms of a deal,
Berskhire and Knauf did not have an “agreement, arrangement or understanding” for
purposes of Section 203. In re USG Corp. S’holder Litig., C.A. No. 2018-0602-SG
(Del. Ch. Sept. 25, 2018) (transcript).
 During this time, Berkshire and Knauf allegedly coordinated a proxy contest that led to defeat of
4 company-backed directors.

 USG is just one of several recent lawsuits regarding Section 203.
 Be careful with discussions or negotiations with a 15%+ stockholder, even in a friendly
transaction involving the target board.
 Consider funneling negotiations of support agreement through the target board or, depending on the facts,
consider seeking 203 approval of the target board.
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Disclosure Duties
 Cirillo Family Trust v. Moezinia, 2018 WL 3388398 (Del. Ch. July 11, 2018).
 Information statement sent to non-consenting stockholders following private
company merger.
 “[T]he Notice failed to include, among other things, any financial information relating to
DAVA, any description of DAVA’s business and its future prospects, and any information
about how the Merger price was determined or whether the price was fair to stockholders.”
 The three Director Defendants never discussed the contents of the Notice among
themselves.
 Two Director Defendants deferred to a third, who was GC, and to outside counsel.
 The GC took a passive role; only reviewed, but did not comment on outside counsel
draft.
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Disclosure Duties
 Cirillo Family Trust v. Moezinia, 2018 WL 3388398 (Del. Ch. July 11, 2018).
 0.27% stockholder plaintiff alleges directors liable, notwithstanding 102(b)(7)
provision, because disclosure must have been a product of bad faith.
 Court holds that, because the directors “reasonably relied upon DAVA’s longtime
outside corporate counsel to prepare the Notice, their actions do not rise to the
threshold required for bad faith as a matter of law.”
 This also allows directors to rely on DGCL Section 145.

 But Court allows plaintiffs leave to amend and add counts for breach of fiduciary duty
against directors who were also officers, who would not have the benefit of DGCL
102(b)(7) or 145 in their officer capacity.
 Side note: Dating consents.
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Drag-Along Rights
 In re Good Technology, 2017 WL 2537347 (Del. Ch. May 12, 2017) .
 Suggests an implied term of a drag right triggered upon board approval is that the board did not
breach its fiduciary duties when approving the merger that triggers the drag.
 “A key purpose of conditioning a drag sale on board approval is ‘to require the board to consider its
fiduciary duty to all of the company’s owners.’ In light of this purpose, the parties may have regarded it as
so obvious that the Company could only enforce the Drag-Along if the board complied with its fiduciary
duties that it would have been ‘obvious and provocative’ to include such a term explicitly. Assessing
whether the parties intended to imply such a term will require a factual determination based on a full trial
record.”

 Halpin v. Riverstone Nat’l, Inc., 2015 WL 854724 (Del. Ch. Feb. 26, 2015).
 Drag did not apply because stockholders notified of deal after closing and drag contemplated
being exercised pre-closing.
 In dicta, Court states that there is an open issue under Delaware law as to whether common
stockholders can waive their appraisal rights ex ante by contract.
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Drag-Along Rights
 Manti Holdings, LLC et al. v. Authentix Acquisition Co., 2018 WL 4698255
(Del. Ch. Oct. 1, 2018).
 Vice Chancellor Glasscock revisits his “undecided question” in Halpin.
 Plaintiffs sought appraisal after Authentix’s sale via merger to a third party.
 Plaintiffs were parties to a stockholder agreement, which required that they “refrain
from the exercise of appraisal rights” with respect to a board approved transaction.
 The company sought to enforce the agreement and prevent the plaintiffs from
pursuing appraisal.
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Drag-Along Rights
Terms of Drag-Along
 In the event of a Company Sale, stockholders must consent to the sale and “refrain from the
exercise of appraisal rights.”
 “This agreement, and the respective rights and obligations of the Parties, shall terminate upon the
. . . consummation of a Company Sale.”

Holding
 The stockholders agreement was enforceable and plaintiffs could not pursue appraisal.
 The obligation to “refrain from the exercise of appraisal rights” did not terminate upon the
consummation of the transaction.
 “My finding is bolstered by the obvious fact that the ‘exercise of appraisal rights’ with respect to a transaction
is meaningless until the transaction is accomplished.”

 Enforcement of the stockholders agreement did not violate public policy or Section 151(a) of the
DGCL (requiring limitations on classes of stock to be contained in the corporation’s charter).
 Enforcing the stockholders agreement is “not the equivalent of imposing limitations on a class of stock under
Section 151(a) . . . the Company . . . did not transform the Petitioner’s shares of stock into a new restricted
class via the SA; instead, individual stockholders took on contractual responsibilities in return for
consideration.”
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Drag-Along Rights
Practice Points From Majority Owner Standpoint:
Exercise.
 Parties should carefully follow all procedures in the drag-along, including use of proxies if available (or
eliminate unnecessary procedures by amendment where possible).
 Consents/votes obtained after requisite vote might not have the effect of waiving appraisal, so parties should
structure transaction to obtain minority votes before or concurrently with majority vote.
 Buyers might insist on having stockholders waive appraisal rights (supported by consideration or buyer’s
detrimental reliance in closing the transaction) in connection with the proposed transaction to avoid any issue
as to the validity of the original waiver.
Drafting.
 Obtain a proxy if possible (that can be exercised without first soliciting the vote).
 Include power of attorney to cover ancillary agreements/releases.
 Consider whether possible to avoid board involvement (e.g., structure as stock purchase instead of merger).
 Expressly waive appraisal rights in drag-along.
 Cause drag-along to apply to any merger where consideration paid in accordance with the waterfall (and avoid
“similar treatment” requirements).
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Fraud Carve Outs to Nonreliance
Provisions
 Because reliance is an element of a fraud claim, any express fraud carve out to
the indemnification regime will require drafters to consider the statements that a
buyer may reasonably rely upon, if any, in addition to those representations
within the four corners of the agreement.
 This may be addressed in two ways:
 The buyer may agree that it is only relying upon statements within the four corners of
the agreement (a “Reliance Limitation”).
 In addition, the fraud carve out itself could be limited to representations made within
the four corners of the agreement (a “Fraud Carve Out Limitation”).
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Fraud Carve Outs to Nonreliance
Provisions
 The Reliance Limitation must come from the point of view of the buyer; it cannot take the form
solely of a disclaimer of extra-contractual representations by the target. FdG Logistics LLC v.
A&R Logistics Holdings, Inc., 131 A.3d 842 (Del. Ch. 2016).
 Thus, Reliance Limitations should be included either in the buyer’s representations or in an agreement of the
buyer in a miscellaneous section.
 To avoid an argument that a buyer’s nonreliance agreement does not survive closing or some extended
survival period, consider including the nonreliance agreement in the miscellaneous provisions of the
agreement, rather than in a buyer representation.

 In several cases, plaintiffs have argued that a fraud carve out that does not have a Fraud Carve Out
Limitation should be read to allow fraud claims based on extra-contractual statements or omissions
notwithstanding a Reliance Limitation. The Courts have generally rejected this argument. See, e.g.,
ChyronHego Corp v. Wight, 2018 WL 3642132 (Del. Ch. July 31, 2018); Prairie Capital III, L.P. v.
Double E Holding Corp., 132 A.3d 35 (Del. Ch. 2015).
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Fraud Carve Outs to Nonreliance
Provisions
 What if a fraud carve out is drafted in a Reliance Limitation, as opposed to in a sole
remedy provision? For example:
 “Holdings and the Buyer agree that neither the Company, any Seller nor any of their respective
Affiliates or advisors have made and shall not be deemed to have made any representation,
warranty, covenant or agreement, express or implied, with respect to the Company, its business
or the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, other than those representations, warranties,
covenants and agreements explicitly set forth in this Agreement. Without limiting the generality
of the foregoing, the Buyer agrees that no representation or warranty, express or implied, is
made with respect to any financial projections or budgets; provided, however, that this Section
4.7 shall not preclude the Buyer Indemnified Parties from asserting claims for Fraud or
indemnification in accordance with ARTICLE VII.”

 The Court of Chancery, in ChyronHego Corporation v. Wight, 2018 WL 3642132 (Del.
Ch. July 31, 2018), held that the fraud carve out in the above Reliance Limitation did
not impact the effect of the Reliance Limitation, but including the fraud carve out only
in the sole remedy provision would avoid the argument.
31

Who Is Liable for Fraud?
 May a fund or large stockholder be liable for fraud when the target company is making the representations?
 Direct Liability: Test in Delaware, reaffirmed in Prairie Capital, is that the “1) [alleged tortfeaser] knew that the
Company’s contractual representations and warranties were false; or 2) that the [alleged tortfeaser] itself lied to
the Buyer about a contractual representation or warranty.”


Prairie Capital suggests the first test can be satisfied, for purposes of a motion to dismiss, (i) with respect to “the humans
through which the Company made its representations” – i.e., the corporate officers and (ii) with respect to behind-the-scenes
funds who make statements to corporate officers “intending for those statements to be repeated” to the buyer. See also A.
Schulman, Inc. v. Citadel Plastics Holdings, LLC, 2018 WL 448046 (Del. Ch. Feb. 1, 2017) (order).



In at least one ruling on a motion to dismiss, the Court found it reasonably conceivable that a selling fund knew that the
Company’s representations were false because a stockholders agreement gave that fund seats on the Company’s board and veto
rights over certain decisions. DLJ S. Am. Partners, L.P. v. Multi-Color Corp., C.A. No. 7417-CS (Del. Ch. Dec. 19, 2012)
(transcript).

 Secondary Liability: Either conspiracy or aiding and abetting. Test is whether seller/management “acted in
concert with” the Company or gave “substantial assistance” to the Company.
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Who Is Liable for Fraud?
 The courts have struggled to determine whether a fraud carve out applies generally or only to the specific
tortfeasors.
 Great Hill Equity Partners v. SIG Growth Equity Fund, 2018 WL 6311829 (Del. Ch. Dec. 3, 2018).


In the Great Hill litigation’s previous motion to dismiss opinion, the Court declined to decide whether a fraud carve out to
indemnification caps applies just to the fraudsters or to innocent stockholders as well. In this post-trial liability opinion, the
Court holds fraud carve out applies only to fraudsters.



However, the Court continued to decline dismissing unjust enrichment claims against innocent stockholders following this initial
post-trial decision on liability, .

 EMSI Acquisition, Inc. v. Contrarian Funds, LLC, 2017 WL 1732369 (Del. Ch. May 3, 2017).




Relevant contractual provisions:


Agreement contained typical indemnification scheme with basket and cap and limited a seller’s indemnification liability to the amount of
the escrow fund.



Agreement also made clear that indemnification is exclusive remedy for a Seller’s breach.



However, another provision appeared to carve out from all of these limitations “any” claim “based upon fraud.”

Court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss and noted that it required extrinsic evidence to construe the ambiguous
indemnification provisions before determining which of the competing interpretations reflect the parties’ intent with respect to
indemnification for claims of fraud against the sellers arising from misrepresentations by the company.
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Experts v. Arbitrators
 In post-closing disputes, the parties often will identify a third party to resolve
disputes.
 Parties will often disagree as to the scope of the third-party’s authority, and who
gets to decide disputes as to the scope of the third-party’s authority.
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Experts v. Arbitrators
 If the third-party is an arbitrator:
 Substantive Arbitrability:
 The threshold question of whether the issue is subject to arbitration.
 Generally decided by the Court.

 Procedural Arbitrability:
 Procedural issues such as waiver or satisfaction of conditions precedent to arbitration, and
what evidence the arbitrator can consider.
 Decided by the arbitrator.

 Question: Do these doctrines always apply whenever parties have selected a
private third-party to decide a dispute?
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Experts v. Arbitrators
 Penton Business Media Holdings, LLC v. Informa PLC, 2018 WL 3343495
(Del. Ch. July 9, 2018).
 E&Y selected in agreement as default accountant who will decide, among other
things, post-closing disputes over Tax Allocation.
 Parties agreed on what question to ask of E&Y:
 “What amount of the Transaction Tax Deductions shown on the attached schedule is to be
treated as ‘Aggregate Post-Closing Tax Deductions’ (as such term is defined in the Merger
Agreement)?”

 Parties also agreed on the list of transaction-related tax deductions that E&Y needed
to address, and the individuals to utilize at E&Y.
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Experts v. Arbitrators
 Penton Business Media Holdings, LLC v. Informa PLC, 2018 WL 3343495
(Del. Ch. July 9, 2018).
 Seller wanted E&Y to be able to consider extrinsic evidence to support its position
and would not sign E&Y engagement letter proffered by buyer.
 Seller argued it should be up to E&Y whether to consider extrinsic evidence as a
matter of procedural arbitrability.
 Merger agreement says accountant “shall be acting as an accounting expert only and
not as an arbitrator.”
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Experts v. Arbitrators
 Penton Business Media Holdings, LLC v. Informa PLC, 2018 WL 3343495
(Del. Ch. July 9, 2018).
 Court first notes that in at least twenty-two states, there is no distinction between an
arbitrator and an expert.
 Court then holds that Delaware, unlike other jurisdictions, maintains the distinction
between arbitrators and independent experts.
 In doing so, Court distinguishes Delaware cases that had suggested to the contrary.

 If the third-party is an expert (and not an arbitrator):
 No distinction between substantive and procedural arbitrability.
 Court interprets contract to determine who gets to decide whether issue is subject to dispute
resolution provision and who gets to decide procedural issues.
 However, as a general rule, “an expert charged with making a narrow determination will
not have authority to interpret the governing agreement unless the contract says so.”
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Experts v. Arbitrators
 Penton Business Media Holdings, LLC v. Informa PLC, 2018 WL 3343495
(Del. Ch. July 9, 2018).
 Court determines that, because contract stated that E&Y “shall be acting as an
accounting expert only and not as an arbitrator,” it made clear that E&Y was an expert
and doctrines of substantive and procedural arbitrability did not apply.
 Court determines that E&Y could not consider extrinsic evidence under the terms of
the contract.
 “Although parties could give an expert the authority to interpret a contract, here they did not.”
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Experts v. Arbitrators
 Other cases addressing scope of dispute resolution in purchase price adjustment:
 Ray Beyond Corp. v. Trimaran Fund Mgmt, L.L.C., 2019 WL 343668 (Del. Ch. Jan. 29, 2019) (citing
Penton to find parties selected expert, rather than arbitrator, resolution, and holding that an escrow
dispute was not within expert’s narrow authority).
 Agiliance, Inc. v. Resolver SOAR, LLC, 2019 WL 343668 (Del. Ch. Jan. 25, 2019) (holding that
contract contemplated arbitration, even if arbitration was to be “baseball style”, which in turn allowed
arbitrator to decide procedural issue of whether notice of dispute was sufficiently specific).
 Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. N.V. v. Westinghouse Electric Co. LLC, 166 A.3d 912 (Del. June 28, 2017)
(holding that a post-closing dispute regarding working capital adjustment must be limited to whether
changes in facts or circumstances between sign and close impacted working capital, and cannot involve
claims regarding GAAP compliance of financial statements.
 Alliant Techsystems, Inc. v. MidOcean Bushnell Holdings, L.P., 2015 WL 1897659 (Del. Ch. Apr. 24,
2015) (holding that issues of GAAP compliance in connection with purchase price adjustment should
be resolved by independent accountant).
 OSI Systems, Inc. v. Instrumentarium Corp., 892 A.2d 1086 (Del. Ch. 2006) (holding that independent
accountant’s authority did not extend to determination of GAAP compliance in purchase price
adjustment and treating issue of GAAP compliance as within the scope of a claim for breach of reps).
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ICLE BOARD
Name

Position

Term Expires

Carol V. Clark

Member

2019

Harold T. Daniel, Jr.

Member

2019

Laverne Lewis Gaskins

Member

2021

Allegra J. Lawrence

Member

2019

C. James McCallar, Jr.

Member

2021

Jennifer Campbell Mock

Member

2020

Brian DeVoe Rogers

Member

2019

Kenneth L. Shigley

Member

2020

A. James Elliott

Emory University

2019

Buddy M. Mears

John Marshall

2019

Daisy Hurst Floyd

Mercer University

2019

Cassady Vaughn Brewer

Georgia State University

2019

Carol Ellis Morgan

University of Georgia

2019

Hon. John J. Ellington

Liaison

2019

Jeffrey Reese Davis

Staff Liaison

2019

Tangela Sarita King

Staff Liaison
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET
Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually,
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in
the area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in
the Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal
case in 1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of
three hours of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice
hours are included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited”
provider of “approved” CLE instruction.
Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years.
Excess trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.
A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics, professionalism and trial
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!
ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Official
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar
record.
Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure
at the registration desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any state other than Georgia.
If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call:
678-529-6688

